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PREPARED BY A. PRESTON 

ARPA Input, Virtual Meeting, April 19, 2022 

Historic Storytelling/Restorative Justice 

• No idea what restorative justice actually means  online the definition refers to the criminal
justice system or to schools which don’t apply to Davidson. This seems like we made up our
own term and we’re going by this backwards by funding the projects and then defining the
term

• What are we doing? Looking for issues on current injustice in the last 5, 10, 30, 50, 100 years?
• This seems like a thinly veiled first step towards reparations
• We have a nondiscrimination ordinance which prohibits discrimination based on race, but now

here’s something based on race so what is that based on
• Not recommended for funding until specific foals and timelines are established

Mental Health Response 

• Support this! As a business owner, people come into stores on Main Street looking for help and
it’s really difficult for people working to know what to do. Staff are not trained on what to do
and what not to do, and are often hesitant to bother police.

• Davidson attracts a lot of people from outside of Davidson
• People need help and we don’t know how to help  something like this is a step in the right

direction
• Police have been great but we don’t know if police make the situation better or worse
• Deemed worthy of funding  fund the pilot program is an excellent path. There’s a need but it

needs to be approached carefully because we don’t want the mental health person to be put in
physical danger if they are not working in close coordination with police.

Sustainability 

• Solar panels make sense, good return, seems like an investment that would pay back. Not sure
where they should be placed.

Critical Infrastructure 

• Every dollar should be spent here
• Critical infrastructure should extend to emergency operations center and EOC plans that

include life-safety programs and initiatives
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• Area behind Main Street – underutilized space, tons of opportunity here. Some of this property
is town-owned, some if owned by local businesses. Could seek funding to improve the area
behind Main St. and create a gathering space.

• Idea to pursue public/private partnership
o Linden Mill or Car Wash site – maybe the town can look at a site like that and can make

a road connection to help facilitate growth, etc.

Affordable Living and Housing 

• Town is the steward of town-owned land, and that land should be used to the benefit of all
residents

• Affordable housing on town-owned land presents legal liabilities, using town-owned land for AH
is short-sighted and no one can predict what might be needed in 25-50 years.

• Core value things like affordable housing should be funded in projects  ARPA should be for
more special projects

Other 

• Pedestrian Safety – resource concern
o Extra presence on specific days of the week (Friday afternoons, Saturday mornings),

knowing where to cross, how to drive
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ARPA Input, Davidson East Meeting, April 20, 2022 

Historic Storytelling/Restorative Justice 

• Library and books
• Restoring historical sites
• Davidson needs to be a town with a conscious. Don’t lose track of restorative justice even if we

don’t use ARPA fund for this
• Restore Lingle hut and use as a storytelling center

Mental Health Response 

• Mental health issues is #1 priority. If we don’t deal with issues now, we pay higher price in
many ways down the line.

• Mental health response/support
• It all starts here for all of the other options to succeed
• Great idea!

Sustainability 

• Access to use specific funding
• Creation of sustainability plan
• Environmental justice pairs with affordability
• Affect health of humans and wildlife
• Will decrease operating costs long term
• Plan will help get money for aspect of plan
• Includes severe weather response

Critical Infrastructure 

• If only the power poles/lines in Davidson could go underground – not enough money we know
• Increased public transportation – bus/rail lines in Eastern part of town
• Complete Greenway from Fisher Farm to River Run
• Use part of Linden Mill for a more permanent farmers market, maybe canopy with stalls

Affordable Living and Housing 

• Affordable childcare
• Look at Community Matters Café in Charlotte for incubator ideas
• Use public works site for affordable housing
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• Community kitchen linked to: community garden(s), life style changes edu., incubator- provide 
great financial sustainability edu. 

• More transportation options, grocery store/dining, finding land that works for everyone 
• Affordable childcare? Along with affordable housing  
• For community kitchen – nutrition classes geared to better health for our community  
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ARPA Input, Ada Jenkins Center, April 25 

Historic Storytelling/Restorative Justice 

• Funding a history wall regarding the Ada Jenkins Center 
• Housing/red lining are all parts of discrimination that lead to the need for restorative justice. 

Perhaps qualifying for affordable housing units can include criteria that works towards the goal 
of restorative justice 

• The college will be doing a lot in terms of DEI initiatives including storytelling. Hillary Green has 
been hired. Hopefully, the goal will be mostly achieved on the college’s clime 

• Annual storytelling festival with Juneteenth to honor families 
• Print, calendars need to be inclusive of people of color. Work smart to include everyone 
• Asbestos site/Linden Mill plays into this? 

Mental Health Response 

• Excellent idea 
• Focus on teens; help them get more sleep 
• Mental health pro definitely needed on call 24/7 
• Whatever Chief Dunn wants! 
• 2nd priority- mental health 
• I am a former Principal from Davidson IB and we had (after moving on to high school and 

beyond) 5 students commit suicide. Mental health is key, and a person in N. Meck makes sense 

Sustainability  

• Solar panels, electric vehicles, outlaw gasoline leaf blowers, clarify recycling 
• Affordable apartment rental units to include community gardens 
• Affordable housing needs to include rental properties for minimum wage workers/people who 

depend on disability income. Long-term solar panels on rental units will make a new ??? unit 
sustainable & affordable 

• EV charging systems in So Main will drive long distance travels to Main Street restaurants- 
win/win 

Critical Infrastructure 

• Install speedbumps on neighborhood streets in W. Davidson 
• Can So. Main be tweaked to affordably include a community kitchen? 
• Community kitchen should be in W. Davidson! (but affordable housing is #1) 
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• EV charging stats to promote EV purchases and promote long distance travels to stop for meals 
in Davidson 

• Town owned trolley and service 
• Encourage park & ride 
• Repair Sloan St. and Westside Terrace (NOW, not ARPA) 

Affordable Living and Housing  

• Linden Mill remediation & development 
• Repair low-income housing, especially that of seniors, on the West Side 
• Invest in home repair & home preservation for low-to-moderate income homeowners 
• Repairs on housing for longtime residents 
• Lowe income housing to help the teachers, apartments, multi-family housing 
• Affordable housing for low-income folks is 1st priority 
• Funds are needed to rehab largest stock of current affordable housing (the Bungalows) 
• Laws amenable to allowing in-law or tiny houses to be built by private citizens on their property 
• Would the town consider purchasing the Bungalows? 
• Lowe income housing. Please rehabilitate existing inventory- this is the population most 

vulnerable. I’m not asking you to do everything, just do something. 
• Most important/biggest missing piece in affordable housing in Davidson is low-rent units 

affordable by minimum wage & folks replying on disability income. 
• Community kitchen at Ada Jenkins 
• We need help w/ senior citizens at westside maintaining their homes. The original westside- 

repairs! 
• Language change- low income to low wage earners 
• Affordable meal option in Davidson 
• Don’t know much about it but heard on NPR about a “public uber.” Rather than the CATS town 

bus, operate/supplement # for pilot program for Uber-like shuttle. Allows folks who can’t afford 
a car or can’t directly get to work or school to get there 

• 1st priority is affordable housing and repairs 
• Cars are a huge expense for many people. Public transportation is not reliable to get to 

jobs/schools in LKN 

Other 

• Splash pad in West Davidson 
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ARPA Input, Hopewell Baptist Church Meeting, April 28, 2022 

Historic Storytelling/Restorative Justice 

• Priority #2 Open and explore creative communication to explore hearing/amplifying 
marginalized resident voices. Next step in inclusive community 

• Absolutely should not include reparations- how would these ever be vetted? Agree w/ plaques, 
signs, etc- potential cost?” 

• “Podcast” storytelling w/ visuals on town site 
• Get-togethers in minority communities 
• Do not “test” projects; define what this might be 
• Do not fund restorative justice without defining it, its objectives/goals, its costs, its benefits. If 

you do not know where you are going, would will not know if/when you get there 

Mental Health Response 

• Love it! 
• Campaign to normalize tending to mental health 
• More help for mental problems 
• Mental health responds for police; mental health resources for teens 
• Priority #3 mental health care for all residents 
• Fund mental health pilot effort 

Sustainability 

• Town-wide composting program instead of paying for private composting service 
• Electric charging stations- one in 127, and one in 206 
• Interested in preserving green space 

Critical Infrastructure 

• Sidewalks should be first priority 
• Speed up projects that were put on hold, roundabouts ?? safety 
• Connecting neighborhoods and sidewalks and greenways, e.g. connecting Pages Pond via 

sidewalk along Davidson-Concord Rd. 
• Parking. Parking. Parking 
• Improvements to town green- seating, storage 
• Solar lighting at circles- it’s too dark! 
• Implement pedestrian task force plan 
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• #1 Priority must be projects that enhance the safety and security of town residents and 
businesses. (a) ensure town hall renovations and new town center have full, redundant, and 
independent emergency ops center capability (primary/alternate) and up to date plans and 
procedures, (b) fund vision zero recommendations such as crossroads and safety lights and 
signage, (c) ensure roadways are adequately lit, (d) expand greenways, bike lanes/paths, (e) 
implement signage in parks or greenways to facilitate emergency response for people in 
distress, (f) reduce backlog of road, traffic circle, and sidewalk improvement projects 

Affordable Living and Housing  

• I really like the incubator kitchen idea. I have friends in West Davidson who tell me they use to 
love going to the Brickhouse once/month, but they can no longer afford it. Somehow, we need 
to stop this community from becoming a rich person/country club community with no resident 
school teachers, police officers, librarians, etc…It would be such a boring place. 

• Do not fund AH w/ general taxpayer funds; use payment-in-lieu funds only 
• Opposed to this idea using taxpayer funds. Bad enough taxpayers have to pay to defend 

lawsuits 
• What happens in the future- 100 years if land needed for town needs- very shortsighted to use 

for AH 
• Affordable prepared food is a contradiction in terms. Would much rather see fresh food 

affordable options. 
• Acquiring property for AH 
• Not concentrating AH in West Davidson 
• #1 priority! 
• Priority #1 creative solutions and projects to provide opportunities for a socio-economic diverse 

community 

Other 

• Pay down debt, fund pension liability 
• Division of funds: 50% infrastructure, 20% sustainability, 10% mental health, 10% historic 

storytelling 
• Skate Park at Fisher Farm 
• Set aside funds for potential COVID expenses in the future 
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ARPA Input, Davidson Town Hall, May 4, 2022 

Historic Storytelling/Restorative Justice 

• Museum like display in common areas of new town hall, like Cornelius Town Hall, but better. 
Developing an historic mill home as a museum/event space to tell a story about Davidson 
history. 

• Need to save the west side from gentrification 
• Look at “systemic racism in Mecklenburg County;” contact terrieberle@gmail.com for report. I 

am interested in this! 
• Interrelates w/ mental health, affordable housing 
• Nice to see history of our town visible for community to read about on plaques 
• Restorative justice- not sure what this looks like but some efforts at healing the town are 

needed 
• Vague; there are more pressing, fundamental needs 
• Mental health care, small grants for services, i.e. Ada Jenkins, could address restorative justice, 

generational trauma; DLL can help with this 

Mental Health Response 

• This seems to be a critical need with police 
• Pilot project- great idea! 
• You can prove successful then go after other funding 
• De-escalation team can encompass loss team, responding to traumatic loss, either by suicide, 

overdose, etc. Loss Team is also a national model, and we at DLL can support volunteers 
• I think there is a federal grant for this very successful national model- de-escalation team 
• Interrelates with restorative justice- marginalized communities experience mental health issues 

and have barriers to accessing care 
• Very important- I think this is very worthwhile for our community 
• Mental health clinician with the police is a great idea 

Sustainability 

• Walkability- interrelates with infrastructure- more sidewalks and paths 
• Find ways to incorporate solar power into the infrastructure; purchase electric vehicles for 

town use 
• Agree important develop sustainability plan- a must! 
• Economic ways to save money for the town 

mailto:terrieberle@gmail.com
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Critical Infrastructure 

• With cramped police and fire facilities and almost all staff working multiple jobs to make ends 
meet, police and fire must be a key priority 

• Since this to do scheduled projects sooner, not as much a priority? 
• Sustainability/infrastructure- sidewalk/bike path along E. Rocky River Rd, connecting east side 

(River Run) to paths on Dav/Concord Rd 
• Sidewalks & bike paths- interrelates w/ sustainability 
• Developing our lake access, more kayaks? A picnic shelter? 
• Station/sidewalks 
• More sidewalks; public facilities improvements 

Affordable Living and Housing  

• Per citizen survey fall 2021, affordable housing ranked #13 of 13 items listed about Davidson. 
And, only a minority of respondents wanted to spend the dollars here. 

• Location of public works is perfect location for housing- walkable to everywhere 
• What about Pump House location for AH? 
• More money for house repairs 
• Make AH available to our public safety officers 
• Need housing for local workers- support business community! 
• As the population continues to grow and the new housing continues, we need to make sure 

that we also increasing the availability of AH 

Other 

• Reduce debt, since: we are heading into a recession, inflation is adding to the cost of governing, 
town revenues may fall with reduced spending & unemployment 

• Fully fund the retirement plan- underfunded plans are a ticking time bomb 

 

 



AMERICAN RESCUE 

PLAN ACT (ARPA) 

ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS 

open April 12 – May 7, 2022 

Amanda Preston, 

Communications Director 

Please note: 

Question 1 has been removed from the packet provided to protect 

the privacy of survey users. The question was: 

Q1: 

Please enter your email address. Please note that the town does 

not collect or store identifying information; a field requesting a 

respondent to input their email address is simply used to limit 

responses to one per person. 
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96.59% 198

2.44% 5

0.98% 2

Q2 Are you a resident of the Town of Davidson?
Answered: 205 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 205
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Yes

No

Other - I work in Davidson, etc.
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Q3 What input do you have about Affordable Housing and Living as a
priority area?

Answered: 187 Skipped: 18

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I think it's extremely important in this town with rapidly growing housing prices 5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 High priority 5/6/2022 5:08 PM

3 Provide more affordable housing to lower-income residents 5/6/2022 3:56 PM

4 It is very important. We need to focus on owner occupied housing. No short term rentals. 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

5 I believe that secure housing for low income residents should be Davidson's top priority. 5/5/2022 11:29 AM

6 I believe that Affordable Housing and Living is a priority 5/5/2022 5:42 AM

7 Positively support use of these funds to develop new affordable housing opportunities with
partners like DHC and Habitat. Urge caution paying market rate for substandard properties
hoping to maintain them as affordable.

5/4/2022 2:44 PM

8 The need for families to provide a safe home to raise their children to be thriving individuals is
critical.

5/4/2022 12:40 PM

9 I don't think this relief money should be used for affordable housing. I don't think affordable
housing should be a priority in our town. Town government should use tax funds for critical
infrastructure and improvement of common areas, historical preservation, stimulating business
growth (and thus the tax base in the town), and also for safety initiatives.

5/3/2022 4:58 PM

10 New affordable housing projects, along with other measures to keep existing house from sky
rocketing in price

5/3/2022 2:03 PM

11 Very high priority 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

12 I think it is critical to our town's continued viability. I would rate it as the top priority. The town
should create affordable housing on town-owned properties as stated above.

5/3/2022 11:05 AM

13 Affordable housing is needed across the town, not just in one general area. 5/2/2022 8:50 AM

14 Need to do more 5/1/2022 10:53 AM

15 I’d like to see affordable housing funds used to subsidize current owner occupants of
affordable housing to remain in their own homes, without displacement due to rising
costs/taxes/market forces. I prefer this approach over the purchase of highly expensive land
for development, as it has the potential to help a greater number of people.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

16 A critical need for Davidson that draws lots of talk, but little action. We have an opportunity for
funding to keep our lower income workers close to their jobs, and retain some residents who
otherwise can't afford to live in Davidson. A once in a lifetime funding opportunity.

4/29/2022 5:19 PM

17 I’m not sure that is the best use of the funds. Who would live in that housing? Teachers,
firefighters?

4/29/2022 3:18 PM

18 Great need for affordable housing and to protect existing housing from investors. 4/29/2022 10:47 AM

19 What is affordable anymore. I fear that most of the “affordable housing” that has or is currently
being built is not all that “affordable.”

4/29/2022 8:48 AM

20 I don't believe that Gov should be in the housing business. 4/29/2022 7:50 AM

21 It is imperative that affordability and equity continue to be a priority as the wealth gap
continues to grow and the town becomes increasingly unaffordable

4/28/2022 9:26 PM

22 I have lived in a beautiful affordable duplex apartment for almost 11 years on Mock Circle 4/28/2022 3:20 PM
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provided by the Davidson Housing Coalition. If it wasn’t for the DHC I could not afford to live in
Davidson. I’ll always be grateful to them for the opportunity to live in this incredible town.

23 Affordable housing is important, especially if it helps increase racial diversity in the town. 4/28/2022 3:19 PM

24 Affordable housing is important and if legal, prioritize access for those employed in Davidson -
teachers, police, fire department

4/28/2022 2:25 PM

25 I think this is one of the highest priority area for the town to consider. 4/28/2022 12:51 PM

26 There has to be a balance between affordable housing and infrastructure that supports it.
Limiting tear down properties being replaced by gigantic houses would be nice.

4/28/2022 10:55 AM

27 Greatly needed so that our town represents a range of socioeconomic levels and professional
roles

4/28/2022 10:41 AM

28 This should be a top priority for Davidson. We need a variety of options for AH and methods
for retaining and expanding it.

4/28/2022 10:00 AM

29 It needs to be equitable and accessible. It also needs to be visible to the community. It should
not be hidden and segregated from the main artery of the town. Community should include
ideals of inclusivity.

4/28/2022 9:58 AM

30 Affordable housing and critical repair are at the top of my list. I heard a resident of West
Davidson say that she is paying 80% of her income for rent.

4/28/2022 9:57 AM

31 Housing, yes, but also know that greenways, dirtways, bike lanes, and other safe bike and
walking paths are an important part of affordable living. Davidson has has several ped and bike
accidents and deaths in or just outside the town limits. The town should add safe cycling and
walking to their list of priorities for creating sustainable living.

4/28/2022 8:42 AM

32 The largest inventory of affordable housing in Davidson (32 units) is a 22-year-old property
called the Bungalows. It is currently home for low-to-moderate income residents. The property
is in need of rehab due to years of deferred maintenance (sparse/faulty attention to resident-
reported maintenance requests as well as little to no preventative maintenance). Some
residents have been waiting almost a decade (10 years) for new carpets, new blinds,
repainting, etc. Some are living in units with 20 year old HVAC systems, 20 year old hot water
heaters, and other outdated appliances that are not energy efficient. Also, units are NOT
insulated. Many residents have high energy bills that take the "affordability" out of affordable
housing.

4/27/2022 2:53 PM

33 I care that we have places for people of all incomes to make Davidson their home. We are a
very wealthy community and we can make a choice to be less exclusive. To live with our
teachers, public employees, service providers, and other levels of income.

4/27/2022 2:18 PM

34 Economic diversity is I believe essential for a community that's in touch with America in broad
spectrum .

4/27/2022 1:53 PM

35 I value affordable housing specifically for those that work for the town, yet can’t afford to live in
Davidson. I also have value for continued support to West Davidson residents to minimize
gentrification.

4/26/2022 4:35 PM

36 None 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

37 It is moderately important 4/26/2022 2:26 PM

38 A focus on affordable housing for middle income households who may work in Davidson but
can not afford live in Davidson.

4/26/2022 10:39 AM

39 Housing projects should be left to the private sector. You comment that projects that require
future funding will not be selected - I feel the likelihood is that these types of efforts will require
future funding. Have seen few if any government housing efforts that don't.

4/26/2022 10:24 AM

40 It is good that you include affordable living. What good does it do if have housing but you can't
afford to live in the area/ don't have the skills to be employed. Support training and individual
growth while providing a safety net addresses some of the root issues and leads to long term
solutions through more skills, more opportunities and more personal dignity.

4/26/2022 9:48 AM

41 Other more critical priorities like roads & infrastructure to support all the new housing 4/26/2022 8:44 AM

42 Sounds great -let's do it! In addition to affordable housing, the town services like parks and rec 4/26/2022 8:26 AM
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need to alter their hours so that there are affordable camps and programs available when
school is not in session. We have recently moved here and that is a huge difference - the
parents need to take the day off when school is out because there isn't care available.
Summer camps through P&R are from 9-1. That doesn't work for working parents - those same
people who will be living in the affordable housing (and others in town too)

43 I think these are all very good and important ideas 4/25/2022 10:38 PM

44 I agree 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

45 Rising cost of living and trying to upgrade standard of living ,yet alone working and dreaming of
a savings plan or stability through retirement appear out of reach.Just having a home within
income ,affordable is priority for safe living and community support. Folks cannot pay more
than half Thier income on a home for family. Should only be 1/3 but don't see that ever
becoming reality. My children may never be home owners ,it's sad to think generations to
come have the clean up of the awful financial crisis, getting worse before we and if see
positive outlook? Rent is sky high just for 1 bedroom, Grown ,educated and with children is
impossible dream for a prosperous lifestyle

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

46 This should not be a priority. Government subsidized “affordable housing” is a solution in
search of a problem. The job market is very strong for those who are willing to work.

4/25/2022 5:45 PM

47 Don’t see how affordable housing is related to Covid 4/25/2022 5:44 PM

48 The importance of green space, native habitats and sustainability are far more important than
housing/development of any kind.

4/25/2022 4:50 PM

49 This is without a double one of the most desired areas to live in Mecklenburg county. At the
same time it is also one of the most expensive. We need affordable housing for seniors and for
our teacher, firemen and police.

4/25/2022 3:38 PM

50 Medium priority 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

51 Infrastructure should be the PRIMARY focus for the use of these funds. The bulk of these
discretionary funds should be utilized to benefit ALL THE TOWNS PEOPLE, NOT JUST the
minority few.

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

52 Feel that it is a necessary investment of ARPA funds. Top priority. 4/25/2022 2:55 PM

53 It’s not a priority for me 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

54 This should be the top priority among the permitted uses of the ARPA funds. 4/25/2022 2:43 PM

55 None. This shouldn't be a priority 4/25/2022 2:09 PM

56 That they get to keep the equity in their homes. Creates better ownership and the they have a
nest egg when they move.

4/25/2022 1:03 PM

57 It's important. I like the example projects mentioned above. 4/25/2022 12:27 PM

58 I would agree with the goal especially the community kitchen since it would provide growth
opportunities while serving a critical purpose. I would place affordable housing as priority 3 for
these funds given some of the existing projects (old lumber yard site).

4/25/2022 12:04 PM

59 none 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

60 Should be a high priority 4/25/2022 11:11 AM

61 I would want to make sure any money put to these areas are one time expenditures and does
not impact future annual budgets.

4/25/2022 10:57 AM

62 Based on new construction builder requirements to include affordable housing it seems that a
good percentage will be provided this way. To enhance or help these members I'd say that it
should focus on the areas that the folks currently live in.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

63 I support using the funds for Affordable Housing and Living as it relates to recovery from
COVID.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

64 This should not be a priority area for Davidson. That said, the Community Kitchen Space will
have lasting impact on the community, and should be the only item considered.

4/25/2022 10:46 AM

65 Very low priority. Not a good use of public funds for our community. 4/25/2022 10:25 AM
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66 Having resources and high accountability for people in affordable housing is key for the
success of those areas. Things like cleanliness standards and mandatory community
involvement benefits all all involved. A community garden run by the neighborhood or
something has high success rates if run properly .

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

67 Why does affordable housing often equate to overcrowding? Why can more green space not be
better integrated into affordable housing units? Also why does affordable housing have to
equate to cheap construction? Why can’t better practices be used to ensure that this housing
looks good for many years? Poor folks may not have the money to own/rent the equipment to
power wash the exterior of their homes. Much less pay a company to do it! Brick homes cost
more up front but require much less maintenance over the years. Isn’t that a better use of
funds in the long run?!

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

68 I agree this should be top priority for ARPA funds. 4/25/2022 10:14 AM

69 I believe other areas are a more appropriate use of these funds 4/25/2022 10:12 AM

70 I don't understand affordable housing. Is that a euphemism for below-market rental units? 4/25/2022 10:11 AM

71 I support affordable housing when living requirements for tenants are implemented and
enforced.

4/25/2022 9:54 AM

72 This is not the first area that I would make an investment. 4/25/2022 9:53 AM

73 I don’t see how this will provide value to the town and current residents. Davidson is
considered one of the most desirable communities to live in. It’s charm should be protected.

4/25/2022 9:47 AM

74 Na 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

75 There is already too much new housing construction happening and reducing the quality of
town life — green forest areas are disappearing and our roads are overloaded.

4/25/2022 9:38 AM

76 Not a priority at all, town roads and infrastructure should take priority 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

77 Davidson is not affordable and is becoming less so by the day. These tear downs and mega
mansions being built in place have ruined the character of community

4/24/2022 9:10 PM

78 It makes a healthy community for all people to live in good housing. It should be one of the
rights of all citizens!

4/24/2022 5:59 PM

79 Affordable Housing should be a top priority 4/24/2022 5:44 PM

80 It is so important for our community to have more affordable housing. Especially now that the
cost of buying or renting in our area has increased so much in the past few years

4/24/2022 4:02 PM

81 I hope the town will use some of the ARPA funding to secure housing for our neighbors
experiencing low/no income economic circumstances.

4/24/2022 3:20 PM

82 I think this is important- fixing up the existing housing and creating new housing. The new
housing does not all need to be in west Davidson. That seems like replicating segregation. Is
any land available on the east side of town?

4/23/2022 9:33 AM

83 Affordable Housing should be a priority area to allow for all socioeconomic backgrounds to live
in Davidson. Without it, only people with higher means of income can afford to live in
Davidson.

4/22/2022 10:40 PM

84 Davidson is getting extremely expensive to live in and thus I believe it is essential that
Davidson prioritizes affordable housing and living

4/22/2022 10:01 PM

85 We are in desperate need of worker housing. Everything should be elder and child centered,
too.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM

86 It is important that affordable housing is not solely viewed through the lens of a percentage of
AMI because we live in a wealthy community. The lowest end of our economic spectrum has
housing needs. Relying on the market to meet this need is unrealistic. Those developing
housing from the private sector have used legal recourse to resist our town's affordable
housing regulations. Public sector solutions are required and we should prioritize meeting the
housing needs of our community with the lowest incomes. Negative perceptions of public
housing "projects" need not serve as the basis to object to meeting these needs.

4/22/2022 3:19 PM
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87 Important - as seems to be a priority in writing but not as much in practice 4/22/2022 2:49 PM

88 Do not spend a single $1 of this federal money on Affordable Housing. You would need $50m
to make an actual difference in this town relating to affordable housing for people. If you take
$1 of the allocated $4m you will be wasting it.

4/22/2022 2:28 PM

89 Affordable Housing should be our highest priority, especially assistance to help west side
residents remain in their homes.

4/22/2022 12:30 PM

90 Our Westside is being gentrified out of existence, slowly but surely. It's my judgment that this
is priority #1 for our use of the funds.

4/22/2022 10:15 AM

91 as a retiree just going back to work, Affordable Housing is the only way my handicapped
husband, dog and I can remain in Davidson, N.C. after our lease expires in March 2023.

4/22/2022 10:08 AM

92 Affordable housing is a key community need. The emphasis with the available funding should
be to purchase land which won't be available in the coming years. Critical home repairs are
needed for many residents in west davidson and such a program is important increasing
quality of life and retarding gentrification.

4/22/2022 10:04 AM

93 I believe this is one of the top priority areas. 4/22/2022 9:06 AM

94 Affordable Housing is a priority for me. 4/22/2022 8:07 AM

95 In order to have a diverse community we need to have housing that is affordable for a diverse
group of people....We need a community that is diverse by race, gender, age and religion.

4/22/2022 8:01 AM

96 We need to move rapidly on this, as gentrification is advancing, reducing our town's diversity,
very quickly.

4/22/2022 7:47 AM

97 Highest priority 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

98 Affordable housing is a “nice to have” program. Right now you have police and firefighters
working multiple jobs to make a good living for their families. Why don’t we focus on these
“must have” first priorities of a town by compensating these people better so we have alert,
rested, and we’ll compensated staff? Also, the legality of our current program is questionable
and the program is a black box with little detailed information shared with citizens. Davidson
should have learned demo owning a cable company that the focus should be on delivering
essential, conventional services to citizens and not “nice to have” programs that we can I’ll
afford and that suck resources from core needs.

4/21/2022 8:44 PM

99 IT is a long standing problem that needs to be addressed 4/21/2022 2:01 PM

100 None 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

101 Affordable housing is one of my top priorities for our community--real estate and rentals are
shockingly limited and expensive.

4/21/2022 1:54 PM

102 This is a critical need in our community. 4/21/2022 1:06 PM

103 This should be a low priority for town use of funds. There has already been so much emphasis
on this - we have better areas to spend the money.

4/21/2022 10:36 AM

104 Affordable housing is a very important aspect to the town of Davidson to keep it a viable town
for all residents.

4/21/2022 9:07 AM

105 I consider affordable housing a high priority. I’m still learning the ins and outs and don’t have
solid solutions, but the research I’ve done about historical and present systemic racism in
America has shown me that there is a high wealth gap between communities of color and white
people in very large part due to redlining that deserves addressing now before the gap
continues to widen exponentially. Additionally, Davidson is a town that is no longer affordable
to those who work in community serving jobs like police, teachers, grocery store workers, etc.
Those who serve our town should not have to search for housing elsewhere. If a solution is
higher taxes my home is happy to do that to improve the housing situation of those in need in
addition to allowing others to enter this amazing Davidson community that I feel so privileged
to be a part of.

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

106 There is almost no affordable housing options for middle to lower economic status families and
individuals. Gentrification is expanding quickly & quietly, as seen in newly built homes right on

4/21/2022 12:57 AM
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& along Jetton, close to Davidson Cornelius Child Development Center. Just because the
location is convenient for the rich, doesn’t mean that the poor should be squeezed out-erased.

107 Agree that Davidson needs more options for affordable housing…town owned properties or
collaboration with Davidsin college to provide more diversity in our community seem like
reasonable options.

4/20/2022 10:07 PM

108 Should rank highest priority 4/20/2022 9:56 PM

109 Maybe try to include a studio kind of room in the floor plan, for possible future infectious
diseases in the family. There will be a good room to isolate the person but still living in the
same house.

4/20/2022 9:13 PM

110 Yes, I strongly support using these funds to enhance affordable housing in Davidson,
especially in West Davidson. These funds should also be used to help support existing
affordable homes, including the Bungalows, which are in need of repairs and face the prospect
of being sold off to the open market in 7 years.

4/20/2022 7:08 PM

111 Prioritize low income housing at least as much as middle income housing 4/20/2022 6:56 PM

112 Would provide housing, training and employment. The kitchen idea would fit all parameters
providing room to house applicants.

4/20/2022 3:59 PM

113 Top priority 4/20/2022 2:37 PM

114 Focusing on transportation is critical -- if affordable housing is located in an area from which
people can't get to a job, it is pointless. So I'll reserve my comments for infrastructure.

4/20/2022 12:31 PM

115 Affordable housing is very important in Davidson to help with racial and financial diversity. 4/20/2022 12:11 PM

116 I think it definitely is a topic that needs a lot of thought to make sure we are maintaining the
high value of Davidson while being good stewards to help others. I would love to be on a board
to help further the discussion around this.

4/20/2022 11:50 AM

117 Wonderful concept but implementation is challenging and could artificially impact overall
housing values. Does not belong in discussions of receiving Covid funds.

4/20/2022 10:56 AM

118 I would not use any of the money for affordable housing and instead use it to improve the the
town for all residents.

4/20/2022 9:44 AM

119 I think that Affordable Housing and Living should continue to be a priority and the location of
such being implemented should be spread amongst the town. Davidson is a large town and
Affordable Housing and Living options should be seen throughout the town.

4/20/2022 8:24 AM

120 Acquire property to help catalyze future housing. Also provide assistance to current low
income homeowners to allow them to stay in their homes

4/20/2022 8:21 AM

121 I have been involved in Davidson’s efforts on affordable housing since we moved here 25
years ago. It is incumbent on this community to remain engaged and in a leadership role in
these initiatives. They are a critical part of the vitality of our Town.

4/20/2022 8:09 AM

122 We definitely need to focus on diversity. As Davidson becomes a more desired place to live, it
is turning very homogeneous. More diversity would make it more friendly.

4/19/2022 10:45 PM

123 I think there are other areas where this and other town funds could be more equitably used. 4/19/2022 12:27 PM

124 It is time for concentrated and catch up truly affordable housing for natives and would-be
returnees with comparatively very low incomes. The cost, confusion, and favoritism--as well as
costly suits--inspired by an expensive and increasingly unworkable model have outlived that
effort.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

125 I am concerned that certain affordable housing and living can bring in the wrong type of lower
income quality of people seen in other towns.

4/18/2022 9:54 PM

126 I don’t think it should be a priority area. 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

127 I would rank affordable housing near the bottom of my priorities for the Town of Davidson. 4/18/2022 8:26 PM

128 Low priority 4/18/2022 4:54 PM

129 I’ll conceived program, with weak objectives and limited measures of success. In fact, what is
required and more progressive is a public-private subsidized housing program focused on need

4/18/2022 4:48 PM
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and the demands for the community. Free market penalties paid by developers achieve
nothing, and inner city objectives do not match the needs of our community.

130 I think this should be our highest priority although given the stated limitation on projects that
have ongoing expenses I question how this would work.

4/18/2022 4:26 PM

131 Desperately needed, especially one bedroom units. 4/18/2022 2:41 PM

132 it should definitely be a priority 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

133 It’s a farce 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

134 Maintaining and renovating existing affordable housing inventory seems critical. Revitalize and
repair affordable housing units for the most needy among us.

4/16/2022 10:52 AM

135 With average home pricing in Davidson around 600K+, I don't see how we can reach the
affordable housing goal

4/15/2022 2:31 PM

136 All of the above is fine, but Town investments should strive for mixed income developments
vs. mono-cultures of all- affordable or all-market rate development. Also, the westside location
makes logical sense b/c it is Town-owned, but also has a dangerous potential side effect of
concentrating affordable housing in one area of Town where it has historically been located. On
a related note, I hope the Town will strengthen the requirements AND ADD MEANINGFUL
INCENTIVES for affordable housing to be included in new development AND/OR
INCREASING THE PIL REQUIREMENTS. These standards were severely reduced in the last
decade, weakening one of Davidson's most significant acheivements as a Town.

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

137 Should be #1 priority. 4/15/2022 6:07 AM

138 I attended the meeting at St. Alban's Church and was disappointed in how limited the audience
participation was. It seems that the focus is on "housing for people like firefighters and
teachers" BUT what about those who have LOWER incomes that these professionals. What is
being done to take care of those currently living in the Bungalos?

4/15/2022 12:43 AM

139 Support this as a priority. Encourage that eligibility not be too restrictive - allow moderate
income earners to be eligible.

4/14/2022 3:53 PM

140 High priority 4/14/2022 3:11 PM

141 We seem to be moving in the wrong direction. It's afordability at all levels. Certainly, it's not
afordable for school teachers, librarians and policemen. My son and daughter-in-law earn close
to $200,000 between them as young professioinals and they couls not afford to buy a three
bedroom house in this community. The ongoing loss of diversity in our community due to lack
of affordability is very up setting.

4/14/2022 1:33 PM

142 a high priority to provide housing for entry level workforce and for first time homebuyers (young
families).

4/14/2022 1:31 PM

143 Very important to me personally. 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

144 I think way too much emphasis is being placed on this subject. In today's LKN economy a
person who is not physically or mentally deficient or addicted, can do quite well in the
workforce. Why do we always look for handout programs making some dependents on
government when they would be better served encouraging independency - a much healthier
mentality.

4/14/2022 11:54 AM

145 I think this area should be a priority. The town seems to be getting less diverse and more
economically stratified.

4/14/2022 8:51 AM

146 I like the community kitchen space comment. Though I think affordable housing is important, it
would be hard in this market to keep it from being purchased by investors.

4/13/2022 8:32 PM

147 The town appears to be becoming less diverse and less affordable in the past 5-10 years: if
you actually care, do something like provide direct assistance to minorities that served the
college for decades and were treated horribly

4/13/2022 5:32 PM

148 I agree that Affordable Housing and Living is a priority 4/13/2022 3:26 PM

149 I would like to see efforts that benefit long time Davidson residents who may or may not own
property but may be burdened by taxes or upkeep that could potentially lead them to sell their

4/13/2022 1:00 PM
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property and that could lead to gentrification of the area. At least some of the funds should go
toward helping such people remain in their homes if that's what they want to do.

150 Not a priority, money better spent elsewhere 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

151 It’s important to ensure people of all economic levels be part of this community. I would like to
see some type of affordable transit from Davidson to Fisher Farm/Abersham to allow those
without transportation to be able to enjoy those beautiful assets.

4/13/2022 9:33 AM

152 Community gardens within Town 4/13/2022 9:12 AM

153 There is already enough being done towards this 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

154 Likely a boondoggle 4/12/2022 11:21 PM

155 A little lower in priority for me; not because I disagree with the goal, but how much of a
difference are we making here? You build what, maybe a couple low income homes per year
while hundreds of larger homes are built. Just seems like we aren't really doing much here.

4/12/2022 9:44 PM

156 Prioritize existing inventory in the town, regardless if not owned by TOD but owned/managed
by TOD partners in affordable housing. That is a direct relationship that undergirds a
responsibility to preserve what we have over building new at extraordinary cost. In this case I
mean revitalization of the Bungalows as a priority. It is what remains that assists lower income
and our most vulnerable. Additionally, revitalization of West Davidson. Once again, utilize
resources to retain what we have before those are lost. New building, unless high density, will
never make up the numbers of units potentially lost if ignored.

4/12/2022 8:47 PM

157 I believe that rent subsidies are the most effective way to provide affordable housing absent
federal funding

4/12/2022 6:37 PM

158 Need to help lower income people on west side of town preserve their homes, if they desire to
do so.

4/12/2022 6:20 PM

159 Not a high priority 4/12/2022 6:18 PM

160 I consider this a very important part of our town's character. Using town-owned properties can
be a strong stimulus, but we also need developers who are experiencing economic benefits
from their individual projects to ethically invest in the community in terms of maintaining a
community with access for all economic levels. Otherwise we will be creating a housing desert
for many.

4/12/2022 5:57 PM

161 Affordable housing is a priority and it should be available throughout the entire Town of
Davidson, not just on the West side of the town.

4/12/2022 5:48 PM

162 Please do not put affordable housing only in one part or side of the town. This totally defeats
the purpose of the integration and diversity.

4/12/2022 5:28 PM

163 Highest priority for use of funds should be placed on needs of existing residents. Home
updates/repairs should be #1 priority.

4/12/2022 5:15 PM

164 I think we sometimes assume people want to live in Davidson but this is not necessarily the
case. When people are put into affordable housing, one of their main sources of future income
is denied.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

165 Affordable housing is a priority but so is creating local economic opportunities to maintain an
active and vibrant town for all, so the incubator idea is very interesting.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

166 I don’t think it should be our top priority 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

167 Do not spend any of the freed up general taxpayer funds on affordable housing. Affordable
housing is not a priority. Contrary to this survey’s presentation, at the 24 March 2022 BOC
meeting, in response to a town staff recommendation and request for guidance, the BOC
decided to spend its ARPA funds on staff salaries and benefits, freeing up general taxpayer
funds that will then be re-allocated. Thus, the decision on how to spend ARPA funds has
already been made. Now, the town and this survey actually need to decide how to re-allocate
the freed up general taxpayer funds. -- Items that will reduce injuries or save lives,
unquestionably, must be a higher priority. -- On many occasions over past two years the Mayor
and Commissioners have stated the use of taxpayer funds for affordable housing was not
intended. -- The town’s Affordable Housing Strategy states “the use of general taxpayer funds
for AH is not approved”. And, our town budget states its affordable housing line item requires

4/12/2022 4:52 PM
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payment-in-lieu funds. -- The Mayor and Commissioners have said many times that no intent
exists for our town to be an affordable housing developer, owner, or rental landlord, as those
are properly all private sector roles.

168 none 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

169 I do not consider this a priority for our town government. I think this is a charitable endeavor
and I choose and give to charities of my choice after fully vetting them. I do not believe
public/private partnerships can provide the same degree of transparency, and accountability.

4/12/2022 3:47 PM

170 I think Davidson is doing more than enough already as it relates to Affordable Housing and
Living. It is being over-prioritized by the Town. I do not see the need for additional levels of
priority to be assigned to this area.

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

171 We need to support with funds Historical West Davidson getting legally organized and creating
their community revitalization vision. We need to fund a neutral party telling the fullest racial
history within the town borders. Much has been written and much as been left out. Truth is
required reconciliation and trust.

4/12/2022 3:32 PM

172 Move town public works site would be my choice 4/12/2022 3:27 PM

173 What does affordable housing mean for Davidson? We need to define the meaning before
investing in more of the same.

4/12/2022 3:23 PM

174 Spending on affordable housing is a good use as long as the funds are applied to long-term
investments such as land purchase or building construction.

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

175 I believe that affordable housing should be a primary concern for the Town and that there
should also be funds available for assistance in maintaining and repairing existing affordable
housing.

4/12/2022 3:02 PM

176 Very low priority 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

177 Affordable housing should include the ability for more people to purchase a home not just have
affordable rent. Developers should be required to offer some affordable housing in each
development. They should not be able to “buy out” of this option. Affordable housing needs to
be sprinkled throughout the town to remove the stigma of living in an affordable home.

4/12/2022 2:54 PM

178 Given the drastic rise in home prices, and impending inflation concerns, I think affordable
housing and living will become an even more pressing issue in the coming years.

4/12/2022 2:41 PM

179 Agree with this priority. Concerned with approaches like moving houses (Sloan/Griffith) for
example that appear close to collapsing. Doesn't seem like an effective way to spend funds
that could be used in other ways for affordable housing.

4/12/2022 2:37 PM

180 top priority 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

181 High priority--With home values skyrocketing, cost of services/groceries/gas exponentially
increasing and inflation impacting we need to address property tax freezes for those on fixed
incomes--retired and disabled residents--as San Antonio and other areas have done so people
don't lose their homes to taxes.

4/12/2022 2:26 PM

182 Maybe 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

183 With the rising costs of home ownership, Davidson will lose its small town feel and become the
town of only the upper class.

4/12/2022 2:20 PM

184 I am against this concept as it deteriorates our communities and is contrary to American
culture.

4/12/2022 2:16 PM

185 This is ridiculous. There is enough affordable housing here. 4/12/2022 2:01 PM

186 important 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

187 I think there are many other priorities that need the Town's attention. Roads, trash, Main Street
and MI-Connection debt are bigger issues.

4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q4 What input do you have about the Affordable Housing and Living
potential projects listed above, as well as any other possible projects in this

area?
Answered: 170 Skipped: 35

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Public Works does indeed sit on very valuable, centrally located land. Relocating them to
Ridge Road or wherever the college land is located is a great idea and using that space for
affordable housing sounds even better.

5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 Develop the entrance to Davidson on Griffith Street. This could be made affordable and with
street appeal if the motivation is there.

5/6/2022 5:08 PM

3 None 5/6/2022 3:56 PM

4 Community kitchen is a good idea but not if it functions mostly as another amenity for the
wealthy. Basic housing is more important.

5/6/2022 9:26 AM

5 I am in favor of the town purchasing properties to be used for Affordable Housing. I also
support the idea of a Housing Trust Fund which would allow both public/private funding and
could subsidize those in need with rent relief or housing repairs and improvements

5/5/2022 5:42 AM

6 The Town owns several sites including public works and pump house sites. In addition, the
Town should think creatively about partnering with developers and Davidson College, who owns
many acres that would make excellent shared affordable housing (remember the College needs
affordable housing for its staff and faculty, too!!).

5/4/2022 2:44 PM

7 The cost of food is staggering. A community kitchen would not only provide meals for those
struggling to put food on the table, but also create extensions of education and accountability
of community members.

5/4/2022 12:40 PM

8 The only project idea above that I think is worthwhile is the community kitchen. 5/3/2022 4:58 PM

9 Already underserved populations need to be prioritized. Long time Davidsonians can't be
pushed out by increasing prices. Next priority needs to be housing for those coming to
Davidson and bringing the diversity we all say we want.

5/3/2022 2:03 PM

10 They sound like good ideas to me, we need to look for creative solutions. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

11 Look into providing innovative solutions for NEW, ENERGY-EFFICIENT affordable housing
rather than renovating old structures in the same area that were never meant to last this long.

5/2/2022 8:50 AM

12 Need to work with College to use available unused college land as part of affordablehousing
and racial reconciliation by college for its use of slave labor

5/1/2022 10:53 AM

13 I like the idea of moving Town Public Works to another area, and using that site for AH
projects, as the town already owns this land. I am not in favor of spending our limited AH funds
on purchasing highly expensive land for further tiny projects, unless by some miracle the cost
should come down, because the net benefit doesn’t accrue to enough people (as I stated
above). Also, I support the Community Kitchen idea.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

14 The Hoke Lumber property - top choice. Great location, already home to other affordable living
properties.

4/29/2022 5:19 PM

15 I like the Kitchen Space idea. 4/29/2022 3:18 PM

16 Good use of town properties 4/29/2022 10:47 AM

17 Na 4/29/2022 8:48 AM

18 Fully support building affordable units on the public works space- whatever is built should be
as environmentally friendly as possible in terms of green design, renewable energy, water

4/28/2022 9:26 PM
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conservation, location to necessary services such as grocery, school and public
transportation. There are existing green affordable housing frameworks that should be explored
such as Enterprise for Green Communities; I think the community kitchen should be expanded
for co-working space to expand on the hurt hub

19 I fully support all the Affordable Housing options are in development here now. I also support
the above above potential projects as well as any in the future too.

4/28/2022 3:20 PM

20 151 Walnut seems like a good location for building affordable housing. It is close walkable and
close to bus routes. The Community Kitchen project does not fall under affordable housing.
Consider partnering with local churches who already have kitchens on that, but not sure ARPA
funds are best used for that.

4/28/2022 3:19 PM

21 Collaboration with Habitat for Humanity and build townhouse community in Davidson on public
owned space

4/28/2022 2:25 PM

22 I wish to see affordable housing more than anything else. Ideally, funds should be allocated
where the town's specified priorities intersect instead of allocating $ in a siloed way.

4/28/2022 12:51 PM

23 Love the community kitchen space idea or other places for affordable office space for start ups
and non profits

4/28/2022 10:55 AM

24 I am especially enthusiastic about the community kitchen/small business proposal. 4/28/2022 10:41 AM

25 I had not heard about the idea to use the public works property and would like to hear more.
The west side won’t want a lot of apartments and traffic, so it could be problematic. I wish the
town could require AH in all new developments as originally intended.

4/28/2022 10:00 AM

26 It is not clear what the projects will be and I am skeptical until that can be clarified. 4/28/2022 9:58 AM

27 I support the first two listed above, move town works and use town owned property for
affordable housing.

4/28/2022 9:57 AM

28 Any new real estate projects should add greenway connectors so everyone in town can move
about safely. I think water access should be increased too. For example, on Griffith across
from Roosevelt Park pond, the City of Charlotte owns the land where a water utility is set up,
and people could walk over to the lake right there and put Kayaks in. But the homeowners
assoc. has added signs saying its private. Looking at Polaris that's just not true. I see this all
over ToD where lake access is "signed off" by private citizens. It's gross to think that all of
Lake Norman is effectively blocked to people who can't afford a house on the lake.

4/28/2022 8:42 AM

29 The largest inventory of affordable housing in Davidson (32 units) is a 22-year-old property
called the Bungalows. It is currently home for low-to-moderate income residents. The property
is in need of rehab due to years of deferred maintenance (sparse/faulty attention to resident-
reported maintenance requests as well as little to no preventative maintenance). Some
residents have been waiting almost a decade (10 years) for new carpets, new blinds,
repainting, etc. Some are living in units with 20 year old HVAC systems, 20 year old hot water
heaters, and other outdated appliances that are not energy efficient. Also, units are NOT
insulated. Many residents have high energy bills that take the "affordability" out of affordable
housing.

4/27/2022 2:53 PM

30 The start up kitchen idea which I really like. I would like more careful consideration to moving
or fixing up old homes in need of serious remediation. Sometimes homes are just old and need
to be replaced. The historical value is negligible and if a new home can be build far less
expensively than repair, while adhering to historical guidelines in historical neighborhoods I
think that is good stewardship.

4/27/2022 2:18 PM

31 If property is available to answer the need for affordable housing and start up projects for
ambitious individuals who need a helping hand I say how can we not help.

4/27/2022 1:53 PM

32 Again, as long as the project promote opportunities to our fire, police, teachers, and other town
employees that earn less than Davidson’s median wages have the opportunity to benefit. I am
not familiar with the intent of the Community Kitchen, but again would hope it could serve
Davidson residents that meet economic criteria in order to utilize.

4/26/2022 4:35 PM

33 None 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

34 Please don’t go overboard with this. It is forced in some areas and doesn’t always turn out
well.

4/26/2022 2:26 PM
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35 Create affordable housing on town-owned properties and seek to acquire further properties with
strategic value for affordable housing

4/26/2022 10:39 AM

36 I would support the economic development incubator as this has an opportunity to provide
growth and future tax revenue while also improving the community.

4/26/2022 10:24 AM

37 Fresh and nutritious food never seems to get enough focus. So happy to see it on the list. 4/26/2022 9:48 AM

38 Roads & Congestion most important 4/26/2022 8:44 AM

39 See comments above 4/26/2022 8:26 AM

40 See previous comment 4/25/2022 10:38 PM

41 I think it’s a good idea 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

42 It is hopeful and believe in creating a well adjusted community and replace value in existing
structures should also set a great example of share in pride of restoration

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

43 The town should not be involved in buying properties and acting as a benefactor for the select
few who are chosen for this government run program. Remember the MI Connection fiasco
where well intentioned Davidson government officials lost millions of tax dollars? The town of
Davidson should not act as a landlord.

4/25/2022 5:45 PM

44 I like the community kitchen space idea as an incubator for restaurants and a place to obtain
healthy meals at a reasonable price

4/25/2022 5:44 PM

45 It is very important to protect what precious little green space we have left in Davidson. 4/25/2022 4:50 PM

46 Like the community kitchen idea 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

47 Of the suggested projects the Community Kitchen space and supporting of start up food
service businesses to provide healthy and affordable food options sounds like a good program
to help low socio-economic families learn how to develope skill sets to be self-supporting and
thrive independently. I would think business mentors and trining in basic business practices
such as inventory management, book keeping and personnel managment would be a part of
this program as it would be paramount for success.

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

48 Feel that the first initiative is best option. Use town own land and acquire new properties for
balanced mixed income housing development.

4/25/2022 2:55 PM

49 I like the Community Kitchen idea 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

50 Use funds to create affordable housing above other possible uses. 4/25/2022 2:43 PM

51 None. This shouldn't be a priority 4/25/2022 2:09 PM

52 I think they are good ideas. 4/25/2022 12:27 PM

53 No additional input beyond response to question 3. 4/25/2022 12:04 PM

54 none 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

55 none 4/25/2022 10:57 AM

56 I appreciate the ability to use some Town owned property to enhance the offers of affordable
housing.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

57 the Community Kitchen Space will have lasting impact on the community, and should be the
only item considered.

4/25/2022 10:46 AM

58 Would not support any of the suggested projects, 4/25/2022 10:25 AM

59 Making "both sides of the tracks" (for lack of a better phrase) feel empowered by the new
housing and divided by it is key. Having both communities take some ownership of the
success of the affordable housing area goes a long way.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

60 We focus on affordable housing. But I see no focus on adding housing which confirms to the
ADA. Affordable units for the aged and those with disabilities seem not to be considered in
Davidson. These folks need housing with no stairs or other impediments! The recent projects
of affordable townhouses do not work for those with such issues! Why is this not being
addressed?

4/25/2022 10:14 AM
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61 Suggest alternative uses for these funds 4/25/2022 10:12 AM

62 If you want to lower the cost of housing, you need to increase the supply of housing.
Encourage more townhomes and condos to be built. Encourage more entry-level single family
homes. All of your policies to slow growth and preserve rural areas are anti-affordable housing.

4/25/2022 10:11 AM

63 Dont know enough about these 4/25/2022 9:54 AM

64 I would like to see the Community Kitchen Space as an icubator for start-up food and
restaurant entrepreneurs - however, I would like to see a program for kids to learn to cook and
about how a restaurant business works. I would also like the town to open Abersham back up
and allow all types of housing in Davidson. The cost of housing is unreasonable for many
wanting to live in Davidson now.

4/25/2022 9:53 AM

65 Preserving and enhancing its historical beauty is high on my wish list. Along with attracting
new businesses to the long vacant store fronts in the downtown area.

4/25/2022 9:47 AM

66 Na 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

67 Too much housing construction is happening and it is worsening the town 4/25/2022 9:38 AM

68 Not a priority and should be the last thing this town focuses on 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

69 I think it is beyond Hope honestly. We are now only a community for “haves” 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

70 So glad to learn we received this money so use it all to have affordable housing. 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

71 none 4/24/2022 5:44 PM

72 The more the better. Every developer in our County should be made to set aside at least 30%
of the housing they build as affordable housing.

4/24/2022 4:02 PM

73 I support a focus on affordable housing - whether town-owned properties, housing subsidies, or
rental-rate ceilings.

4/24/2022 3:20 PM

74 I have heard some of the existing housing is in need of repair. That would be a good place to
start. Building new housing is great but try to disperse it around town. Only building in west
davidson seems like segregation.

4/23/2022 9:33 AM

75 I believe the projects could fill voids in town. The more land we can identify to designate as
affordable housing sites, the better.

4/22/2022 10:40 PM

76 I think an useful addition would be to put limits on the prices of certain homes to curb the rising
cost of living in Davidson. Also could be useful to use the funding to maintain and uplift certain
homes in the community while also ensuring that these homes can remain in the same
families.

4/22/2022 10:01 PM

77 Please include a community garden in any affordable housing that the town builds. Community
gardens should be close to where people live and also near the town center. Community-
building amenities like community gardens are needed in our town. If you build affordable
apartments make them energy efficient with solar panels, and install bird safe glass so that we
won't contribute to massive bird deaths from window strikes. Please don't cut trees to build
housing. Instead, make the buildings you build be in harmony with nature. Not tall. In town is
good, but a community garden and natural areas instead of lawn should be included with any
building of affordable housing. A community garden and natural meadows could be to the south
of affordable housing and the roof of the housing could face south to maximize using the power
of the sun.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM

78 Workforce development goes hand in hand with housing. It is interesting food entrepreneurship
is included in this mix of solutions but coupled housing and workforce solutions make sense

4/22/2022 3:19 PM

79 Nothing to add 4/22/2022 2:49 PM

80 None. 4/22/2022 2:28 PM

81 I support the use of town owned property for affordable housing development 4/22/2022 12:30 PM

82 Options 1 and 2 both represent potential solutions--albeit partial--for a very knotty problem. It
will obviously take a great deal of strength, patience and perseverance to make something
happy which will be worthwhile and lasting.

4/22/2022 10:15 AM
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83 need local mental health affordable services 4/22/2022 10:08 AM

84 see comments above 4/22/2022 10:04 AM

85 I think each of the projects are worth supporting using these funds. 4/22/2022 9:06 AM

86 I like the first two projects: Create affordable housing on town-owned properties and seek to
acquire further properties with strategic value for affordable housing - Town Public Works site
can be moved to a new location provided by Davidson College freeing up ideal town-owned real
estate for an affordable housing project in partnership with other entities

4/22/2022 8:07 AM

87 Building affordable housing on town owned property is a good goal, but please also consider
integrating affordable into other housing developments, so that economic diversity is woven
into our neighborhoods.

4/22/2022 7:47 AM

88 Community Kitchen should be lower priority than housing 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

89 Affordable housing currently makes up roughly 5% to 7% of the residential housing stock in
the town. That feels high already as a percentage of town residences. I see no need to expand
it further.

4/21/2022 8:44 PM

90 Using the town public works property is a very workable and valuable addition for affordable
housing. the first on the list is also important. I would think the community kitchen could be
funded in other ways.

4/21/2022 2:01 PM

91 None other than it’s important and should be a priority. 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

92 I like the idea of the community kitchen space, but am not sure how it would address COVID-
19 impacts. Developing a safety net of some kind for residents with unstable housing would be
helpful too.

4/21/2022 1:54 PM

93 The location near Ada & the Community Garden is a wise choice for development that includes
a Community Kitchen that ensures healthy, fresh food to those who might not be able to
secure it independently.

4/21/2022 1:06 PM

94 Town land should not at all be sold/developed for this use. Town land must be used so all
residents have access and ability to utilize the space/structure (I.e. parks, etc.)

4/21/2022 10:36 AM

95 Using town property, as well as, requiring developers to include affordable housing is important. 4/21/2022 9:07 AM

96 The examples above sound great! Unfortunately I don’t have any other input for solutions at
this time. I would look to organizations who do this work like Davidson Housing Coalition or
similar in other towns for examples.

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

97 I think that there should be a proportionate number of income based & restricted housing
available for low to middle class families. There should be a percentage number of available
affordable housing per “x” number of market rate homes. A separate entity with full experience,
(years of supporting experience) and positive housing program outcomes, should be
hired/brought in to do a study and provide a solution. It should not be “in house,” by current
town nonprofits that don’t have the experience nor outcomes of success in this area. Need
checks and balances from a neutral party.

4/21/2022 12:57 AM

98 Getting the college involved in these efforts 4/20/2022 10:07 PM

99 Create affordable housing on town owned properties with priority on home ownership 4/20/2022 9:56 PM

100 Maybe temporary shelter for those who are infected by COVID, so they are close in town
isolated but family can provide food and necessity to the patients for the time being. No one
knows if there will be another infectious disease in the near future. The shelter will provide a
chance for family members who do not wish to infect their family but are not serious enough to
go to the hospital. During the normal time, the shelter can be used for unfortunate women,
kids, or others. It can be a studio size and even for DC students who need some housing
temporarily before the dormitory opens or some special situations.

4/20/2022 9:13 PM

101 PLease see my answer above. 4/20/2022 7:08 PM

102 It is more important now than ever. 4/20/2022 2:37 PM

103 none. 4/20/2022 12:31 PM

104 I like the ideas presented and would love to be a part of the a board to help discuss these and 4/20/2022 11:50 AM
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more.

105 More green spaces, enhanced downtown gathering spots, and much safer pedestrian and bike
travel venues will benefit all and should encompass all the funds. Affordable housing is a noble
cause but a bad policy and waste of money.

4/20/2022 9:44 AM

106 I think there are a lot of options for Affordable Housing in Davidson. But I do not believe that
EVERY piece of free real estate should be used for such. While Affordable Housing and Living
is a priority, it is not the only priority.

4/20/2022 8:24 AM

107 I believe relocating public works allows a great opportunity to advance affordable housing in a
vital area of the community

4/20/2022 8:21 AM

108 I think (and have thought since Georgia and I started talking about one when I was chairing the
Ada J Board) that a community kitchen would be a terrific addition to the community and the
notion of developing that whole corner including the PW lot is really exciting.

4/20/2022 8:09 AM

109 We need to look at affordability through town houses and condos. Not just single family. There
should be better guidelines in place for those placed in affordable housing.

4/19/2022 10:45 PM

110 If the price works site is moved, the land could be used as the Town contribution to an AH
project freeing up APRA $ to be spent elsewhere.

4/19/2022 12:27 PM

111 Putting such a low income AH community next to Ada Jenkins and in a familiar neighborhood
(on current Public Works location) would be ideal.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

112 I am concerned about affordable housing options affecting the town in a negative way in
regards to maintaining a level of ground maintenance that comes with people having the
means to keep up their property aesthetically.

4/18/2022 9:54 PM

113 It may increase crime in a town that is very safe. 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

114 I would want to see an effort towards bolstering economic development for the Town...both
corporate and commercial projects. Main St is a great area of the Town but is no where near its
potential.

4/18/2022 8:26 PM

115 I believe the Davidson Housing Coalition needs independence of focus to provide affordable
housing to match free market demand, incentivizing development of lease, maintenance, and
ownership opportunities without penalty or restriction to development. Opportunities to match
demand requirements rather than a contrived set of aspirational wishes.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

116 Moving the public works facility seems like the best use of these funds. The money could
cover one time expenses of moving and preparing the site (I imagine environmental
remediation costs might be significant) for sale to a developer.

4/18/2022 4:26 PM

117 As I said, we need more one bedroom units, especially for elders. Ground floor! 4/18/2022 2:41 PM

118 Commercial Kitchen is needed 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

119 A waste 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

120 Adding more AH properties is important, but only if that is managed well and streamlined for
developers. We also need to provide businesses that cater to lower-income consumers.

4/16/2022 10:52 AM

121 There are some significant pieces of land along Griffeth Street that are owned by College and
Town. The Town and College have a vested interest in getting this affordable housing question
right and working together could leverage some amazing solutions.

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

122 I like the idea of CREATING new affordable housing on Town owned properties. That would
allow someone besides a developer to plan it.

4/15/2022 6:07 AM

123 I don't feel I have input as questions were VERY limited at the last meeting. The prior
questionnaire was very limited BUT this one seems to allow for more feedback! Thanks!

4/15/2022 12:43 AM

124 Spread affordable housing out throughout the town. 4/14/2022 3:53 PM

125 Should be integrated but also accessible to goods and services 4/14/2022 3:11 PM

126 They are woefully insufficient. I have friends over on the West Side who can no longer afford to
a restaurant in our town. One of the favorite diversions use to be a burger at the Brickhouse,
but they have had to cut that from their budget.

4/14/2022 1:33 PM
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127 all are excellent proposals 4/14/2022 1:31 PM

128 None 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

129 I reiterate comments in #3 above. 4/14/2022 11:54 AM

130 I'm intrigued by the economic development idea. If a test kitchen could provide transferrable
skills to people working there and provide more food security to local residents, that would be
great.

4/14/2022 8:51 AM

131 See above—preserve what people term the traditional west side 4/13/2022 5:32 PM

132 the projects listed above are interesting, especially the Community Kitchen 4/13/2022 3:26 PM

133 I would like to know more about the idea of a community kitchen. 4/13/2022 1:00 PM

134 Not needed 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

135 I like the idea of moving the public works to a site made available by Davidson College…just
hope they don’t change their mind somewhere down the road.

4/13/2022 9:33 AM

136 Community gardens within Town 4/13/2022 9:12 AM

137 No more needed at this time 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

138 Community kitchen might be worth pursuing 4/12/2022 11:21 PM

139 I guess keep doing what you're doing...but I'd not add more funds to the effort since it seems
we can't compete with the free market building houses in Davidson.

4/12/2022 9:44 PM

140 addressed in question 3 4/12/2022 8:47 PM

141 These seems less specific with less definite spending commitments than the well-defined
public works, greenways, and mobility improvements that have already been defined and were
delayed by COVID. I would defer these to improve the pedestrian safety and greenway
improvements that were previously delayed.

4/12/2022 8:26 PM

142 I don't believe any of the Town owned properties are economically advantageous for
development unless the great majority of the funding is provided by others. Even then, the
Town would be in the realestate de velopment/property management business forever and they
have no expertise. This is not the right way to spend one time only funds.

4/12/2022 6:37 PM

143 Incubator for startup entrepreneurs could be helpful 4/12/2022 6:18 PM

144 What marketing or investigations have been done to evaluate/assess the potential response to
a community kitchen space? In theory it sounds plausible, but I question where it should be on
the strategy ladder. Is it something that the town of Davidson can sustain over time? Would it
be more practical to have a collaborative effort with other nearby communities or towns?

4/12/2022 5:57 PM

145 Affordable housing should be available for purchase to qualifying residents. It should not
consist only of rental properties to qualifying residents.

4/12/2022 5:48 PM

146 Again - do not put affordable housing in just one place or part of town. Affordable housing must
be integrated into all communities for it really to work. Community Kitchen Space sounds
interesting.

4/12/2022 5:28 PM

147 Especially like the Community Kitchen idea as a use for some of the funds. 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

148 Provide the “scaffolding” for responsibility and earned income in targeted individuals. I think the
community kitchen would show the same results as have community Gardens.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

149 I am not familiar enough with the specifics of the projects to weigh in. In general affordable
housing within proximity of employment or public transit is very important.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

150 -- No specific, BOC-approved, affordable housing goals, objectives, course of action options,
or cost/benefit analyses exist. -- One of BOC's responsibilities is to be good and faithful
stewards of town-owned assets, to include its land. Town-owned land is a very limited asset.
Therefore, it must be used to the maximum possible benefit for ALL town residents. Thus,
town-owned land must never be used for affordable housing. ALL town residents must have
equal access to all town-owned land whether it has on it a town facility, it is a park or garden,
or it is simply an undeveloped area that is a neighborhood use place or that contributes to the
town’s tree canopy. All of these alternatives support major town Comprehensive Plan

4/12/2022 4:52 PM
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objectives. -- Turning town land into affordable housing, de facto, “privatizes” it for the sole use
of the people who will live in those properties. This is a wrongful use of a public asset. It would
also subject the town and, thus, its taxpayers to unnecessary legal liabilities should something
bad occur, such as a fire with loss of life, in any affordable housing built on town-owned land. --
This would also be short-sighted. No one today can predict what possible uses for this town
land may arise in ten years, 25 years, or even 50 years. But, if town authorizes affordable
housing on any town land, that land will never be available for any currently unforeseen, future
town need.

151 Both of the listed options are appealing. 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

152 I any dollars must be spent I think critical repairs should be made to low income citizens in
need by fully vetted, qualified contractors and repayment, if any, as well as deed restrictions
should be minimal .

4/12/2022 3:47 PM

153 I think Davidson is doing more than enough already as it relates to Affordable Housing and
Living. I do not see the need for additional/other projects in this area.

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

154 Make an area plan for Hustoric west davidson with town land offered for the canvas. Offer pre
planned (live) work force housing modules to support major economic development recruitment
in areas within the unincorporated Davidson footprint. Fund and support a Community
Development Corporation to accelerator of affordable housing development. This is missing
from the ecosystem and would take in some town responsibilities, work with Habitat and DHC,
convert exist homes and property to affordable units, and seek funds and supervise major
redevelopment opportunities starting with historic west Davidson

4/12/2022 3:32 PM

155 Don’t support use for a community kitchen 4/12/2022 3:27 PM

156 No input. 4/12/2022 3:23 PM

157 A commercial kitchen incubator could be a worthwhile project, but I don't see Davidson as a
good location. It would fit better in a higher density location such as some parts of Charlotte or,
possibly, Huntersville or Mooresville. It would need to be structured as a regional effort and
managed by a knowledgeable organization (not the Town). (I have managed non-profit
organizations that operate tech incubators. Incubators always need ongoing financial support,
not just build-out funding.)

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

158 The items you listed all sound like wonderful ideas. Using town properties and working with the
college offers great opportunities for citizens who are struggling to stay in Davidson.

4/12/2022 3:02 PM

159 Money should not be spent on this 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

160 Affordable housing should include the ability for more people to purchase a home not just have
affordable rent. Developers should be required to offer some affordable housing in each
development. They should not be able to “buy out” of this option. Affordable housing needs to
be sprinkled throughout the town to remove the stigma of living in an affordable home.

4/12/2022 2:54 PM

161 I would like to see more affordable housing spread throughout the town instead of concentrated
in areas where there are entire affordable housing projects. I think having affordable housing
dispersed throughout the town provides more dignity, opportunities, and safety for residents. I
would love to see a requirement where a certain percentage (5-10% maybe) of all new
residential development (apartments, condos, townhomes, and single family homes) under a
certain threshold (ex: $400,000) have to be designated as affordable housing in order for the
project to be approved.

4/12/2022 2:41 PM

162 Agree with all 4/12/2022 2:37 PM

163 fund housing only. not the kitchen 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

164 Need to keep the small town feel with integrated housing, no more multi-level and multi-family.
Consider bringing back yards for kids to play, housing not so close to road that makes
walkways less safe and blocks light making the feel of our town crowded and cranky. Those in
affordable housing need space just as much as everyone else (including our environment for
runoff water). We need to construct more environmentally friendly as we purchase affordable
housing units within our town and renovate. Would love to see solar added to affordable
housing.

4/12/2022 2:26 PM

165 Maybe 4/12/2022 2:24 PM
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166 Not enough. Too late. Housing costs are out of control. 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

167 I am against tax payer money being used for such projects. 4/12/2022 2:16 PM

168 Do not waste the money on this. 4/12/2022 2:01 PM

169 JV with a developer..subsidize 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

170 Existing affordable housing needs to be fixed before considering any new properties. 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q5 What input do you have about Critical Infrastructure as a priority area?
Answered: 192 Skipped: 13

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Sure, it's important 5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 Mobility. 5/6/2022 5:08 PM

3 Invest in upgrading our infrastructure for better and safer transportation, especially bicycling,
jogging, and pedestrian applications. Need to make separate dedicated bike lanes on streets
like Jetton, Davidson Gateway, Griffith, and Main Streets and others. Need to eliminate parking
spots on one side of street to provide dedicated, separated bike lanes. Need to take steps to
reduce speeding by cars and trucks on main arteries. Additional enforcement, narrower painted
lanes on streets, more stop signs and other traffic calming measures need to be enacted.
Passive applications, such as narrower traffic lanes, speed bumps, bicycle lane separation
pylons, and the like should be implemented, as opposed to active enforcement, which doesn’t
seem to have much lasting effect. Let’s use this additional money for the wellbeing of all of
Davidson’s citizens, not just a few.

5/6/2022 3:56 PM

4 Greenways allow all income levels to have safe spaces to exercise. Very important. Parks
also can contribute to mental health. Locate near lower income places when possible.

5/6/2022 9:26 AM

5 I believe that safe intersections and pedestrian crosswalk improvements are a priority 5/5/2022 5:42 AM

6 Commitment to more greenways including the connection to and from Fisher Farm is very
important.

5/4/2022 2:44 PM

7 The maintenance of current roads (HWY 73) and development to keep up with the growth.
Maintenance of sidewalks and road for safety needs to be a priority.

5/4/2022 12:40 PM

8 I think it should be the highest priority for the town. With these relief funds and our tax base,
there should be plenty of dollars to allocate to these projects.

5/3/2022 4:58 PM

9 Prioritize affordable housing. After this, pedestrian safety. 5/3/2022 2:03 PM

10 I see it as a high priority, otherwise you wouldn’t call it “critical”. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

11 I think the acquisition of land for and the construction of new greenways is very important. 5/3/2022 11:05 AM

12 Investment in Davidson K-8 Public School Infrastructure. 5/2/2022 2:12 PM

13 With such uncontrolled growth in the area,critical infrastructure must be improved and
maintained.

5/2/2022 1:02 PM

14 Critical infrastructure is a priority; a lot of town displays OLD, run-down infrastructure (like
public utilities, electrical wires, sidewalks).

5/2/2022 8:50 AM

15 Need to bring the greenway from near old pump station up behind the elementary school to
Hillside

5/1/2022 10:53 AM

16 My number one priority would be Parks and Greenways. As green space disappears, these
become more and more important—and they are FOREVER. I’d like to see the majority of the
funds devoted to Parks and Greenways. Mobility is an issue everywhere in the area, and with
traffic increases I’ve not seen a suggestion yet that I felt would make a real difference. Unless
a road were finally to appear north of Davidson branching off of 115 diverting some traffic SE,
which I would absolutely support. Public Facilities are last in terms of importance to me. I feel
that we should make more improvements with the 2017 Parks and Greenways bond before
jumping ahead to public facilities.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

17 Continue expansion of Greenways and save parkland in town. 4/29/2022 5:19 PM

18 We are in need of these improvements right away. The pedestrians need a safe place to walk
& shop and drivers need good roads, etc

4/29/2022 3:18 PM
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19 Need for "downtown" parking 4/29/2022 10:47 AM

20 More greenways (continuation of current greenways) would be lovely! (Too bad you allowed
West Branch to ruin most stretches of that Greenway - shame on you!). Also, we desperately
need some type of traffic control at the intersection of Robert Walker Drive and Davidson
Concord Rd. We were told that would be happening this summer but I’m not holding my breath.
I fear we’re waiting for a death to occur before that becomes a priority!

4/29/2022 8:48 AM

21 It is becoming more & more difficult to drive through our town every week. We need a route
AROUND the town so that we can avoid Main Street. The $$$ for infrastructure should NOT be
coming from COVID funds stolen from our grandkids.

4/29/2022 7:50 AM

22 I do not think this is a high of priority as the other areas unless the projects specifically focus
on equity and renewed investment in parts of town that have suffered from disinvestment over
the years.

4/28/2022 9:26 PM

23 I see pedestrian safety as a priority. Adding more walking paths & sidewalks is essential to
promote safe walking & running throughout town.

4/28/2022 3:20 PM

24 This is incredibly important both as a quality of life issue and a social justice issue. Right now,
the residents of Oak Hill apartments and their neighbors are cut off from being able to safely
walk to town in either direction. The project to improve the intersection of 115, Beaty, and
Ridge should be fast tracked. A sidewalk stretching the entire length of Beaty should be
installed. There is no excuse for such poor walkability in Davidson. Low income residents are
being cut off from goods and services when they are the ones most likely to need to walk
places for employment, etc. And people from all over town will need to be able to walk to the
future Park at Beaty. This should be a major priority. (Apparently it has been a "priority" for
almost a decade because the 2014 report saying so is still on the town's public works website.)

4/28/2022 3:19 PM

25 With Publix grocery and complex under construction at end of Davidson Concord Road @73,
greenway/mobility path for walking is needed - connecting South Prong greenway to Publix
(along D-C Road, on Hopewell Baptist/Barnhardt Road side, for people to access from
numerous neighborhoods

4/28/2022 2:25 PM

26 Other than maintaining the parks and greenways -- and contributing to pedestrian safety as
specified by the Taskforce -- this effort is not as important to me as affordable housing.

4/28/2022 12:51 PM

27 Continue work to make our community bike friendly with bike lanes that are safe (with buffer
from parked cars/turning lanes) both in town and surrounding roads. This could be with
additional greenway trail, more off street car parking, additional signage for drivers to share the
road.

4/28/2022 10:55 AM

28 Yes - connecting and preserving our community through wellness/beauty trails maintains our
town identity; sidewalks provide greater safety for our children; more is needed for accessibility
for elderly and mobility challenged individuals

4/28/2022 10:41 AM

29 Safe pedestrian crossings and pathways should be a top priority. I love Greenways, but we
may have enough given other priorities. Would be nice to connect to Abersham/FFarm as long
as not too expensive.

4/28/2022 10:00 AM

30 Sidewalk and public facilities should be prioritized. 4/28/2022 9:58 AM

31 Focus on sidewalks and side paths, mobility at intersections and then greenways. 4/28/2022 9:57 AM

32 Absolutely. Yes. Every time I see a bike on one of the banners downtown I can't help but think
of the irony. I live in McConnell and if I want to bike (the single mile) into town with my 11 year
old we have no bike lane until Grey Rd. The sidewalks all have strange configurations at the
intersections so you have to ride in the dirt (go look on Concord across from McConnell and
you'll see the grass worn away). Once / week the sidewalks have trash cans on them so you
can't even bike there. And of course, there are pedestrians (they are side walks after all). If I
want to ride to Fisher Farm Park I have to brave the cars on Grey Rd.

4/28/2022 8:42 AM

33 Is this "critical" as in life or death/imminent safety issues? 4/27/2022 2:53 PM

34 I live in River Run. A side path to get to town on East Rocky River would be huge for
connecting us.

4/27/2022 2:18 PM

35 Maintenance of our community is necessary as indicator of pride in our town 4/27/2022 1:53 PM

36 I enjoy the greenway system nearly every day and love that they're continuing to grow. 4/27/2022 1:45 PM
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37 Depends upon the area targeted. Would want to make sure developers continue to fulfill their
requirements and these funds not replace those committed duties.

4/26/2022 4:35 PM

38 I feel we need many more miles of greenways…this could benefit all residents 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

39 Please strive to connect greenways. It’s doable. Other areas have miles and miles of
continuous paved trails.

4/26/2022 2:26 PM

40 More public facilities or access to public facilities, whether that means building or creating
partnerships to gain access.

4/26/2022 10:39 AM

41 The type of Infrastructure listed is a key responsibility of the government - I support this
priority.

4/26/2022 10:24 AM

42 Parks and Greenways are so hard to do after development. Take this opportunity! 4/26/2022 9:48 AM

43 Residents need infrastructure to support the massive growth. 4/26/2022 8:44 AM

44 offer a program to support solar energy installation in homes in Davidson 4/26/2022 8:26 AM

45 Most important for the town to keep up with growing population of LKN 4/25/2022 10:38 PM

46 I think it’s a good idea to keep Davidson up to date 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

47 A step above park, walking ng trails and outspoken play area for children , picnic areas ,grills n
bike riding .Great center point of a towns atmosphere

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

48 High Priority 4/25/2022 5:45 PM

49 Davidson needs to extend the greenways and sidewalks so that people can get to necessary
places via bike - like drug store, school, grocery store. Not all greenways and sidewalks
connect to help walkers and bikers get to their destinations

4/25/2022 5:44 PM

50 True greenways (greenways where you actually see green and not housing) is very important
and very much lacking in Davidson. Wildlife corridors are being segmented at a fast pace in
town.

4/25/2022 4:50 PM

51 High priority 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

52 This should be the PRIMARY focus and use of the ARPA funds as it benefits ALL the people
of Davidson and not just a select few.

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

53 Focus on Greenways, Green/Natural open areas for nature experiences, Parks. Current
development of razing natural areas for multiunit development is changing the natural small
town appearance and experience of Davidson.

4/25/2022 2:55 PM

54 This is a priority for me. 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

55 I think this is important but should be secondary to affordable housing. 4/25/2022 2:43 PM

56 More greenway and public parks please. No more cookie cutter subdivisions. 4/25/2022 2:11 PM

57 This should be a priority 4/25/2022 2:09 PM

58 Traffic easement should Come first. 4/25/2022 1:03 PM

59 With the quick increase in population, we need improved infrastructure. 4/25/2022 12:27 PM

60 Connecting greenways so that citizens across Davidson can safely bike or walk without
dangerously hugging the sides of shoulderless roads like east rocky river

4/25/2022 12:07 PM

61 There is a critical need to improve safety and mobility for the citizens of Davidson. 4/25/2022 12:07 PM

62 The community continues to grow quickly. I would list this as a top priority. More and more
people are going to move through the community and alternates to cars should be an
increasing priority. This serves a sustainability objective as well as an infrastructure goals.

4/25/2022 12:04 PM

63 I do feel this should be a priority 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

64 There is great need for this Especially roads near downtown and 73 4/25/2022 11:21 AM

65 Should be the highest priority 4/25/2022 11:11 AM
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66 I think the majority of the money should be put mobility and sidewalks. 4/25/2022 10:57 AM

67 Mobility through intersection and road improvements are greater needed. To be one of the
highest income areas with highest taxes the roads are severely lacking.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

68 How do any of these projects relate to COVID recovery? This funding is intended for COVID
recovery.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

69 This should be top priority for these funds. 4/25/2022 10:46 AM

70 Infrastructure should be a top priority. 4/25/2022 10:25 AM

71 without this critical infrastructure Davidson will fall behind other up and coming areas in the
Charlotte metro area. Traffic flow, walkability, and connectivity will be huge factors in the
coming years that can separate Davidson from these other towns. You must think 5 years
ahead though or you'll already be behind

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

72 I am wholeheartedly in favor of all the examples listed above. 4/25/2022 10:14 AM

73 Sidewalks should be added in and around downtown. Put electrical lines underground
downtown.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

74 Mobility and traffic improvements are the primary need for improvement at this time. Traffic is
a major negative for Davidson at this time.

4/25/2022 10:12 AM

75 I am a big fan of parks and bike paths. 4/25/2022 10:11 AM

76 Strongly support these above all of the others. 4/25/2022 9:54 AM

77 This is where I would spend the capital - intersection improvements and
sidewalks/sidepaths/greenways We already have enough parks.

4/25/2022 9:53 AM

78 Strongly support the above. Keep Davidson beautiful and vibrant. 4/25/2022 9:47 AM

79 Improving the intersections on main Street to make them safer should be a priority. 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

80 This should be a priority area. Green space, rec/park areas, SCHOOLS, roads and public
safety

4/25/2022 9:38 AM

81 Desperately needed we need a plan for June washam road, highway 73 and downtown
Davidson vs pushing affordable housing, more People will make it worse

4/25/2022 9:37 AM

82 Public safety should be priority 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

83 Greenways and parks 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

84 Affordable housing is essential.Greenways and aprks are nice amenities but not as important
as housing.

4/24/2022 5:44 PM

85 I think we need more greenways and parks 4/24/2022 4:02 PM

86 I don't know enough about the proposed improvements or their costs to offer input. 4/24/2022 3:20 PM

87 A sidewalk along Beaty. I believe this has been delayed several times. We have some
moderate income housing near Beaty and Main. They got a partial sidewalk last year. Please
finish it.

4/23/2022 9:33 AM

88 The pandemic has gotten more people out of their homes and into the parks, greenways, and
sidewalks. The increase in activity and use of the outdoor infrastructure is also crucial to the
mental wellbeing of the DAvidson Community.

4/22/2022 10:40 PM

89 I like it. 4/22/2022 10:01 PM

90 Bike paths are sorely needed to keep everyone safe. More traffic calming is also necessary. 4/22/2022 5:49 PM

91 Parks and open space have to be prioritized in a town under this much development pressure.
Infrastructure investments can drive development so I suggest caution in making public
investment to undergird high end housing.

4/22/2022 3:19 PM

92 Parks with equipment such as pickle ball and more play areas, tennis etc. sencond would be
continue connecting greenways

4/22/2022 2:49 PM

93 Maximize the allocation of federal funds in this area. It impacts the most residents. Keep in 4/22/2022 2:28 PM
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mind, this $4m is TAX PAYER money. Use the money to the benefit of as many residents as
possible.

94 I'd make matters of public safety--intersections, traffic flow, pedestrian safety, etc.--a dominant
priority in this current round of funding.

4/22/2022 10:15 AM

95 These projects are wonderful for the families in the area particularly with younger kids, but as
we are childless with a dog with a handicapped husband we are unable to utilize many of these
services as present.

4/22/2022 10:08 AM

96 Parks and greenway infrastructure are critical to the future of the community and its
sustainability. Land is being consumed at an alarming rate and purchase of land for
conservation, parks and greenways should be a priority because of the closing window of
opportunity.

4/22/2022 10:04 AM

97 I believe this is one of the top priorities. 4/22/2022 9:06 AM

98 I support this focus. 4/22/2022 8:07 AM

99 There needs to be an alternative to traffic through the middle of town. The loudness and safety
issues are a problem.

4/22/2022 8:01 AM

100 Important, but not a time-sensitive as advancing affordable housing. 4/22/2022 7:47 AM

101 All are important to the community but don’t seen to focus on those most impacted 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

102 No input 4/21/2022 8:44 PM

103 less important than affordable housing. We do need parks 4/21/2022 2:01 PM

104 Yes this is top priority for me. 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

105 I would be happiest to see projects that calm traffic and protect cyclists and pedestrians. 4/21/2022 1:54 PM

106 Public facilities are important and green spaces an important factor for mental health of
community members.

4/21/2022 1:06 PM

107 This is a fantastic area to use this money. Quality of life, safety, etc are things that set
Davidson apart. Investing in this area is a great idea!

4/21/2022 10:36 AM

108 Sidewalks/side paths are needed to improve walk ability ( as Davidson presents itself as a
friendly walk/bike town).

4/21/2022 9:07 AM

109 Based on the example projects listed I would consider this lower priority as I think Davidson
has already been doing a great job of handling these already.

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

110 How about allocating to upgrade the infrastructure of those that are living in Habitat and old mill
homes so they have proper plumbing, solid roofs, insulation and are free of asbestos. In
addition, providing better transportation for the elderly and to those that cannot drive.

4/21/2022 12:57 AM

111 Greenway & park construction. Maintenance of sidewalks and planning to coordinate with state
to develop sidewalks along state maintained roads such as Davidsin Concord rd.

4/20/2022 10:07 PM

112 Maybe improve the connectivity of the bike path on the road or improve the sidewalk surface
so the biker can use the sidewalk. Exercise is critical during the pandemic. We want to give
residents a safe and happy experience when biking.

4/20/2022 9:13 PM

113 Find ways to better connect Davidson East and Summers Walk to the broader Davidson
community. Connect through innovative transportation, sidewalks, community gathering
spaces.

4/20/2022 9:10 PM

114 The above issues are important, but not as important as using funds to facilitate affordable
living in West Davidson

4/20/2022 7:08 PM

115 No funding required. Let the present plan go forward with current funding appropriations. 4/20/2022 3:59 PM

116 Need safe sidewalks and walkways for mobility. Intersection improvements a must. 4/20/2022 2:37 PM

117 This should be a top priority as it impacts all of the other areas. Specifically, it would serve the
town well to find a way to do the following: Keep traffic out of downtown, meaning create some
sort of bypass so drivers do not need to drive through the Main St/Concord Road intersection.
THIS SHOULD BE A TOP PRIORITY! It impacts livability, safety and much more.

4/20/2022 12:31 PM
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118 Greenways, parks and sidewalks make our town more desirable by giving residents safe
outdoor spaces.

4/20/2022 12:11 PM

119 N/A 4/20/2022 11:50 AM

120 This should always be part of our core plan for the town. 4/20/2022 10:56 AM

121 Highest priority of all 4/20/2022 9:44 AM

122 I think this is a huge priority. The town should be more connected and walkable. I see areas
that do not have sidewalk access and that just shouldn’t be the case in a town like Davidson.
The university, downtown, schools, restaurants, housing should all be connected and walkable.
Increase walkability! More greenways.

4/20/2022 8:24 AM

123 My top priority would be to fund the proposed greenway on the north side of the West Branch
to connect Fisher Farms to the east side neighborhoods. Also need pedestrian safety
improvements in neighborhoods not well covered by the pedestrian task force report

4/20/2022 8:21 AM

124 As you know from my involvement with VZTF I’m deeply concerned about improving the
safety of pedestrians and cyclists in our community. After 3 fatalities and uncounted near
misses, we need to find a way to speed up our timetables to make the roads and the culture
more supportive of all modes of traffic.

4/20/2022 8:09 AM

125 Sidewalks in busy parts of town like Davidson Concord rd. Better connected greenways. More
parks with bathroom facilities. Our parks in Davidson is severely lacking in amenities and
sheer number. Needs to be a larger park in the town center where the farmers market is.

4/19/2022 10:45 PM

126 This is where 100% of the money should be spent. 4/19/2022 12:27 PM

127 Plenty of mobility projects along the lines as sidewalk improvements, but some are as simple
as right turns in and out of Depot St at Main St for safety as well as mobility.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

128 I think this is very important and much needed to will add positives to the town. 4/18/2022 9:54 PM

129 Big priority 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

130 I run and ride my bike though Town on a weekly basis. Davidson Concord Rd needs to be
repaved in the worst way. Adding crosswalks on Main St still doesn't address the problem.
Main St from Jackson to Griffith should be closed to auto traffic on the weekends. The real
problem is people driving through town that don't live here and are not familiar with the traffic
patterns and nothing is being done to alert them to the unique conditions.

4/18/2022 8:26 PM

131 Parks, parks, parks .... Davidson brags about being a green community but parks as a % of
total sq miles is woefully inadequate. And include pickleball courts

4/18/2022 4:54 PM

132 Mobility is objective number one. Moving vehicles safely in and around residential and
commercial development has been hampered by the pandemic, but more so mobility has failed
in Davidson by fear of offending those seeking the status quo. We are now at a dangerous
crossroads.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

133 Less critical as we appear to have spent considerably on these improvements recently. 4/18/2022 4:26 PM

134 Also necessary. Plant more trees! Especially the non-allergy kinds. 4/18/2022 2:41 PM

135 sidewalks a priority 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

136 Why are roads not listed? 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

137 I don't see this as a big priority. 4/16/2022 10:52 AM

138 Handicap parking on Main Street is definitely a priority 4/15/2022 2:31 PM

139 Pedestrian infrastructure needs to be prioritized first. Multiple town-wide surveys over the last
decade have indicated that pedestrian infrastructure was the top citizen request. While we
have made some important investments, the amount of investment in in this area has been
VERY small compared to other Town investments (e.g. Parks, Public Buildings, etc.)

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

140 Critical infrastructure should be #2 overall priority. 4/15/2022 6:07 AM

141 Sidewalks and additional ways to access the college without going down Concord Road.
Greenways are great and should be expanded.

4/15/2022 12:43 AM
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142 Adding sidewalks should be a priority. For parks, add infrastructure for popular activities like
pickleball.

4/14/2022 3:53 PM

143 Important but must be balanced with growth of the commercial tax base so as not to over
burden the community

4/14/2022 3:11 PM

144 Focus on things that would most help middle to lower income groups: Public Facilities,
Mobility, Parks, Sidewalks/sidepaths.

4/14/2022 1:33 PM

145 sidewalks should be the priority 4/14/2022 1:31 PM

146 Important 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

147 That is not what our federal tax dollars should go to. Our country is bankrupt and our governing
bodies are running the printing press while the national debt grows exponentially. We are
burying our future generations in a horrible condition.

4/14/2022 11:54 AM

148 Seems like infrastructure always needs improvements and investments. 4/14/2022 8:51 AM

149 There are some real needs in the ETJ for bike paths. I understand being bike friendly, but that
doesn’t go as well in rural areas where the speed limit is 45. Having a bike/ped lane out around
grey rd/shearers/rocky river would reduce a lot of risk of injury, road rage, etc.

4/13/2022 8:32 PM

150 Public Safety projects should be priority. Our roads/streets have gone downhill it seems just in
the past 2 years. They are embarrassing.

4/13/2022 5:32 PM

151 Critical Infrastructure would directly impact more people than Affordable Housing, especially if
it is directed at mobility and sidewalks and includes connecting the town with a bikeable
network (where cars cannot hit cyclists)

4/13/2022 3:26 PM

152 We need more greenways and parks to connect our neighborhoods to form a true community 4/13/2022 1:14 PM

153 I like the idea of mobility, sidewalks, parks and greenways if they will benefit people in the
west part of town. Access to a greenway from the west side of town would be particularly
meaningful

4/13/2022 1:00 PM

154 Sidewalks should be given higher priority. 4/13/2022 11:12 AM

155 Much needed, sidewalks parks, safer biking 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

156 As noted access to Fisher Farm/Abersham via public transport or enhanced greenways for all
to enjoy. More greenways and green spaces in town would be nice.

4/13/2022 9:33 AM

157 Community gsrdens 4/13/2022 9:12 AM

158 Infrastructure needs addressed as the population of Davidson and the surrounding areas
continue to grow rapidly

4/13/2022 8:26 AM

159 This should be a top priority 4/12/2022 11:21 PM

160 High priority. 4/12/2022 9:44 PM

161 All the list you mention seems important so I do not have a priority preference. 4/12/2022 8:47 PM

162 Please prioritize the greenways, connecting the greenways, and sidewalks - make the
community a fully walkable / bike-friendly environment. This is the highest priority.

4/12/2022 8:26 PM

163 I think sidewalks and intersection improvements for pedestrian safety should be our only use
of these funds - the need is great and the funds are not, but will make a huge impact.

4/12/2022 6:37 PM

164 Yes it’s a priority. 4/12/2022 6:18 PM

165 Like many residents I am in favor of more greenways and connectivity within our town and with
nearby communities. I would not, however, prioritize this above the need for affordable
housing.

4/12/2022 5:57 PM

166 Critical infrastructure is a priority. This is supposed to be a pedestrian-friendly town, but there
are a lot of streets where sidewalks are needed and a lot of existing sidewalks need repair.

4/12/2022 5:48 PM

167 I think all of the above are great ideas. Especially the green spaces. Davidson needs more
green, parks and greenways. Also - more community gardens. Intersections - key to reduce

4/12/2022 5:28 PM
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idling cars problem Davidson has and make to pedestrian traffic safer as well. Sidewalks go
along with safer for pedestrians.

168 No input. Not a priority for use of these funds. 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

169 These sorts of amenities are beneficial to everyone in many ways to include community,
healthful lifestyles, and an investment in the future

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

170 Sidewalks are critical to improve quality of life and safety. This is also a matter of
sustainability as well as economic justice to allow for people who can't afford a car to access
the town center.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

171 I agree with critical infrastructure 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

172 -- Critical infrastructure items that directly support our town leadership's single most important
responsibility, the safety and security of town residents and businesses by providing critical
functions and services during emergencies must be funded. Item 1 that I list in response to
question 6 does this. Collectively, items 2 – 8 that I list in response to question 6 will have an
immediate, positive, and generational impact on our town’s life safety environment,
leadership’s highest priority, as each will prevent injuries or saves lives as well as contribute to
comprehensive plan goals and impact ALL town areas and population segments. These items
1 - 8 must be funded with these funds.

4/12/2022 4:52 PM

173 Parks and greenways are crucial and should receive priority. 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

174 I think all but public facilities should be high priority. We already approved a GO Bond for
public facilities which should be more than adequate to meet needs in this area.

4/12/2022 3:47 PM

175 I'm confused by the reference to "Critical" Infrastructure. It would seem that Greenways and
Parks are "nice to haves", but I would never consider those as Critical. Infrastructure should
always be a high priority for the Town - I would just question why certain items are deemed
Critical by the Town.

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

176 Mobility intersection improvements. Neighborhood WIFi for targeted areas. Expansion of job
training and quality daycare and preschool capacity locally. Supprt a commercial kitchen for
entrepreneurs’ use, teaching, and local affordable and healthy lunch and dinner options.
Facilitate a network of community kitchens and local produce growers.

4/12/2022 3:32 PM

177 Mobility is my highest priority for this type of funding 4/12/2022 3:27 PM

178 Yes, high perfect of the Fed money needs to go to Critical infrastructure 4/12/2022 3:23 PM

179 The listed examples are not really "critical" except, possibly, some Mobility items. Everything
else is "Infrastructure Improvement" and can be good uses since these are generally long-
lasting improvements.

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

180 Connecting sidewalks around town and creating safe crosswalks should be a priority 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

181 High priority, poor roads sidewalks, not enough parks 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

182 I would like to see a public swimming pool open to all residents. Completed sidewalks
throughout the community for easy access for all. Public bus stops need safety
improvements. There is a stop on Griffith across from Lakeside Ave. that is so dangerous- no
crosswalk or place to sit while waiting for the bus.

4/12/2022 2:54 PM

183 I think Davidson has done a pretty good job in this area already, but it should continue to be a
priority.

4/12/2022 2:41 PM

184 #1 for me, especially sidewalks. 4/12/2022 2:37 PM

185 second priority 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

186 Sidewalks and connectivity are priorities needing attention. 4/12/2022 2:26 PM

187 Maybe 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

188 Need sidewalks, parks and greenways. 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

189 Infrastructure to include general use facilities such as parks is essential. 4/12/2022 2:16 PM

190 Create a dedicated bike lane for Davidson-Concord road. The bikers often ignore traffic rules,
and many car drivers are not safe around the bikers either. It's to big of a road to have lots of

4/12/2022 2:01 PM
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bikes and cars together. Also, there was talk of a project to re-route 115 to behind what is
today Main St and make downtown Davidson walkable. That would be excellent. We'll need
more parking, too, to make people use it to the max potential.

191 important 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

192 Sidewalks and mobility. Parking, parking, parking. 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q6 What input do you have about the Critical Infrastructure potential
projects listed above, as well as any other possible projects in this area?

Answered: 167 Skipped: 38

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Sidewalks, parks, greenways, safety for pedestrians and bicycists... all important 5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 Traffic flow. 5/6/2022 5:08 PM

3 Invest in upgrading our infrastructure for better and safer transportation, especially bicycling,
jogging, and pedestrian applications. Need to make separate dedicated bike lanes on streets
like Jetton, Davidson Gateway, Griffith, and Main Streets and others. Need to eliminate parking
spots on one side of street to provide dedicated, separated bike lanes. Need to take steps to
reduce speeding by cars and trucks on main arteries. Additional enforcement, narrower painted
lanes on streets, more stop signs and other traffic calming measures need to be enacted.
Passive applications, such as narrower traffic lanes, speed bumps, bicycle lane separation
pylons, and the like should be implemented, as opposed to active enforcement, which doesn’t
seem to have much lasting effect. Let’s use this additional money for the wellbeing of all of
Davidson’s citizens, not just a few.

5/6/2022 3:56 PM

4 All are worthwhile. Safe biking space should be a part of any lan. 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

5 Mobility and safety improvements are key and also park and greenway projects that bring
people outside and allow them to gather together

5/5/2022 5:42 AM

6 Accelerating the sidewalk plans is an excellent idea. 5/4/2022 2:44 PM

7 The greenways and parks are so instrumental in making Davidson, Davidson. Investment and
future planning must be a priority to sustain these especially with the population growth.

5/4/2022 12:40 PM

8 I think infrastructure projects should be considered hand in hand with the residential growth
that Davidson has been seeing these last few years. Also in partnership with surrounding
towns. For example, something needs to be done desperately at the intersection of June
Washam and Davidson Concord road. Once that PUblix shopping center opens, it's going to be
impossible to get in and out of that side of River Run. The recent traffic study of Shearer and
June Washam should be a wake up call.

5/3/2022 4:58 PM

9 More has to be done about the pedestrian safety issues on/around Main Street. We need an all
ways protected pedestrian crossing at Main & Chairman Blake at the very least.

5/3/2022 2:03 PM

10 I’m a big supporter of greenways, parks, & bicycle amenities. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

11 Davidson K-8 Public School infrastructure investment (HVAC upgrades/repairs, cafeteria
expansion, other needs for the school)

5/2/2022 2:12 PM

12 Much investment is needed to improve and add sidewalks in and near town. Add a sidewalk on
Dimetrics Lane so CSD students can park their cars on Lakeview Avenue, a short distance
from the school and surrounding townhomes, and safely walk to their cars.

5/2/2022 8:50 AM

13 See note in response to five. Give this priority. 5/1/2022 10:53 AM

14 My number one priority would be Parks and Greenways. As green space disappears, these
become more and more important—and they are FOREVER. I’d like to see the majority of the
funds devoted to Parks and Greenways. Mobility is an issue everywhere in the area, and with
traffic increases I’ve not seen a suggestion yet that I felt would make a real difference. Unless
a road were finally to appear north of Davidson branching off of 115 diverting some traffic SE,
which I would absolutely support. Public Facilities are last in terms of importance to me. I feel
that we should make more improvements with the 2017 Parks and Greenways bond before
jumping ahead to public facilities.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

15 Already stated above. 4/29/2022 5:19 PM
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16 You need to improve the walk ability in Downtown and improve roads to flow traffic better. This
will all increase.

4/29/2022 3:18 PM

17 Na 4/29/2022 8:48 AM

18 Markers showing the mileage of the loop around the pond & park at Roosevelt Wilson park
would be especially helpful to walkers & runners. A splash pad & swings there like they have
at the park in Smithville would be great for the families who live nearby. Updating the
playground there to include safer & more modern structures & equipment for different ages
would be well used. Updating the pavilion there with new picnic tables & benches would be so
appreciated by all those who use it.

4/28/2022 3:20 PM

19 It's hard to know what other critical infrastructure projects are underway, since the town
website just says: Click here for our five-year sidewalk plan (coming soon). Park Maintenance
and Improvements Click here for our five-year plan (coming soon).

4/28/2022 3:19 PM

20 Mobility infrastructure - walking/bike path along Davidson-Concord Road on Hopewell Baptist
Church side to access Publix and South Prong greenway

4/28/2022 2:25 PM

21 With regard to critical infrastructure, I believe we should focus all efforts on pedestrian safety. 4/28/2022 12:51 PM

22 I would love to see a playground in town with swings. 4/28/2022 10:55 AM

23 Notes in previous answer 4/28/2022 10:41 AM

24 See above. But what is meant by public facilities? 4/28/2022 10:00 AM

25 Greenways are already prioritized and do not need additional support. 4/28/2022 9:58 AM

26 Nothing else. 4/28/2022 9:57 AM

27 In short, we need to be more aggressive on bike mobility and safety. We need more bike
lanes, greenways, dirtways, and safe options for cyclists, commuters, families: 1. Add multi-
use trails (dirt or gravel) to all public property to make "cut throughs". For example, heading
south on Conroy Ave to Concord there is suddenly a gate. Is that a public road? Why is it
blocked? Then, from that intersection from Conroy/Caldwell, why not connect to Dogwood Lane
and help people from McConnell / St. Albans connect to town w/o crossing Concord. There are
several of these little areas in ToD where we can increase mobility. Gas and power line
easements have to be mowed, why not add a greenway to encourage people to get out of their
cars? 2. Add a green bike / running lane (like in Charlotte) to Lorimer Rd from Pine to Concord
to make a "commuter highway" away from the car nuts on Concord. 3. Increase or add a BIG
fine with signs to warn drivers that if they hit a ped or cyclist they will pay. 4. Require new
developments to add greenways, connectors, etc. that prioritize walking / cycling. Hudson Pl is
great example of ugly car culture at work. The greenway used to go straight through there and
they added a road and a terrible intersection for greenway users. Its just gross. 5. Take
advantage of the stream restoration projects going on and just add a sign and mow a path to
make a dirtway. Even if they are out and backs people will use them and more connections will
happen.

4/28/2022 8:42 AM

28 Is this "critical" as in life or death/imminent safety issues? 4/27/2022 2:53 PM

29 I think is it important but not as critical. 4/27/2022 2:18 PM

30 The tallest building should be no more than 2 stories as a rule to maintain the look and feel of
the warmth and person our town coneys

4/27/2022 1:53 PM

31 Would like to see the town be proactive with the state to implement traffic calming/re-routing
along N Main to S Main (Highway 115). Would be great to see greenways connecting West
Davidson (both north and South of Griffith) into downtown and out to Fisher Farms/River Run.

4/26/2022 4:35 PM

32 More greenways 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

33 Greenways and parks make areas more desirable to live in 4/26/2022 2:26 PM

34 The city has some nice greenways - would be great to see more extensions to and
connections of these. Connecting the Greenways between River Run and Fisher Farms would
be great.

4/26/2022 10:24 AM

35 Roads highest priority 4/26/2022 8:44 AM

36 see comments above 4/26/2022 8:26 AM
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37 Please connect and add more greenway space. Continue to look for ways to make Davidson a
more pedestrian friendly city. Downtown Davidson is amazing when closed off for Christmas in
Davidson. This should be considered as a permanent move to make a safer and more vibrant
community gathering place. Would be a noon for business as well with expanded outdoor
seating opportunities

4/25/2022 10:38 PM

38 Great idea 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

39 Yes but no construction on major roads during summer when kids are out of school 4/25/2022 7:08 PM

40 Strongly support public infrastructure projects. 4/25/2022 5:45 PM

41 Sidewalks and greenways are even more important now - during Covid and after. More bikers
and walkers than ever.

4/25/2022 5:44 PM

42 We should make it a priority to protect and preserve the few remaining green spaces and
forested areas in town. Protecting the tree canopy should be a priority and not just a talking
point.

4/25/2022 4:50 PM

43 Must continue to focus on traffic issues 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

44 Of the projects listed I believe that mobility, sidewalks and paths and public transportation
options need to be the priority focus in addition to maintenance of our road system and shared
space with bikers and walkers

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

45 Greenways/Native plant areas and Parks (not sports complexes) are a priority. 4/25/2022 2:55 PM

46 All the ideas above would be a good use of funds. 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

47 Public facilities would be my first choice among the items listed. 4/25/2022 2:43 PM

48 This should be a priority. Greeways, wider sidewalks. 4/25/2022 2:09 PM

49 Traffic easement should come first. 4/25/2022 1:03 PM

50 They are good. Please ensure our roads are maintained as our population increases. 4/25/2022 12:27 PM

51 I would like to see the money go towards greenways, sidewalks/sidepaths, and intersection
improvements.

4/25/2022 12:07 PM

52 Continuing to develop greenways will provide safe biking and walking alternatives to/from
downtown. Also continuing to place cross walk lights at critical intersections should remain a
priority.

4/25/2022 12:04 PM

53 Go for it 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

54 Focus should be on mobility, sidewalks/side paths and greenways 4/25/2022 11:11 AM

55 none 4/25/2022 10:57 AM

56 Road projects should be completed before the additional add ons. 4/25/2022 10:54 AM

57 How do any of these projects relate to COVID recovery? This funding is intended for COVID
recovery.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

58 This is what makes Davidson appealing and unique in our area - all of the items listed should
be given priority.

4/25/2022 10:46 AM

59 Focus should be on Infrastructure Only - Improving Roads, Intersections, Mobility, Parking and
preserving Greenways and Parks

4/25/2022 10:25 AM

60 Continue to preserve the tree canopy. Less crowding in construction projects. What is wrong
with larger yards? The more crowding, the more funds are needed for schools, roads, parking,
etc. Then taxes are raised. What’s wrong with preserving the small town feel that many of us
enjoy?

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

61 Main Street traffic needs major rethinking as it makes travel, parking etc to downtown
Davidson unpleasant

4/25/2022 10:12 AM

62 This is a good list and i think should have the highest priority 4/25/2022 9:54 AM

63 Our roads are not keeping up with the growth in the area. For example Davidson Concord is 4/25/2022 9:53 AM
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getting too busy and cars are NOT stopping at Robert Walker crossway when the pedestrian
lights are on. Need to continue to make improvements for pedestrians.

64 Nothing to add 4/25/2022 9:47 AM

65 See above 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

66 June washam road needs to be addressed 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

67 Public safety 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

68 No comment 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

69 none 4/24/2022 5:44 PM

70 I agree with the gowns plans 4/24/2022 4:02 PM

71 None. 4/24/2022 3:20 PM

72 I think they are all important and would support funding going to any of the above projects. 4/22/2022 10:40 PM

73 None 4/22/2022 10:01 PM

74 Put sidewalk and crossing improvements where there have been deaths, and then add bike
lanes and paths so we don't have any dead cyclists like there have been in other towns in our
area.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM

75 Parks, open spaces, farm conservation and walkability projects are my priorities 4/22/2022 3:19 PM

76 Parks first 4/22/2022 2:49 PM

77 Sidewalks on the West side. Widen Concord Road 4/22/2022 2:28 PM

78 Vehicular (including bicycles) and pedestrian safety rank highest for me. 4/22/2022 10:15 AM

79 New Grants for affordable housing should be applied for to keep in the long- standing tradition
of fair housing in the Davidson community.

4/22/2022 10:08 AM

80 Green infrastructure is way more important than traditional public works projects, like roads. 4/22/2022 10:04 AM

81 I believe that the following bike/ped projects should be prioritized using these funds: - Multi-use
path on Concord Rd. from Main St. to Kimberly Rd. - Multi-use path on Beaty St. to Beaty
Park - Widened sidewalk and/or multi-use path on South St. from Main St. to DK8. - Multi-use
path on Grey Rd. to Abersham Park

4/22/2022 9:06 AM

82 Extending greenways and creating a park at Beaty Street Park are important. It's also
important to adopt Hayden Boyd's alternative plan for the stream restoration at Fisher Farm.

4/22/2022 8:07 AM

83 Greenways and mobility strike me as the most important. I think we're pretty good on parks,
except for better public access to the lake.

4/22/2022 7:47 AM

84 Mobility and sidewalks etc should be higher priority than Parks 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

85 I think facilities are a first priority for police and fire. I toured these facilities today with the
Civics 101 group. This town should do better for these employees.

4/21/2022 8:44 PM

86 nothing to add. 4/21/2022 2:01 PM

87 All of it should be top priority. 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

88 Including protected bike lanes for all of Concord Rd would be my highest priority in this area
(although it would not be the highest priority for COVID relief funds)

4/21/2022 1:54 PM

89 Public facilities such as government buildings, police/fire, and library need top priority, but
having public spaces for local organizations to meet is a need in the community as well. Green
space is important for health and mental well-being & should be prioritized.

4/21/2022 1:06 PM

90 Improving sidewalks along Davidson-Concord road would be nice. Greenways and connectors
improve safety and walkability, which is something the town should pursue.

4/21/2022 10:36 AM

91 Good projects to improve mobility and town spaces to be enjoyed and promote people enjoying
and using town spaces.

4/21/2022 9:07 AM
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92 The only thing I would prioritize as high is safety concerns as laid out by the Davidson
Pedestrian Safety Task Force
https://www.ci.davidson.nc.us/DocumentCenter/View/11657/Pedestrian-Safety-Task-Force-
Report-and-Recommendations-October-2021

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

93 I responded to this question in my previous answer. 4/21/2022 12:57 AM

94 Greenways, Sidewalks, Mobility 4/20/2022 9:56 PM

95 Maybe some bulletin board at the entry of the greenways for a possible walk together or bike
together events for residents to join or get connected.

4/20/2022 9:13 PM

96 See my answers above. The Bungalows should be viewed as critical infrastructure in Davidson
as their maintenance is a reflection of out town's commitments.

4/20/2022 7:08 PM

97 Safe Mobility is crucial. 4/20/2022 2:37 PM

98 Greenways are GREAT....until they are obliterated by new housing developments. If new ones
are to be built, then they should include a mechanism to avoid what happened when
Westbranch was built.

4/20/2022 12:31 PM

99 None at this time but would love to assist where I can. 4/20/2022 11:50 AM

100 Fully support 4/20/2022 10:56 AM

101 Greenway connection to Abersham area and added downtown community spots helpful. This
does not include facelifting an already good downtown gathering spots. The funds should be
additive and create brand new spaces.

4/20/2022 9:44 AM

102 I think this is a huge priority. The town should be more connected and walkable. I see areas
that do not have sidewalk access and that just shouldn’t be the case in a town like Davidson.
The university, downtown, schools, restaurants, housing should all be connected and walkable.
Increase walkability! More greenways.

4/20/2022 8:24 AM

103 Try to create a more permanent facility for farmers market with stalls and year round potential,
perhaps the old asbestos plant

4/20/2022 8:21 AM

104 If you go this route don’t spend it all on engineering road improvements. Do some significant
active outreach and education (a traffic garden comes to mind) to begin to transform
Davidson’s transport and travel culture.

4/20/2022 8:09 AM

105 More flashing pedestrians lights for street crossings. 4/19/2022 10:45 PM

106 Greenways, sidewalks and mobility in that order. Pandemic impacts have directly impacted
inflation and gas prices. This can address that in a small way. No more should be spent on
public facilities as the Town has over prioritized that in recent years with little recognizabke
benefit to the public at large.

4/19/2022 12:27 PM

107 Light at Beaty and Main before E-W Expressway and 115S overbuild further congests traffic
coming into Davidson at the north end.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

108 I am definitely for money being used for these projects. 4/18/2022 9:54 PM

109 Expansion of greenway to go all the way to town from Westbranch/ Bailey. Improve
intersections especially where there have been accidents/ pedestrian injury/ death. More
parks/ playgrounds. Innovative playground/ play space.

4/18/2022 9:21 PM

110 Is sewage treatment still an issue which can hold up other future projects? If so, I would give
this priority over all the example projects listed above.

4/18/2022 8:26 PM

111 Greenways, parks, and public facilities should be planned, funded, and developed with
cooperation of other municipalities. Insulation or exclusiveness to Davidson is a formula for
suboptimization and failure. The proof concepts are there, and inclusiveness of a greater
community is the best use of resources.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

112 I would like to see improved public access to lake Davidson/Cornelius as well as more
ballfields/basketball courts on West side of town.

4/18/2022 4:26 PM

113 Also all necessary. 4/18/2022 2:41 PM

114 sidewalks 4/18/2022 11:49 AM
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115 Biased list 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

116 Now that the M/I Connection debacle is behind us, time to invest in a parking deck for
business customers ONLY.

4/15/2022 2:31 PM

117 The list needs to be prioritized. Some of these items are more urgent than others, namely
sidewalks, greenways (that provide true connectivity/transportation benefits), and intersection
improvements for SAFETY. With growing and active senior population and with an eye towards
universal access, there are many areas in the Town's pedestrian network that are not up to
ADA standards. This should be part of the investment.

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

118 Sidewalks should be #1 on the Critical Infrastructure list. 4/15/2022 6:07 AM

119 This is the FIRST opportunity I have been afforded. 4/15/2022 12:43 AM

120 Not sure this funding vehicle applies 4/14/2022 3:11 PM

121 See question 5. This question seems either redundant or not clearly state so as to differentiate
it from 5.

4/14/2022 1:33 PM

122 greenways and park land investments need to take a backseat to building sidewalks for all
residents to have walking mobility.

4/14/2022 1:31 PM

123 Greenways and lakes matter, the more, the better. 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

124 There are more creative ways to fund these infrastructure projects. Sound design and
development goes a long way in a healthy community rather than creating more debt for our
future citizens.

4/14/2022 11:54 AM

125 Mobility and sidewalks should be prioritized. The other items in the list seem like typical
expenses that should be funded by taxes.

4/14/2022 8:51 AM

126 Would be nice to have a CATS park and ride for the express bus. 4/13/2022 8:32 PM

127 New fire station downtown. Fix roads! 4/13/2022 5:32 PM

128 see above answer; a network where people can bike and reach the whole town; biking can
almost be as fast as driving around Main street and commercial areas; people may use their
bikes for a quick run the a store except that cars are intimidating

4/13/2022 3:26 PM

129 Sidewalks and greenways that benefit all parts of town especially the west side. Complete the
sidewalk on Beaty St.

4/13/2022 1:00 PM

130 Sidewalks should be wide enough for two people to walk side by side. 4/13/2022 11:12 AM

131 High priority 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

132 Greenways ! Yay 4/13/2022 9:33 AM

133 All but public facilities seem needed. 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

134 Sidewalks and intersections should be the main focus 4/12/2022 11:21 PM

135 More sidewalks please. Sidewalks bring neighbors together. Additional paved bike and nature
trails. Concord road sidewalk is terrible. Davidson-Concord needs any type of sidewalk - people
jog on the edge and someone is going to get hit.

4/12/2022 9:44 PM

136 answered above 4/12/2022 8:47 PM

137 There are so many safety issues right now for walkers / bikers (Main Street connection to
Cornelius, Davidson-Concord Road with narrow or no sidewalks / bike lanes, etc.). Fixing these
are critical and accelerating them are a great opportunity to leverage the funds.

4/12/2022 8:26 PM

138 Sidewalks and pedestrian safety improvements before all. 4/12/2022 6:37 PM

139 Improve traffic flow, increase parking, build greenways 4/12/2022 6:18 PM

140 I use the greenways often as well as Fisher Farm. Unfortunately I do no often see much
diversity in terms of our community's makeup as I walk the trails. A suggestion is that the
town somehow provide wider access, particularly the summer months to children who do not
have the opportunity to have outside adventures. Perhaps often single day camps with
transportation provided to Fisher Farm, for example.

4/12/2022 5:57 PM
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141 Dimetrics Lane needs a sidewalk so that it can be used for overflow parking at the Community
School of Davidson (CSD). CSD students can then park on Lakeview Avenue and safely walk
to school instead of hogging parking spaces in front of residential properties in the Davidson
Bay neighborhood.

4/12/2022 5:48 PM

142 Sidewalks on both sides of the street whenever possible so pedestrians do not have to cross
streets as often. Public facilities - PLEASE can we have decent bus stop kiosks in Davidson?
Many of us need and want to take public transportation. Is is difficult to do when there is no
place to sit or get out of inclement weather.

4/12/2022 5:28 PM

143 None 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

144 Any amenity that gets people outside and together is a good one 4/12/2022 4:57 PM

145 Concord Rd still has a sidewalk on one side only, East of Grey Road. Due to the narrow road,
bicycles often use the sidewalk too. This road connects many neighborhoods to our town
center and it would be a significant improvement to build a sidewalk on the second side of the
street. It would also be important to improve the intersection of Grey Rd and Concord Rd for
pedestrians crossings.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

146 Sidewalks Parks Public facilities Are the top ideas to me 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

147 - Item 1 to Fund: Continuity of Town Critical Services during Emergencies. Specifically, review
and update, as applicable, town emergency operations center and continuity of operations
plans and procedures for all critical town functions. Also, ensure the town has full emergency
operations capabilities in the renovated town hall with fully independent alternative emergency
operations capabilities at the new town center, if not already funded. - Item 2 to Fund: Fund
Vision Zero recommendations, such as crosswalks and associated safety lights and signage. -
Item 3 to Fund: Expand greenways and bike lanes or paths. - Item 4 to Fund: Ensure
roadways are adequately lit. - Item 5 to Fund: Implement signage in parks or greenways to
facilitate emergency response for people in distress. - Item 6 to Fund: Reduce the backlog of
road, traffic circle and sidewalk improvement projects. - Item 7 to Fund: Fund on-going COVID
expenses. - Item 8 to Fund: Implement protections for critical watershed.

4/12/2022 4:52 PM

148 As above 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

149 see above 4/12/2022 3:47 PM

150 Davidson is falling behind other nearby towns related to infrastructure and competitiveness.
Cornelius is building a performing arts center, re-imagining its downtown and planning a multi-
use area centered on the OMB brewery project. Huntersville is home to the new North Meck
recreation center. Mooresville is aggressively promoting the renaissance of its vibrant
downtown and Main St. Meanwhile, Davidson is stuck in neutral and its most exciting
infrastructure project is the renovation of the Davidson IB school for Town Hall purposes.
Infrastructure that helps Davidson compete with other local communities in the areas livability
and culture are needed.

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

151 Focus it on racial equity, restorative justice and economic mobility. 4/12/2022 3:32 PM

152 Sidewalks are also needed in parts of towm 4/12/2022 3:27 PM

153 More lighted cross walks. 4/12/2022 3:23 PM

154 Not sure what is included in "public facilities" so cannot comment on those projects. I would
prioritize long-lasting projects such as acquisition of green space (parks or greenways). If we
have any remaining active agriculture in Davidson, we could also acquire the development
rights enabling the owner to continue farming while obtaining the financial value of the land.

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

155 Safe sidewalks and cross walks should be a priority , then increased pay for all city workers so
they can begin to afford to live here

4/12/2022 3:02 PM

156 All good canidates 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

157 Better playgrounds, a skateboard park, basketball courts. More recreational areas for tweens
and teenagers.

4/12/2022 2:54 PM

158 I would love to see a greenway that connects Davidson to the YMCA in Cornelius, as well as
more greenway space on the west side of Davidson in general. I think all roads should have a
sidewalk, so no new roads should be added in the town without a sidewalk on at least one
side, but preferably both. Existing gaps in sidewalks should also be addressed.

4/12/2022 2:41 PM
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159 Sidewalks needed in West Davidson (e.g., BEATY STREET). Some existing sidewalks are too
close to the street and seem dangerous (ex. south side of Concord).

4/12/2022 2:37 PM

160 all are ok except public facilities 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

161 The sidewalk on both sides of Concord Rd is way past due needing to be built. A connector
path from McConnell out to Fisher Farm would also be a big help for community exercise and
use by our younger citizens to the park. Replanting at the nature preserve and replanting at the
developments adjacent to Lake Davidson is much needed to improve water quality there from
runoff water. We over-developed there and need to mitigate.

4/12/2022 2:26 PM

162 Maybe 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

163 Same as #5 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

164 Public facilities to include parks, fire stations, police facility needs are critical for sustainability
of a healthy community.

4/12/2022 2:16 PM

165 Also, there was talk of a project to re-route 115 to behind what is today Main St and make
downtown Davidson walkable. That would be excellent. We'll need more parking, too, to make
people use it to the max potential.

4/12/2022 2:01 PM

166 fix intersections on Main Street and repair Concord Road from Main to traffic circle by Rocky
Road

4/12/2022 1:56 PM

167 Main Street development, additional parking. 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q7 What input do you have about Historic Storytelling/Restorative Justice
as a priority area?

Answered: 178 Skipped: 27

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Vitally important. Don't be afraid to use Reparations in the discussions as well. 5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 None 5/6/2022 3:56 PM

3 Partner with Davidson College. 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

4 I believe that land and housing are a critical piece of restorative justice in this town, and that
any initiatives for restorative justice need to be linked to material outcomes, particularly in
housing.

5/5/2022 11:29 AM

5 Historic Storytelling is a great idea 5/5/2022 5:42 AM

6 I think this is absolutely absurd. The small minority of voices in this country that think
Restorative justice is an important priority is small but LOUD. Most Americans (and most
people in Davidson) do not support creating further division in our town by highlighting past
injustices. Political agendas should not be the priority of the town board.

5/3/2022 4:58 PM

7 Explore what restorative justice might look like in Davidson. 5/3/2022 2:03 PM

8 I like the idea, I would support it but to a lesser extent from the 1st two items listed. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

9 I think these programs are worthy, but they should not drain attention or resources away from
my top items.

5/3/2022 11:05 AM

10 What does restorative justice propose to do? 5/2/2022 1:02 PM

11 What good will it do to tell stories? That's talk, not action. Instead, Davidson needs to focus its
efforts on becoming an inclusive community, not documenting how segregated it has been and
still is.

5/2/2022 8:50 AM

12 Work with College to use its unused land for affordable housing 5/1/2022 10:53 AM

13 This is an idea that I definitely support exploring. It does not sound like there is a cost
estimate for ideas that may be generated, and I’d like to know what ideas/costs are suggested
prior to assigning a priority.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

14 I see little value in plaques. The concept of storytelling is helpful but I don't see the overall
value. What are we doing to be better?

4/29/2022 5:19 PM

15 I would like to see input from the approximate 700 African Americans that live here. Would this
make them feel more included? I would think spending the money on expanding the library or
adding to the schools would be a better use of funds than a plaque to be taken down in the
future. Use it to better the families,

4/29/2022 3:18 PM

16 none 4/29/2022 10:47 AM

17 This would be nice but not a priority as there are others more important 4/29/2022 8:48 AM

18 Can't believe that this is a serious question 4/29/2022 7:50 AM

19 I like the idea of historical storytelling and restorative justice as a priority area. I believe this
question should be posed to the communities that would be represented to get their thoughts.
Is wayfinding and storytelling the action that will empower and help them grow wealth or
something else?

4/28/2022 9:26 PM

20 The Westside has so many elders who were born here & have so many stories of the area to
share with us. It would be wonderful if the elders would have the opportunity to share their
stories in public events & at the schools in Town. The signage of various homes of Westside
leaders such as Ms Ada Jenkins world be so informative to current & future generations.

4/28/2022 3:20 PM
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21 Yes. This is needed. It's also critically important to make sure the residents of color in West
Davidson are not forced out by rising costs due to economic development at Linden Mill.

4/28/2022 3:19 PM

22 Lower priority or maintain at current level. Volunteer based. 4/28/2022 2:25 PM

23 This seems performative to me. We don't need plaques -- they don't feed or house people. Of
course we need story telling, but my preferred approach would be through tranformative action
as in affordable housing earmarked for communities of color.

4/28/2022 12:51 PM

24 Valuable to capture accurate history of our community 4/28/2022 10:55 AM

25 This is imperative to share in signage, tours and other ways. Would like to see also more
information about indigenous people who lived here

4/28/2022 10:41 AM

26 Those are good ideas and I support them. Make sure residents of the west side are on board
and help make the plans.

4/28/2022 10:00 AM

27 This should be a priority of the community. We should the urge to suppress this in the name of
white people.

4/28/2022 9:58 AM

28 Favor historic storytelling. 4/28/2022 9:57 AM

29 Please don't commission any bad public art. Find some local artists here and elevate them.
Pay them to play on the green or do art camps/workshops. Make an art center for them to
work in.

4/28/2022 8:42 AM

30 What are the transgressions that call for restorative justice? Please start with addressing those
issues. What about a year of guaranteed income of $xx for each household?

4/27/2022 2:53 PM

31 Interested. I am a big fan of museums and a place, where the story of our town, our whole
town is told would be wonderful. Maybe in one of the Tom Clark spaces.

4/27/2022 2:18 PM

32 If we are not in touch with where we were, how can we know where we are going. These items
will demonstrate the growth and evolution of our town.

4/27/2022 1:53 PM

33 important to capture stories of all 4/27/2022 1:45 PM

34 I like the idea of the historic storytelling via the examples listed. I have great concern for
gentrification in the West side of Davidson.

4/26/2022 4:35 PM

35 OK 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

36 Not sure what that has to do with tax money going for Covid relief. So how many people might
you expect to come to a historic storytelling event? What long term value does it have?

4/26/2022 2:26 PM

37 I am opposed to this as a priority area. In general, increasing the national debt to address
items like this is irresponsible in my opinion.

4/26/2022 10:24 AM

38 Not what these funds should be but see for 4/26/2022 8:44 AM

39 This sounds great! 4/26/2022 8:26 AM

40 Important but a lower priority 4/25/2022 10:38 PM

41 This sticks out like a sore thumb as providing little value among the other initiatives. It is
overly political and divisive.

4/25/2022 10:36 PM

42 I’m indifferent 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

43 History holds strong here but must include careing for existing guarantee for another generation
to also enjoy n take pride in

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

44 This should not be a priority. How does the author of this survey define “people of color”? The
Hispanic and Asian communities (oriental and Indian) are generally thriving because of
economics opportunities coupled with hard work and two-parent families. Disadvantaged
African-Americans can best be served by programs that encourage intact families who place
high value on education and hard work.

4/25/2022 5:45 PM

45 What does this have to do with Covid? 4/25/2022 5:44 PM

46 I don't know 4/25/2022 4:50 PM
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47 As we all know it is almost impossible to know where we are going if we don’t know where we
have come from. It is most important for residents to know the history of their town to “buy
into” the future

4/25/2022 3:38 PM

48 Low priority 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

49 I am in full support of efforts to preserve and memorialize the histories of our town's historic
communities of color. However, I DO NOT believe in reparation monies or programs that pay
CURRENT citizens for inequites that sadly happened to people of their historic lineage.

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

50 Focus on Restorative Justice. Eliminate "storytelling". 4/25/2022 2:55 PM

51 This would not be a priority area for me. 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

52 Not a high priority from my perspective. 4/25/2022 2:43 PM

53 All people’s history should be told accurately. Scholarships, tutoring, mental and physical
health services, etc on an as needed basis for people from these descendants.

4/25/2022 1:03 PM

54 Need more information and specifics in this area. 4/25/2022 12:27 PM

55 I understand the need for this work but it seems like a longer term project. Some of the funds
could go toward historic markers in the community but I would see these one time funds as the
best use for this longer term project.

4/25/2022 12:04 PM

56 Historic Storytelling is fine as long as it is factual and proven. Who are the offenders to be
rehabilitated?

4/25/2022 11:41 AM

57 Should not be as high on the importance as infrastructure or affordable housing. 4/25/2022 11:11 AM

58 I think historical storytelling should be handled on a volunteer basis and not funded by this
money. This could be a great project for student at Davidson College. A far as restorative
justice goes, I think we need to stop considering only one part of our Community. No one living
today was a slave and no one living today was a slave owner.

4/25/2022 10:57 AM

59 Concentrate on historic storytelling to educate all on history. Forget restorative justice. 4/25/2022 10:54 AM

60 How do any of these projects relate to COVID recovery? This funding is intended for COVID
recovery.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

61 This is a political fad, and will not provide lasting benefit to our town. 4/25/2022 10:46 AM

62 Waste of taxpayers money!!!! 4/25/2022 10:25 AM

63 Historic storytelling is a great idea but the term "restorative justice" is an oxymoron. You can't
have "justice" when the people who committed the crime are no longer here. We are not guilty
of the sins of our fathers (nobody should be). Davison is full of successful people from all
backgrounds who are very willing to help individuals of all backgrounds but it's very divisive to
take the individual out of a given situation and replace with a group. "Restorative justice" is not
only oxymoronic but it has no metric for success. Places like Ada Jenkins and others in the
area need more funding and community involvement. This will create tangible success for real
individuals as apposed to whatever unattainable "goals" the "restorative justice" may have.
Seems like a virtue signaling waste of money...BUT if concrete goals and metrics are attached
to it then I think the town would be willing to listen. Again, giving that money to Ada Jenkins
seems to cut out the middle man though...

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

64 I do not believe this is an appropriate use of ARPA funds. How is this related to COVID relief?
Is this what communities of color are asking for or is it what white liberals think communities of
color need?

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

65 This is not an appropriate use of these funds! 4/25/2022 10:12 AM

66 I think this is a complete waste of time. 4/25/2022 10:11 AM

67 Strongly oppose these 4/25/2022 9:54 AM

68 This is not where I would spend specialized government funding. This should be paid for by
fundraisers and other donated funding.

4/25/2022 9:53 AM

69 Historic story telling sounds like a wonderful idea for a small college town. Restorative justice
is very specific to one subset of the population. Too exclusive and woke.

4/25/2022 9:47 AM
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70 This sounds like a complete waste of taxpayer dollars 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

71 A much lower priority than infrastructure and hard asset projects that improve the town, quality
of life, our schools and our economic security

4/25/2022 9:38 AM

72 Waste of time should have zero focus as the town should be focused on infrastructure via
atroytelling, seriously do your jobs and stop pushing political correctness

4/25/2022 9:37 AM

73 I support direct reparations or else the very limited African American community we have will
be wiped out

4/24/2022 9:10 PM

74 The locals in the area are the only people to records the facts! Y 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

75 important 4/24/2022 5:44 PM

76 I love this idea! There are so many stories to be told from our African Americans that have
lived in Davidson their entire lives. Why they were only allowed to live on the west side.

4/24/2022 4:02 PM

77 I support a facilitated public engagement effort that brings residents together to share their
lived experiences in Davidson and to discuss restorative justice priorities and outcomes.

4/24/2022 3:20 PM

78 Historic storytelling is interesting. I have heard of restoration but don’t know how it works. I
definitely support improvement projects on the west since, infrastructure, playgrounds,
cleaning up and improving landscaping along the creeks that flow into the pond , grants to
homeowners to repair/upgrade their homes.

4/23/2022 9:33 AM

79 Storytelling is very important to maintaining the history of a community. 4/22/2022 10:40 PM

80 This is really awesome! Just need to always center BIPOC voices. Need to be intersectional
and intentional in documenting the ways that Davidson's past has marginalized both Black
communities and Native communities. Davidson should do a land acknowledgement.

4/22/2022 10:01 PM

81 This is not as high a priority for me. Housing and environment are more important to me. 4/22/2022 5:49 PM

82 I am in favor of providing clarity around the value of historic african american communities and
then investing in the preservation of these communities. If that investment in preservation is
perceived as restorative justice so much the better

4/22/2022 3:19 PM

83 Good idea doesn’t seem to need a high percentage of this money as much could be
volunteered after structures set up

4/22/2022 2:49 PM

84 This is a ridiculous idea. 4/22/2022 2:28 PM

85 This is obviously not a quick fix. I'd say careful planning (perhaps with competent consultants)
is a necessary first step.

4/22/2022 10:15 AM

86 OK for those residents who have an interest in this topic. 4/22/2022 10:08 AM

87 Not a good use of funding IMO. 4/22/2022 10:04 AM

88 I believe this is a worthy cause but believe the housing/living, infrastructure, and sustainability
priorities should be the focus. The examples described do not seem to require significant
funding, so it may be possible to fund this as well as the other priorities.

4/22/2022 9:06 AM

89 I support these efforts. I am assuming the cost would be far less than affordable housing so
my support is not for equal distribution of funds.

4/22/2022 8:07 AM

90 Acknowledging our history both good and bad is important. People can been good in one area
of their life and make horrific mistakes in another. We need to learn from mistakes made in the
past.

4/22/2022 8:01 AM

91 I do not see this as a priority. I'm in favor of it, but it does not address current needs and could
be accomplished using other funds and collaborative efforts.

4/22/2022 7:47 AM

92 Interesting but doubt that it will have much impact on peoples’ lives 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

93 I would assign it little priority. Most residents of Davidson were not here when others were
treated badly and most that were treated badly are long gone.

4/21/2022 8:44 PM

94 This could be a project to do jointly with the college engagement office. 4/21/2022 2:01 PM

95 None 4/21/2022 2:00 PM
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96 Restorative justice could be the highest priority of all, since the COVID pandemic
overwhelmingly harmed people of color. But that would mean focusing these programs on relief
for immediate social, health, and economic needs. It is difficult for me to respond to this
priority area because it conflates two totally different topics, which happen to be linked to race.
Storytelling is a low priority as a COVID response, and financial reparations for the black and
brown communities is the absolute highest.

4/21/2022 1:54 PM

97 Restorative justice is vital. I agree fully with funding this. I believe historical storytelling may
be needed for educational purposes for current and future generations to gain perspective on
the injustices of the past & present and their on-going consequences. I appreciate the
recognition of this as a key focal area for this funding and feel our community will be a better
place for all if this priority is funded.

4/21/2022 1:06 PM

98 This should be a non-priority. This isn’t the type of thing our town needs to spend time or
money on. There are already non-profits and the college doing this work.

4/21/2022 10:36 AM

99 Great idea to promote understanding and incorporate all peoples history. 4/21/2022 9:07 AM

100 I consider this high priority. As a person of color myself (half Asian, half White) I seek out
other people of color to connect with because we are so few in Davidson and it takes no effort
to find and connect with people who are white because there are so many. Communicating
value and worth to Davidsonians of color, especially black people, I think will go a long way in
creating a richer and more understanding community all around.

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

101 I think that Historic Storytelling has been and continues to develop. There are books that have
been written, many/various tours given, activities and continued collaboration with the
community to add to the fabric of Davidson’s history thru to the present. No one/sole entity or
agency should “own” this topic, as it is the history of the community itself, not just 1 interest
group. Funding should be for the community, for the benefit of the community, not to benefit
the pockets of those in charge of such a project.

4/21/2022 12:57 AM

102 As above including historically black area/residents telling their story…include this in and
around the town

4/20/2022 10:07 PM

103 Restorative Justice priority over Storytelling projects 4/20/2022 9:56 PM

104 Maybe have a smaller panel formed by a variety of colored minorities and introduce the fun
and kindness of those to our residents?

4/20/2022 9:13 PM

105 Community through food: It would be great to have community led competitive BBQ with local
storytelling, choirs, artists and bonfire.

4/20/2022 9:10 PM

106 I strongly support this project. We might even consider some combination of a Davidson "Truth
and Reconciliation Commission like that used in South Africa after apartheid ended, and/or
some form of reparations to our neighbors of color in W. Davidson.

4/20/2022 7:08 PM

107 What projected cost are we thinking? This would be important to all of the community. 4/20/2022 3:59 PM

108 Important for our history as a community to recognize and develop a preservation, and
restorative justice plan.

4/20/2022 2:37 PM

109 If the historically Black community was declared a "historical district" might that restrict the
demolition of homes there? It seems disingenuous to pursue "restorative justice" without first
finding a way to STOP the continued decimation of this neighborhood. I'd suggest a plan that
focuses on preserving this community, rather than just commemorating its (past) existence.

4/20/2022 12:31 PM

110 I am not interested in using funds for this purpose. 4/20/2022 12:11 PM

111 Although this is important to our towns conscience it doesn’t belong in the pandemic
discussion or utilize federal taxpayer funding.

4/20/2022 10:56 AM

112 None, waste of money. The stories are important to tell but don't need this funding to be
effective

4/20/2022 9:44 AM

113 I think that is cool concept. I don’t have much input on ideas or how to implement. Signage for
sure.

4/20/2022 8:24 AM

114 Spend some capital to restore the Lingle hut and use it as a focal point for the initiative 4/20/2022 8:21 AM

115 I think anything we can do to begin to build bridges between the white community in Davidson 4/20/2022 8:09 AM
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and people of color is necessary and long overdue.

116 None 4/19/2022 10:45 PM

117 Has nothing to do with pandemic. Should not be prioritized as this is not the Town's role in
civic life. This is best left to non profits.

4/19/2022 12:27 PM

118 Great idea and one to inspire those who invite others to share and learn. Whether through joint
efforts with churches, history-minded citizens, or arising from Town-Gown efforts, it will be
genuine and less encumbered as a people effort than public/federal prescribed one.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

119 I do not think this is necessary and funding does not need to be spent in this area. Why do we
need to highlight any past issues of color.

4/18/2022 9:54 PM

120 Lower priority 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

121 This should not be a topic...the Town should already be doing things like this. If you have to
ask people's opinion then you have missed the boat. I am from a very diverse part of CA but I
can only imagine what "history" will be told here locally...it's a sensitive topic for sure but the
more you ask about it the more time will pass and you lose that much more credibility with
your targeted constituents.

4/18/2022 8:26 PM

122 What possible value does this bring? Attack modern day problems and move on 4/18/2022 4:54 PM

123 Intentional engagement of Davidson in it’s entirety is most important for restoring and
maintaining our history, while we progress what has made the community great, and we
acknowledge the lessons learned from our mistakes. Churches, schools, barbershops, civic
clubs, and other organizations about town have pumped the lifeblood of the community for over
a century. Hydro electric progress borders our Town, and is responsible for much recreation,
development, and access.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

124 This is not important to me. 4/18/2022 4:26 PM

125 Wonderful plans! 4/18/2022 2:41 PM

126 should be a priority but not with arpa funds 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

127 A waste 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

128 Important priority. 4/16/2022 10:52 AM

129 Storytelling seems tokenizing and like window dressing unless Davidon's communities of color
have themselves identified this as a priority through the aforementioned restorative justice
discussions.

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

130 This should be #3 overall priority. 4/15/2022 6:07 AM

131 I agree that it should be a priority. 4/15/2022 12:43 AM

132 While this is important, I don’t see it as a priority for this particular funding. 4/14/2022 3:53 PM

133 It is a town priority for sure and I support it, may have some applicability to this funding source 4/14/2022 3:11 PM

134 I support this, but not to the degree it detract from the more important need to make our town
affordable.

4/14/2022 1:33 PM

135 Another priority in order to understand recognize Davidson's past and the contributions of all
residents to the success of Davidson.

4/14/2022 1:31 PM

136 Important 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

137 There are already avenues for this. Give parents credit for solid homes where children are
raised to respect all God's creation - especially all humans. The destruction of the family has
contributed greatly to social problems.

4/14/2022 11:54 AM

138 Excellent idea! 4/14/2022 8:51 AM

139 Not a priority for me for these funds. Perhaps look for ways to incorporate historical storytelling
into other programming. As for restorative justice, I think it’s late for that as many legacy
families have already left the area.

4/13/2022 8:32 PM

140 This was somewhat addressed in affordable housing response—the fault really lies with the 4/13/2022 5:32 PM
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college but the town and college are inextricably linked

141 I agree that Historic Storytelling is missing here. It seems that Davidson College just popped
out already built and functioned by magic. I wonder also about the asbestos plant, and how
come it was built in the same area as where people of color live. There is justice needed there.

4/13/2022 3:26 PM

142 I think involving local people in this would be good. I would not give it a high priority over things
that will have a long term economic impact.

4/13/2022 1:00 PM

143 Ridiculous!!!!! 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

144 I think it’s critical to the “health” of The Town. 4/13/2022 9:33 AM

145 Believe historic storytelling would be good but don’t agree with restorative justice. 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

146 Set up a separate initiative with town volunteers to place plaques if that is what voters want.
To date the town of Davidson's efforts have been poorly managed with wasteful projects like
our silly phonebooths

4/12/2022 11:21 PM

147 Historic storytelling = medium priority Restorative justice = low priority 4/12/2022 9:44 PM

148 Revitalization plans for West Davidson. This should include any permanent remediation
needed for the asbestos problem, also a restorative justice issue.

4/12/2022 8:47 PM

149 Not a priority 4/12/2022 6:37 PM

150 Not a high priority 4/12/2022 6:18 PM

151 This should be a distinctly joint project with leaders from underserved areas having a strong
voice in what they would like to see, rather than others deciding for them.

4/12/2022 5:57 PM

152 With the Town of Davidson continuously segregating its community of color, I don't think this
area will be successful until the Town succeeds with inclusion policies that it has yet to
incorporate.

4/12/2022 5:48 PM

153 This is s good idea. 4/12/2022 5:28 PM

154 This subject can be extremely divisive and I’m not confident it can be properly handled by
government. It’s imperative that all viewpoints are considered if this approach is pursued.

4/12/2022 5:15 PM

155 I think it’s a bad idea and I do not support it. I think it is divisive 4/12/2022 4:57 PM

156 This needs to be a priority for our town and the impacted communities need to be included in
the conceptualization and development of any projects or programs.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

157 Agree with historic storytelling 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

158 Historic storytelling is a medium, not high, priority area. Restorative justice is NOT a priority
area at all.

4/12/2022 4:52 PM

159 This is an ongoing need, but shouldn't be addressed as a part of a one-time spending project. 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

160 I don't think this is a priority area 4/12/2022 3:47 PM

161 I do not see this as an area of need or priority for the Town. 4/12/2022 3:35 PM

162 Tell the full truth about racial segregation in Davidson and share these stories in print, on stage
and video. With an emphasis on story telling from the perspective of a historical and current
resident of color.

4/12/2022 3:32 PM

163 How would this story telling be shared with the public, particularly newcomers who live in the
“suburbs” ?

4/12/2022 3:27 PM

164 None 4/12/2022 3:23 PM

165 This is totally inappropriate for this funding. These projects, if worthwhile, should be funded out
of ongoing operational funding. This spending is transitory with no definable long-lasting value.

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

166 Having conversations with our historically black community would hopefully lead to people
sharing what they would like to see developed in the commercial part of town. The existing
stores, shops and restaurants do not draw the black community.

4/12/2022 3:02 PM

167 Very low priority 4/12/2022 3:02 PM
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168 We need more minority owned businesses, shops, restaurants that will attract more diversity in
town and at town events

4/12/2022 2:54 PM

169 I support it 4/12/2022 2:41 PM

170 Seems like an ideal area to involve Boy Scouts, high school senior projects (like PLP), and
other community groups in order to increase the impact at low cost.

4/12/2022 2:37 PM

171 not a priority . don't fund 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

172 Sounds like we need more input from the residents in that area. Unsure this will be well-
received as the lead idea for restorative justice.

4/12/2022 2:26 PM

173 No 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

174 Don’t try to hide or change history. 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

175 This is a waste of taxpayer money and has zero community benefit. 4/12/2022 2:16 PM

176 We need to stop this divisive practices - they make one "group" feel good at the expense of
others. It's not uniting. Stop it. Spend the money on projects that ALL citizens can benefit from
EQUALLY.

4/12/2022 2:01 PM

177 not important 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

178 Not a priority. 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q8 What input do you have about the Historic Storytelling/Restorative
Justice potential projects listed above, as well as any other possible

projects in this area?
Answered: 152 Skipped: 53

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I think it's very important!!!!! 5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 None 5/6/2022 3:56 PM

3 African American cemetery should not be forgotten. 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

4 I believe that it would be beneficial to ask Davidson residents of color, whose families have
lived in town for generations (such as Ron Raeford) to see if they would provide guidance and
leadership in this area

5/5/2022 5:42 AM

5 I think not one dollar of these funds should go towards any of these projects. 5/3/2022 4:58 PM

6 na 5/3/2022 2:03 PM

7 I’d look to work with the College as they may have insights into this area. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

8 You cannot restore justice to those who received the injustices. We need to make Sure that
they never occur Again!

5/2/2022 1:02 PM

9 Exploit the new town hall as a space where diverse groups can meet and feel comfortable, and
build a sense of belonging to a community that values diversity and inclusion.

5/2/2022 8:50 AM

10 see 7 5/1/2022 10:53 AM

11 I definitely support exploring projects dedicated to Historic Storytelling/Restorative Justice. It
does not sound like there are any cost estimates for ideas/projects that are generated, but I
am interested to hear what ideas/projects are suggested.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

12 Commented above. 4/29/2022 5:19 PM

13 See last answer 4/29/2022 3:18 PM

14 none 4/29/2022 10:47 AM

15 See above 4/29/2022 8:48 AM

16 I think that restorative justice is important, really hard and a huge undertaking. If the town is
not really committed to figuring it out, potentially adding additional funding, I am concerned
folks will not feel restored and the story of distrust could continue.

4/28/2022 9:26 PM

17 I totally support them. 4/28/2022 3:20 PM

18 Infrastructure is top, but this is really important too. 4/28/2022 3:19 PM

19 Focus on making observable changes to marginalized peoples' lives in our Community, then let
them decide how to best commemorate our history.

4/28/2022 12:51 PM

20 I like the idea of having signage about historical events/places to capture history 4/28/2022 10:55 AM

21 Drawing on expertise from families who have lived here for generations and archives if
davidson college is important to do now.

4/28/2022 10:41 AM

22 See above 4/28/2022 10:00 AM

23 It will receive a lot of push back and the community should be prepared to stand up for truth. 4/28/2022 9:58 AM

24 The college needs to help with both. 4/28/2022 9:57 AM

25 Will someone tell the story of how I died from injuries sustained by a car while I was cycling to 4/28/2022 8:42 AM
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work?

26 What are the transgressions that call for restorative justice? Please start with addressing those
issues. What about a year of guaranteed income of $xx for each household?

4/27/2022 2:53 PM

27 see above 4/27/2022 2:18 PM

28 A Davidson Town Museum of a modest size that can show our visitors and citizens how far we
have come.

4/27/2022 1:53 PM

29 Minimizing gentrification on the west side. 4/26/2022 4:35 PM

30 OK 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

31 This is a leftist pipe dream. What practical outcome is there? Someone feeling better about
their history? Please use money more productively.

4/26/2022 2:26 PM

32 Explore and define what restorative justice looks like in our community, as explained above. 4/26/2022 10:39 AM

33 I am opposed to utilizing fund for this. 4/26/2022 10:24 AM

34 Not priority given lack of other improvements needed 4/26/2022 8:44 AM

35 NA 4/26/2022 8:26 AM

36 No further input 4/25/2022 10:38 PM

37 Remove this from the list 4/25/2022 10:36 PM

38 None 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

39 A plus ,believe in Grandfathered in and the story told n yet to come. Restoring older homes to
upgrade the interior as well for keepsake. A historic style is classic and gives the story of well
preserved

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

40 Everyone acknowledges that slavery is a terrible stain on our nations history. That historic
stain and and racial injustices should not be diminished, but progress should also be
celebrated (for example, President, Vice President and Supreme Court Justice). The last thing
the African-American community needs is another well intentioned program that further
increases dependence on government bureaucracy. The best way to break the
multigenerational reliance on government programs is to address the enormous problem of
absent fathers (regardless of skin color, but particularity acute in the African-American
community). Unfortunately, practically no one is willing to address this sad reality. Writing more
checks may make the elite class feel good but handouts do not address the core problem of
fatherless children.

4/25/2022 5:45 PM

41 What does this have to do with Covid? 4/25/2022 5:44 PM

42 No opinion 4/25/2022 4:50 PM

43 None 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

44 Perhaps building parks or memorial sites to honor people of color who made contributions to
the town of Davidson?

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

45 Focus on Restorative Justice projects. Historic Storytelling in my opinion starts out as well
intentioned factual history and gradually devolves into a combination of fact/fiction to appease
those with influence or vested economic interests.

4/25/2022 2:55 PM

46 No comment 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

47 A museum with all histories of families from Davidson independent race. 4/25/2022 1:03 PM

48 Need to brainstorm and compile specifics in this area. 4/25/2022 12:27 PM

49 No additional input beyond question 7. 4/25/2022 12:04 PM

50 Same as above #7 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

51 none 4/25/2022 10:57 AM

52 It's important to further educate through historic storytelling. There shouldn't be a restorative
justice as this is a natural evolution and we're way past that.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM
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53 How do any of these projects relate to COVID recovery? This funding is intended for COVID
recovery.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

54 Ditch all proposals in this area!!!! We get enough propaganda on these topics from woke
teachers and the media!!!!

4/25/2022 10:25 AM

55 This is low priority. If needed, ask Davidson College to fund it since they pay no Davidson
taxes.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

56 Those listed above do not represent an appropriate use of public funds 4/25/2022 10:12 AM

57 Focus on creating jobs and places to live. Stop putting people's skin color above their
character.

4/25/2022 10:11 AM

58 Strongly oppose these - 4/25/2022 9:54 AM

59 I do not support using specialized government funding for this. Infrastructure helps create jobs
and gives back to the community.

4/25/2022 9:53 AM

60 Nothing to add 4/25/2022 9:47 AM

61 This is not an appropriate use of these funds 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

62 Waste of time and resources 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

63 Direct reparations 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

64 Do it! 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

65 The people from the west side need to be able to feel important and sharing their stories would
mean so much to them. Restorative justice is the type of justice that needs part of the justice
in every town and city in our Country

4/24/2022 4:02 PM

66 The success of this project rests on broad and diverse public engagement. Real change
requires a shared understanding there there is no ONE lived experience.

4/24/2022 3:20 PM

67 I think we need a town history website that includes geology, native flora and fauna, native
peoples who inhabited the area, the Native American trails of the region, the history of
enslaved people, the agriculture of the region, Davidson College, the destruction of the
environment as our area has developed.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM

68 see above 4/22/2022 3:19 PM

69 None 4/22/2022 2:49 PM

70 This is a ridiculous idea. 4/22/2022 2:28 PM

71 Immediate steps toward historic preservation should be a priority. 4/22/2022 10:15 AM

72 none 4/22/2022 10:08 AM

73 The best thing we can do for restorative justice is to provide good housing and opportunities for
all citizens to increase quality of life and wealth generation.

4/22/2022 10:04 AM

74 I believe we should take our guidance from the Historic Preservation Plan. 4/22/2022 9:06 AM

75 We need to remember the past and learn from it but move forward into the future 4/22/2022 8:01 AM

76 Don’t see much lasting value 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

77 None 4/21/2022 8:44 PM

78 nothing to add 4/21/2022 2:01 PM

79 None 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

80 I would greatly prefer to see funds made available to the affected communities (and/or their
descendants, depending on how you are framing this issue) through grants and subsidies for
the services and support they identify as needed. I feel skeptical that there's a high demand
from this community to have more plaques as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

4/21/2022 1:54 PM

81 I think exploring/defining what restorative justice looks like & then enacting it is essential. 4/21/2022 1:06 PM
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82 I am extremely skeptical of what this even means. A town using funds for “historic storytelling”
is kind of weird, unless something major like a battle, historic protest, or major discovery
happened. Restorative justice isn’t something we as a town should prioritize. It’s not well
defined, and I suspect will try to discriminate based on race (which is/should be illegal). Please
don’t make Davidson a place that advocates racism. Things are improving on a yearly basis -
we need to stop purposefully dividing people based on color or social status - let’s work on
something that brings us together.

4/21/2022 10:36 AM

83 Honoring and promoting communities of color and town festivals/get together. 4/21/2022 9:07 AM

84 I would confer to others who have already started this work like Brownicity and Davidson
College’s Commission on Race and Slavery. https://brownicity.com
https://www.davidson.edu/about/commission-race-and-slavery/post-commission-initiatives-and-
progress

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

85 Countless hours and money have been put into archiving and sharing the historic development
and making of Davidson thru today. Here is one of many researches done and of the many that
exist: https://davidson.libguides.com/ada-jenkins-school-and-african-american-
education/student-research

4/21/2022 12:57 AM

86 Maybe we can celebrate some of the holidays and incorporate the relevant stories? 4/20/2022 9:13 PM

87 See my answer to point 7 above. 4/20/2022 7:08 PM

88 Seems a great initiative to be done in partnership with Davidson College. 4/20/2022 12:31 PM

89 Privately fund through local business and local tax dollars 4/20/2022 10:56 AM

90 A lot can be done with no money. Decouple this from the money. 4/20/2022 9:44 AM

91 I think that is cool concept. I don’t have much input on ideas or how to implement. Signage for
sure.

4/20/2022 8:24 AM

92 See comment about Lingle hut 4/20/2022 8:21 AM

93 Let’s talk about some historic signage and public art to recognize the critical space the West
Side holds in our history and town culture.

4/20/2022 8:09 AM

94 None 4/19/2022 10:45 PM

95 Should not be prioritized. 4/19/2022 12:27 PM

96 Above and perhaps a local annual open house at historically African American churches
(maybe one per Sunday during Black History Month).

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

97 I do not think this is the best way to spend this money. That was not the purpose in federal
funding. How is this related to local fiscal recovery??

4/18/2022 9:54 PM

98 Maybe a mural? 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

99 Put your money where your mouth is. Spend town $ to develop a new brewery/retail
store/restaurant and partner with a minority owner to run it and share in the management of it.
Storytelling only works when people listen. Building a new destination in town for all residents
and having it run by a person of color will be way more impactful...IMO

4/18/2022 8:26 PM

100 NO REPARATIONS! 4/18/2022 4:54 PM

101 Perhaps a preservation society, record of the community history, artifacts, displays, and
remembrances. Teaching in area schools, family storytelling, and a public place for such
activities.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

102 If deemed important this could be a volunteer driven effort. Should not require much money
and if some funding was needed should be a Town funded operating budget item

4/18/2022 4:26 PM

103 I would love to learn about all of it. 4/18/2022 2:41 PM

104 it should be incorporated into all projects where it can be 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

105 A waste 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

106 I would prioritize all the examples given above, especially talking to POC about restorative
justice options.

4/16/2022 10:52 AM
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107 Restorative justice conversations seems like the right first step. Hopefully, answers will include
solutions related to improving economic mobility as a priority.

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

108 These are great ideas! It would be good to involve Davidson College students in these
projects.

4/15/2022 6:07 AM

109 I am not familiar with actual projects, other than one by a Davidson College student pre-
Covid....

4/15/2022 12:43 AM

110 Capital projects and homeowner assistance funds in under served areas may fit the program
better

4/14/2022 3:11 PM

111 I liked let the black and brown community decide. Why would old white people be deciding the
answer to this question?

4/14/2022 1:33 PM

112 restorative justice can mean many things, so i'm not sure what it means for Davidson. 4/14/2022 1:31 PM

113 None 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

114 bunch of bull - this is how our schools have become a quagmire of lies and confusion for our
children. Look at the suicides in Davidson - very very sad.

4/14/2022 11:54 AM

115 This seems like a fantastic use of ARPA funds. I would view ARPA as "found" money that
should be used for outside of the box, potentially transformative projects. This fits that bill!

4/14/2022 8:51 AM

116 I would support direct reparations to be honest 4/13/2022 5:32 PM

117 I agree 4/13/2022 3:26 PM

118 The Community Players will be doing a play written by a local playwright about the history of
the African American Community in Davidson. More things like that. Maybe a mural
somewhere that reflects the African American history.

4/13/2022 1:00 PM

119 Ridiculous 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

120 None 4/13/2022 9:33 AM

121 Fine with historic storytelling 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

122 Focus on infrastructure 4/12/2022 11:21 PM

123 Although some of this is done thru things like StoryCorp, documenting history is the most
important thing to ensure we don't repeat the bad parts of history. I support this effort. As far
restorative justice, I don't support.

4/12/2022 9:44 PM

124 answered above 4/12/2022 8:47 PM

125 While admirable, I don't see these as a priority over pedestrian safety and improved livability. 4/12/2022 8:26 PM

126 Not a priority 4/12/2022 6:37 PM

127 I don't think the Town is serious about inclusion policies. It needs to do more. 4/12/2022 5:48 PM

128 I think that it is imperative to get our residents of color involved in this project. If they are not
involved then I do not think it would be successful..

4/12/2022 5:28 PM

129 None 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

130 Support the library, support community events, and assure a vibrant uptown 4/12/2022 4:57 PM

131 I agree that historical preservation is important (plaques, signage, museums?, permanent
exhibits in public buildings?). Programs (learning groups, book clubs, art classes, history
classes, job skills, youth education...) can also be key to bringing justice and healing. Rituals
also help healing. They can be incorporated in yearly events, such as Town Day for instance,
in the form of a ceremony to remember and ask for restoration for the injustices of the distant
and not so distant past.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

132 Disagree with restorative justice 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

133 No funds must be allocated to restorative justice. Fund historic storytelling only after high
priority items (i.e., life safety, continuity of town critical functions and services during
emergencies) are funded, if funds remain.

4/12/2022 4:52 PM
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134 As above 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

135 N/A 4/12/2022 3:47 PM

136 The projects do not seem necessary and I see no need for additional projects in this area.
What exactly is the core objective with the conceptual projects outlines above?

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

137 Historic Davidson West should be our priority 4/12/2022 3:32 PM

138 At this late date, it seems like a public apology is about the best we can do. High real estate
prices and no jobs have driven out most of our African American brothers and sisters.

4/12/2022 3:27 PM

139 None 4/12/2022 3:23 PM

140 These projects might be appropriate for individuals to undertake, or for non-profits, or for
religious organizations, or possible the College. None of these are reasonable Town projects.

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

141 Would be waste of funds, no return 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

142 We need more minority owned businesses, shops, restaurants that will attract more diversity in
town and at town events

4/12/2022 2:54 PM

143 No specific input 4/12/2022 2:41 PM

144 The storytelling should be reusable. When I was a Cub Scout leader I used a tour of historic
spots I found on-line to take the boys around Davidson and we all learned a lot!

4/12/2022 2:37 PM

145 don't do any of them 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

146 Really important to get the input of the residents in that area...how about spending some
money on parks, sidewalks, etc. throughout that area.

4/12/2022 2:26 PM

147 No 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

148 Same as #7 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

149 Answered above. 4/12/2022 2:16 PM

150 Spend the money on projects that ALL citizens can benefit from. Stop segregating people by
color - assigning projects based on color is no better than what happened in the past. Two
wrongs don't make a right.

4/12/2022 2:01 PM

151 Let Davidson College do this work--not a municipal function 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

152 Restorative Justice? Nonsense. 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q9 What input do you have about Mental Health Response as a priority
area?

Answered: 176 Skipped: 29

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I think you need more than one mental health clinician to work with police. What about a group
of trained mental health responders who work shifts with police?

5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 More could be done. 5/6/2022 5:08 PM

3 None 5/6/2022 3:56 PM

4 Training first responders is crucial. Include police 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

5 Mental health is a top priority along with affordable housing. I think it would be helpful to
partner with an existing mental health services provider that could provide support. A mental
health specialist would be a much needed addition to our police department.

5/5/2022 5:42 AM

6 Focus on all age-groups, from teens to seniors (emphasis on Veterans). 5/4/2022 2:44 PM

7 I think non-profits and charitable organizations are better equipped to educate and support
citizens in terms of mental health. But I would not oppose training officers so that they are
more able to respond in crisis situations.

5/3/2022 4:58 PM

8 Non-police response for mental health emergencies would be my top priority. As police can
often escalate a mental health emergency in ways that just make everything worse.

5/3/2022 2:03 PM

9 Another high priority. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

10 Continue the good work, recognizing that not every program can be a top priority. 5/3/2022 11:05 AM

11 It is a major health issue that sooner or later affects everyone! 5/2/2022 1:02 PM

12 Police dept should have social worker to go on all domestic violence calls 5/1/2022 10:53 AM

13 Mental Health Response is an great idea, and I’d like to see the projected costs. Of course I’d
love to see the town provide everything on this survey—but without any associated ballpark
projections/numbers I feel that the survey isn’t really complete.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

14 I see the value, would give it some priority, but less than affordable housing. 4/29/2022 5:19 PM

15 Is there enough issues from our 13,000 residents to justify a full time committee. I’m all for
helping, if it actually helps.

4/29/2022 3:18 PM

16 Mental health response team could prevent unnecessary deaths of citizens and/or police
officers

4/29/2022 10:47 AM

17 Anything that enhances safe policing is worthy of consideration. 4/29/2022 8:48 AM

18 It seems to me that Mental Health, like all Healthcare should be handled by our healthcare
system vs by Government

4/29/2022 7:50 AM

19 I think it is a good priority. UAE has a minister of happiness. I think a focus on mental health is
valuable.

4/28/2022 9:26 PM

20 I totally support it & having a mental health clinician service with the Davidson Police
department.

4/28/2022 3:20 PM

21 I can get on board with this. I don't know how many mental health calls the police receive, but I
hope the idea is to help train all officers to respond to mental health crisis situations without
force.

4/28/2022 3:19 PM

22 High priority 4/28/2022 2:25 PM

23 I support this area as it intersects with other priority areas. 4/28/2022 12:51 PM
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24 More money toward mental health programs is critical for continued healing both from
pandemic and all other mental health issues

4/28/2022 10:55 AM

25 Imperative after Covid and with teen crises in our area 4/28/2022 10:41 AM

26 Yes this is a nationwide need that unfortunately seems especially heightened in Davidson. We
should work to be a leader in how to address it effectively and creatively. Police are not the
best response to a mental health crisis.

4/28/2022 10:00 AM

27 Agree with the plan above. 4/28/2022 9:58 AM

28 My sons worked for both fire and police departments and mental health assistance is needed
for both.

4/28/2022 9:57 AM

29 Yes, if there is a need for mental health response personnel please hire someone. 4/27/2022 2:53 PM

30 I think this is critically important. 4/27/2022 2:18 PM

31 A Mental health counselor would be an invaluable asset to the town. The ability to provide in-
service training to Davidson PD on negotiating with an individual in psychiatric distress.

4/27/2022 1:53 PM

32 It's estimated that more than 20% of police calls are mental health related. This is a critical
position and a movement happening across our country.

4/27/2022 1:45 PM

33 I see that as important, not only as a response from the nationwide concern of police brutality,
but also coming out of Covid.

4/26/2022 4:35 PM

34 I feel the need is greater than any of us know 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

35 Not sure patterning with police is the best way. How about suicide prevention strategies and
perhaps a hotline.

4/26/2022 2:26 PM

36 Providing training to officer and other first responders on how to deal with Mental Health issues 4/26/2022 10:39 AM

37 I am not in favor of this. I am skeptical that this could become a self funding program - this will
more than likely increase salaries with little to no improvement in service. Mental health issues
are not addressable in an intervention situation, and I would never send a mental health
professional to an intervention without a police officer.

4/26/2022 10:24 AM

38 Important topic but need better ideas to really make an impact...how about programs within the
schools for at risk teens/kids

4/26/2022 8:44 AM

39 sounds great 4/26/2022 8:26 AM

40 I like the focus 4/25/2022 10:38 PM

41 I think it’s a good idea 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

42 You can't force even with expanded capabilities, it's a personal choice. Housing service for
homeless n hope based counseling n financial assistance for start up cost is a program within
Ada ,except temp housing untill the mental health issues are certified as wellbeing restored.
Childcare affordability for many loose hope with slim earnings n poor management. Now more
surveillance of troubled traffic areas may clean up the down spiral of moral .

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

43 Should be a priority. Fatherless children often have emotional and behavioral problems
throughout their lives.

4/25/2022 5:45 PM

44 Not sure 4/25/2022 5:44 PM

45 Being out in nature is one of the most effective Mental Health prescriptions. If all people can
see or experience is housing developments void of trees and native plants then it can be pretty
depressing.

4/25/2022 4:50 PM

46 Very high priority 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

47 Given the rise in mental health illness, especially after these past few COVID-19 years, I
believe a program for this would serve well and could be life-saving.

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

48 Feel that this is a necessary investment but I am not sure how you would fund it after the
initial 3 year period. A need for all law enforcement departments in my opinion.

4/25/2022 2:55 PM

49 This would be a low to medium priority for me. 4/25/2022 2:52 PM
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50 Might be worth some exploration but not the top priority. 4/25/2022 2:43 PM

51 It is needed and perhaps a partnership with Mindy Levin Behavioral Health services. They
have been great for my daughter.

4/25/2022 1:03 PM

52 This is a very serious issue and affects more people than ever before. A Mental Health
Clinician would be wonderful.

4/25/2022 12:27 PM

53 I am in favor of allocating money to help with mental health issues. 4/25/2022 12:07 PM

54 I would agree that mental health is a growing issue. Without an understanding of the need in
this area it is unclear the Town's role in this area. If there is a way to support first responders
ability to deal with this issue I am in favor but would place this as a mid priority for the funds.

4/25/2022 12:04 PM

55 I feel this is an excellent priority. 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

56 Should be higher in importance than Historic Storytelling/Restorative Justice, but lower in
importance than infrastructure and affordable housing.

4/25/2022 11:11 AM

57 This sounds like a way to expand the police department budget down the road. I thought none
of this money would go towards areas that would have to be funded on a continuing basis.

4/25/2022 10:57 AM

58 Mental health should be expanded to help these individuals 4/25/2022 10:54 AM

59 I'm not sure that this will be an ongoing community need, but believe it's related to the
upheaval of the past two years.

4/25/2022 10:46 AM

60 Waste of taxpayers money!!! 4/25/2022 10:25 AM

61 Very good idea. Easily assessable mental health programs should be a pillar of a community
like Davidson.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

62 I agree with the proposal above. These issues must be addressed in all communities for the
well being of all!

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

63 I don't think this is how public funds should be spent. There may be hundreds of worthwhile
initiatives but that doesn't mean public funds should be spent on them all- please prioritize and
fund the most impactful- this isn't one.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

64 Other priorities are higher at present 4/25/2022 10:12 AM

65 Mental health is clearly an area for improvement. Not sure how much the town can do to help. 4/25/2022 10:11 AM

66 This too is a good list and area deserving of funds behind infrastructure 4/25/2022 9:54 AM

67 I do not support using specialized government funding for this. 4/25/2022 9:53 AM

68 Excellent idea. Meets a growing need. 4/25/2022 9:47 AM

69 This sounds like a good use of resourced 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

70 This would be a benefit 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

71 Current program is a joke 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

72 Yes, yes,! 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

73 none 4/24/2022 5:44 PM

74 Adding a mental health professional is a great idea. Let’s do this. 4/24/2022 4:02 PM

75 Clearly define the town's goals in this area. 4/24/2022 3:20 PM

76 Mental health issues are not going away so it makes sense to build up the resources 4/23/2022 9:33 AM

77 Mental Health is needed more now coming out of the pandemic while the availability to access
mental health help has decreased. I believe that mental health is very important for anyone.

4/22/2022 10:40 PM

78 Awesome! 4/22/2022 10:01 PM

79 Although a need in our country, these services should probably be provided by Mecklenburg
County.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM
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80 In favor of preventive approaches that address root causes of mental health problems. 4/22/2022 3:19 PM

81 We have a position already started for this with police (I think). Need more then priority after
the Housing..

4/22/2022 2:49 PM

82 This should be a priority. DPD and mental health should be going into the elementary school to
discuss and identify these issues and give the young people places to turn to.

4/22/2022 2:28 PM

83 Given LGBTQ youth are at the highest risk of death by suicide, resources should be allocated
to directly address this vulnerable population

4/22/2022 12:30 PM

84 Intervention in critical situations (such as potential suicides) should be a priority. Public
awareness seems to be anecdotal and largely unfocussed until tragedies occur. And this is
one of those many areas in which it absolutely "takes a village."

4/22/2022 10:15 AM

85 high priority for the professionals in Davidson who experience high stress as well as retirees
and those just returning to work who are experiencing financial stress.

4/22/2022 10:08 AM

86 I don't know how big of a need there is for this service. 4/22/2022 10:04 AM

87 I believe this is a worthy cause but believe the housing/living, infrastructure, and sustainability
priorities should be the focus. That said, the defined scope of the pilot program seems
appropriate.

4/22/2022 9:06 AM

88 Mental health support is essential. 4/22/2022 8:07 AM

89 Our police department needs help and support. 4/22/2022 8:01 AM

90 I am not so familiar with the degree of need here, but agree that MH is part of preserving a
strong community.

4/22/2022 7:47 AM

91 Should be funded 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

92 This is a good and useful project. 4/21/2022 8:44 PM

93 Less important than affordable housing Could you do this with Atrium? Would the clinician do
home visits or accompany officers or train officers... ???

4/21/2022 2:01 PM

94 Definitely should have a significant allocation of these funds. 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

95 Extremely high priority. 4/21/2022 1:54 PM

96 Mental health is a much overlooked public service historically. I applaud our town for
prioritizing it.

4/21/2022 1:06 PM

97 Middle of the road. If it helps provide better service and allows cops to do other things (that
they’re better qualified for), then it makes sense to look into this and innovate our governance.

4/21/2022 10:36 AM

98 Important and much needed. 4/21/2022 9:07 AM

99 I would consider this high priority right after affordable housing 4/21/2022 7:27 AM

100 This is a top priority! The funding to add a full time (or more than one) MH clinician to help our
Davidson Police department serve our community, is not just a great idea, but much needed.

4/21/2022 12:57 AM

101 Adding support to police department is a good start 4/20/2022 10:07 PM

102 Mental Health Clinician addition to DPD 4/20/2022 9:56 PM

103 Not only during the pandemic but also during the normal time there is a need for mental
support for the residents and even for the police or fire department employees. It will be helpful
to leverage mental health services 24 hours to provide comfort to the them.

4/20/2022 9:13 PM

104 Having an on call consultant would be great. 4/20/2022 9:10 PM

105 I support this but am unable to offer suggestions. 4/20/2022 7:08 PM

106 This could easily overlooked. Thanks for including. I believe this goes hand and hand with
sustainability. Nature is a firm of mental health in itself.

4/20/2022 3:59 PM

107 Crucial to our health and well-being as a community. 4/20/2022 2:37 PM

108 Unsure. 4/20/2022 12:31 PM
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109 I see mental health, especially youth mental health, as a high priority for our town. 4/20/2022 12:11 PM

110 None 4/20/2022 11:50 AM

111 Very high priority. Working with local behavioral health orgs to provide services to underserved
citizens impacting by the pandemic is essential. Getting our young students back on track
after disrupting their education is critical. Best use of additional pandemic funding.

4/20/2022 10:56 AM

112 Likely a waste of money, impossible to measure and unlikely to help 4/20/2022 9:44 AM

113 YES. YES. YES. 4/20/2022 8:24 AM

114 Pilot program as described would be excellent 4/20/2022 8:21 AM

115 Mental health is a priority 4/19/2022 10:45 PM

116 This could be a good use of funds. 4/19/2022 12:27 PM

117 All active law enforcement should be educated and aware of likely kinds of behavioral
responses possible and especially from known local citizens (especially children).

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

118 I think this would help those in the community who have mental health issues and it will help
take time the police already don’t have if there are other licensed people who can help with
mental illness calls.

4/18/2022 9:54 PM

119 Maybe 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

120 Given our low population, I would put this as an extremely low priority. This is an important
topic but given the affluency of Davidson residents, easy to find mental health professionals
through established health care coverage should be the primary route...and not the town.

4/18/2022 8:26 PM

121 Incorporate into public safety without sacrificing current resources 4/18/2022 4:54 PM

122 An integrated acknowledgement response, including behavioral preventive, diagnostic, and
treatment responses. Societal pressures have intensified and communicative modes are
responsible for much of the actions attributed to mental illness. Widespread understanding and
Knowledge are paramount to coping individually and collectively. Prevention of behavior is the
most important role for government to play.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

123 Same as above comment rre restorative justice - important but would be an ongoing process
and should be funded out of PD operating budget.

4/18/2022 4:26 PM

124 Again, necessary. 4/18/2022 2:41 PM

125 high priority 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

126 What happened to mental toughness? 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

127 I like the idea of a mental health clinician helping the police department, especially to
deescalate potentially dangerous situations.

4/16/2022 10:52 AM

128 I think this is an important topic. 4/15/2022 8:59 AM

129 Mental Health Response should be #4 overall priority. 4/15/2022 6:07 AM

130 GREAT idea. SUPPORT adding Mental Health staff to our Police Department. The research on
this seems encouraging.

4/15/2022 12:43 AM

131 Support it as a priority, including prevention activities. Make sure older adults are included as a
focus.

4/14/2022 3:53 PM

132 Important 4/14/2022 3:11 PM

133 I would strongly support an initiate in this area. One of the most distressing trends is the
decreasing mental health of our teenagers.

4/14/2022 1:33 PM

134 A high priority since there are so many needing help but have to go to Charlotte for help or to
take someone for help.

4/14/2022 1:31 PM

135 None 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

136 read my previous comments - our children are being taught confusion, lies and deception of
who they are and why they are on this earth - what gender they are - your skin color makes

4/14/2022 11:54 AM
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you different. Of course they are mentally unstable with this garbage being propagated to our
young minds.

137 Very real need in our community. Not sure I would prioritize it for ARPA funds, though. 4/14/2022 8:51 AM

138 I think this would be a great idea and prove out that what we need is not to “defund the police”
but instead to have supporting resources for mental health crises so that Ill-equipped police
aren’t asked to do things they aren’t trained for.

4/13/2022 8:32 PM

139 You need to get qualified professionals addressing this issue, not police or parks and
recreation. While well intentioned the efforts have peaked

4/13/2022 5:32 PM

140 That seems a good idea 4/13/2022 3:26 PM

141 I think this is a high priority area. 4/13/2022 1:00 PM

142 Not needed, would be a waste of funds 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

143 I think we should give whatever tools are needed to our first responders to ensure non-
escalated responses.

4/13/2022 9:33 AM

144 Definitely believe this is needed 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

145 Davidson police department's role should not be mental health 4/12/2022 11:21 PM

146 High. Absolutely. Mental health is the most overlooked and underappreciated health program. 4/12/2022 9:44 PM

147 Whatever our police force needs to address mental health issues in a more effective way,
please do so!

4/12/2022 8:47 PM

148 Not in Town's purview, and never should be 4/12/2022 6:37 PM

149 Funding a Mental Health Clinician position in the Police Department is a wonderful idea. 4/12/2022 6:20 PM

150 Not a high priority 4/12/2022 6:18 PM

151 This has to be carefully developed. My concern is that, once again, we are adding more
responsibilities and expectations for our already stretched public workers such as firefighters,
police force, and teachers.

4/12/2022 5:57 PM

152 Good idea and I'm sure the Police Department can use the extra help. 4/12/2022 5:48 PM

153 I think that mental health is important but not sure that making our police department in charge
of it would be beneficial. Maybe a separate resource could be recommended by the police.
Definitely police should be trained to know when to recognize when a person needs to see a
mental health professional.

4/12/2022 5:28 PM

154 Should be a high priority and would be an excellent use of these funds. 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

155 I think this is enormously necessary especially given recent change in perception of our public
servants. Assistance with mental health issues is certainly lacking.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

156 I agree with this 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

157 A pilot program would seem appropriate, only if it was leveraged partnership with other
municipalities.

4/12/2022 4:52 PM

158 I don't have a sense of the scale of this need, so will not comment. 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

159 I think this should be a priority area and I like the idea of hte pilot program. Goals should be
clearly defined and measurable.

4/12/2022 3:47 PM

160 Not a high priority 4/12/2022 3:35 PM

161 Support a network of community health workers with mental health screen being a key
objective. Lean on are provider business in Davidson or north Meck to have a certain percent
price bono mental health assessment and outpatient treatment.

4/12/2022 3:32 PM

162 I agree with funding the 3 year project to expand services. My niece had a psychotic episode
in Arlington Va. Trained police officers made a real difference.

4/12/2022 3:27 PM

163 None 4/12/2022 3:23 PM
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164 This is inappropriate for this funding. A pilot program, if worthwhile, should be funded out of
ongoing operational funding. This spending is transitory with no definable long-lasting value.

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

165 I think that is a very good idea. 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

166 Low priority, has become trendy but not good return for investment 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

167 We need affordable access to professional mental health 4/12/2022 2:54 PM

168 I think this is very important. Mental health will continue to be an issue going forward, and will
be more important than ever coming out of the pandemic and into a difficult time for people
financially as well. These stressors will surely cause and increase in mental health crises for
people, and those times need to be handled the best they can.

4/12/2022 2:41 PM

169 not a top priority 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

170 needed 4/12/2022 2:26 PM

171 Yes 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

172 Mental health is downplayed in our country 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

173 We have been experiencing the unintended consequences of poor public policy related to this
area. It is critical and all efforts should be considered.

4/12/2022 2:16 PM

174 First responders could always benefit from additional training on mental health matters. 4/12/2022 2:01 PM

175 very important 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

176 Should not be Davidson town-funded. 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q10 What input do you have about the Mental Health Response potential
projects listed above, as well as any other possible projects in this area?

Answered: 145 Skipped: 60

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Very important. 5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 Select projects that have worked. 5/6/2022 5:08 PM

3 None 5/6/2022 3:56 PM

4 Partner with churches and existing programs. 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

5 I think it’s of the utmost importance to provide 24 hour mental health support, either by
partnering with a mental health care provider or through resources within our police department.
I also think it would be invaluable for our town to facilitate support groups for various issues
(single parents, caregivers etc)

5/5/2022 5:42 AM

6 Partner with Davidson LifeLine to increase awareness of suicide and mental health stygma. 5/4/2022 2:44 PM

7 same as above 5/3/2022 2:03 PM

8 I would support mental health responders to supplement our police force. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

9 All seem to affect life n this community. 5/2/2022 1:02 PM

10 Yes see 9 5/1/2022 10:53 AM

11 Mental Health Response is an great idea, and I’d like to see the projected costs. Of course I’d
love to see the town provide everything on this survey—but without any associated ballpark
projections/numbers I feel that the survey isn’t really complete.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

12 Commented above. 4/29/2022 5:19 PM

13 Maybe use the money for more or better social workers or attracting clinicians to our area. Just
ask them to set up community programs in exchange.

4/29/2022 3:18 PM

14 See above 4/29/2022 8:48 AM

15 the framing that these funds would be a one time outlay and the challenge of addressing
mental health, much like restorative justice, means that this will be very hard. Have other
resources of funding been identified to continue to fund the program if successful? What does
success mean?

4/28/2022 9:26 PM

16 The Mental Health Response needs to be a priority. 4/28/2022 3:20 PM

17 n/a 4/28/2022 3:19 PM

18 High priority 4/28/2022 2:25 PM

19 Consider how mental health resources funded this way can be leveraged in an equitable
manner -- Davidson has families who are immigrants to this country and who suffer from
intergenerational trauma. Consider how a mental health clinician can help Davidson families
who do not otherwise have access to services, or even know about them.

4/28/2022 12:51 PM

20 The pilot sounds good and would hope there would be services available for all age groups
(who each have specific mental health needs) and including LGBTQ support

4/28/2022 10:55 AM

21 Access to free and anonymous therapeutic services is needed for those who cannot afford or
see therapy as a stigma

4/28/2022 10:41 AM

22 See above. 4/28/2022 10:00 AM

23 N/A 4/28/2022 9:58 AM
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24 Noted above. 4/28/2022 9:57 AM

25 Yes, if there is a need for mental health response personnel please hire someone. 4/27/2022 2:53 PM

26 I think the idea of a mental health provider responding in lieu or together with police officers
should happen. It is an excellent way forward. As the president of Davidson LifeLine, I have
other ideas as well, to integrate wellbeing and fight stigma into our community in a lasting way.

4/27/2022 2:18 PM

27 Funding for officers to take psych courses at local area colleges and universities. 4/27/2022 1:53 PM

28 I know that police/fire have received MHFA training and a few are CIT trained. So good! Would
love to work together to create a sustainable MHFA program for the Town of Davidson where
every town employee, commissioners and mayor receive this training and the training
becomes part of new employee training.

4/27/2022 1:45 PM

29 Not sure if a full-time clinician is needed, but perhaps the leveraged role means something less
than a full-time role.

4/26/2022 4:35 PM

30 I do not know much about what the Mental Health projects are or how to advise anyone on
accessing the resources

4/26/2022 2:52 PM

31 Let the police focus on law enforcement and mental health professionals deal with those
issues

4/26/2022 2:26 PM

32 I am opposed to these type of projects. 4/26/2022 10:24 AM

33 na 4/26/2022 8:26 AM

34 I think this would be a fantastic investment for our police department and should be strongly
considered here and across the country.

4/25/2022 10:38 PM

35 None 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

36 A program for seniors n kinship care givers ,which are more n more prevalent due to parents
unable to find housing or good paying careers. Support group meetings with resources that
actually act n follow through

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

37 Public safety is the most important priority of our town. A civil society is not possible without
safety and security. So a well trained and staffed first responders team is critical. A mental
health clinician might be a worthy addition to the team.

4/25/2022 5:45 PM

38 Not sure 4/25/2022 5:44 PM

39 To know that Davidson cares about the environment, wildlife corridors, trees, and climate
change would be a major boost to people's mental health

4/25/2022 4:50 PM

40 Needs to include focus on youth and young adults 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

41 Funding beyond project date? 4/25/2022 2:55 PM

42 No comment 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

43 Similar to “pets” in the home alert for fire, perhaps we could have “autism” and “mental health”
signage. And certainly the training for the police.

4/25/2022 1:03 PM

44 I would want to understand the specific responsibilities/duties of the Mental Health Clinician. I
am glad that this person would not simply be a dispatcher, but an actual person who could
diagnose/treat urgent mental health issues. Every town should have one, in my opinion.

4/25/2022 12:27 PM

45 I think we should try this mental health project. Sounds promising. 4/25/2022 12:07 PM

46 Same answer as #9 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

47 none 4/25/2022 10:57 AM

48 This program is of up most importance but the best help is to get these folks long term
assistance.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

49 Police are not, nor were ever intended to be Mental Health practitioners. Strengthen existing
referral processes and forget this ridiculous liberal concept/idea!!!!

4/25/2022 10:25 AM

50 Should not be a Town of Davidson priority. 4/25/2022 10:14 AM
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51 Adding a mental health professional to the Davidson Police department should be funded out
of general tax revenue. Perhaps a shared position with Cornelius could be considered

4/25/2022 10:12 AM

52 Maybe consider encouraging people to belong to a group in the community. A church, or other
social organization.

4/25/2022 10:11 AM

53 None 4/25/2022 9:54 AM

54 Continue to focus on infrastructure type projects where jobs are created and the entire
community is supported.

4/25/2022 9:53 AM

55 None to add. 4/25/2022 9:47 AM

56 Na 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

57 Fund it as it adds value 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

58 Get professionals 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

59 If police departments gets the calls then train them! 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

60 I think that having more free mediation and yoga classes in our parks. Especially Woodrow z
Wilson park would be a great idea. Reach out to the community and let them know about it

4/24/2022 4:02 PM

61 Is Mecklenburg County Dept of Social Services a potential partner for these services? 4/24/2022 3:20 PM

62 Adding a mental health clinician makes sense to support the police who support the schools,
etc

4/23/2022 9:33 AM

63 Having a mental health professional to help police during difficult times. 4/22/2022 10:40 PM

64 I don't think these projects merit our limited funding. People need housing, good education and
recreational opportunities.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM

65 no further comment 4/22/2022 3:19 PM

66 None 4/22/2022 2:49 PM

67 Fund Davidson LifeLine. Create a public/private partnership to maximize the dollars allocated
in ARPA. Government funding alone won't make much of a difference.... but gov't funding
enabling an already-relevant private sector organization will.

4/22/2022 2:28 PM

68 would love to see mental health clinic located in the heart of Davidson associated with the
police dept as the staff are paid professionals

4/22/2022 10:08 AM

69 Not equipped to respond to this area. 4/22/2022 10:04 AM

70 The 3 year project is a good option. 4/22/2022 8:07 AM

71 If the town launches a pilot to fund a MH counselor, be prepared to fund it longer term, as it will
likely be hard to withdraw this resource. Important to track the impact of this position.

4/22/2022 7:47 AM

72 Good idea 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

73 No further comments. 4/21/2022 8:44 PM

74 nothing to add 4/21/2022 2:01 PM

75 More resources for social workers to respond to mental health crisis especially in cases that
involve law enforcement.

4/21/2022 2:00 PM

76 I like the idea of non-officer response pilot programs. If a pilot program could be launched to
provide better access to mental health services within our community that would be even
better. Maybe construction of a facility dedicated for mental health practitioners that offer
services on a sliding scale?

4/21/2022 1:54 PM

77 Funding a a Mental Health Clinician through the police department is a decision that could
save lives and also prevent misinterpretation of a situation that is a mental health crisis but
could appear otherwise to untrained eyes.

4/21/2022 1:06 PM

78 As noted above 4/21/2022 10:36 AM

79 Mental health and emergency response training for police/fire personnel would be beneficial for 4/21/2022 9:07 AM
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people in crisis and situations (domestic, etc.). Also, maybe a safe house/counseling for those
in crisis.

80 I love the project listed above. I’m not as educated on critical mental health needs for people
of the town, but as a country more normalization and education for mental health is needed. I
think all people and communities could greatly benefit from having an ongoing primary mental
health professional as well as an ongoing primary physical care physician.

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

81 I propose a (or more than one) MH Clinician and full time case manager, not currently
connected to any agencies that may be solely interested in the funds.

4/21/2022 12:57 AM

82 Better insights of specialties of the counselors/ social workers or the clinical psychologist. For
instance, I have a hard time figuring out who should I go to for my specific concerns. I want to
find a person who specializes in the issue but not general counseling. For instance, statistics
of the counseling of the practice based on a survey done by the patients.

4/20/2022 9:13 PM

83 I support this but am unable to offer suggestions. 4/20/2022 7:08 PM

84 unsure. 4/20/2022 12:31 PM

85 None 4/20/2022 11:50 AM

86 Fully support 4/20/2022 10:56 AM

87 Low priority due to having little to no effect 4/20/2022 9:44 AM

88 Mental health is important. Yes. 4/20/2022 8:24 AM

89 None 4/19/2022 10:45 PM

90 Seems would be better to have every officer trained than have a single resource. 4/19/2022 12:27 PM

91 A film series available with live professional response in Q&A may fill the bill or have all active
in public service response detail what would help them most to understand and act
appropriately.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

92 I think this should be explored to aid the police with mental health calls. 4/18/2022 9:54 PM

93 How would the pilot be evaluated? Would there be models/ outcomes measured? 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

94 Not a good way to spend tax payer dollars. 4/18/2022 8:26 PM

95 I support funding the requirements for preparing professionals for community interaction with
persons with mental illness as a potential.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

96 we should already be training our officers in this manner. 4/18/2022 4:26 PM

97 Excellent suggestion regarding working with the Davidson police department. 4/18/2022 2:41 PM

98 definitely a priority 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

99 A waste 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

100 Providing access to free or sliding scale mental health services for low income or uninsured
people is a priority, if not already provided adequately to meet the need.

4/16/2022 10:52 AM

101 Has the Town engaged mental health professionals to help determine best approaches in this
arena? Perhaps training for police officers would be a more effective, long term use of funds?

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

102 This is a great idea. An easy, inexpensive way to improve community mental health would be
for the Town to collaborate with the Lake Norman/Iredell Chapter of the National Alliance for
Mental Illness. There are multiple ways for the Town to benefit from the programs and
expertise offered by this group.

4/15/2022 6:07 AM

103 Agree with expanding services! 4/15/2022 12:43 AM

104 Need to look at employee retention and paid leave credit programs 4/14/2022 3:11 PM

105 I would support them and continue to look for ways to expand them. 4/14/2022 1:33 PM

106 Take police out of the way unless there is danger and bring in someone with the training and
experience to help someone or help their family during a crisis.

4/14/2022 1:31 PM
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107 None 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

108 That is not the issue - government cannot effectively balance mental health - that starts in the
homes, schools and houses of worship.

4/14/2022 11:54 AM

109 Again, it seems like a necessary thing that should be paid for by increased taxes. 4/14/2022 8:51 AM

110 Again, involve mental health professionals 4/13/2022 5:32 PM

111 It seems interesting. Another idea is: what about providing an outdoor space where
organisations can hold mind-body exercice such as yoga or tai chi, on an ongoing basis?

4/13/2022 3:26 PM

112 I think a mental health professional working alongside police is a great idea. 4/13/2022 1:00 PM

113 Avoid 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

114 None 4/13/2022 9:33 AM

115 This would help both police and residents have better outcomes 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

116 This is not the role of our police department 4/12/2022 11:21 PM

117 I love the pilot for the police department. 4/12/2022 9:44 PM

118 addressed above 4/12/2022 8:47 PM

119 While admirable, I don't see these as a priority over pedestrian safety and improved livability. 4/12/2022 8:26 PM

120 Not in Town's purview and never should be 4/12/2022 6:37 PM

121 Sounds like a good project, but it needs to be implemented faster. 4/12/2022 5:48 PM

122 Mental Health projects definitely need to be investigated. Perhaps other towns have been
successful with projects and their approaches could be studied to see if what they are doing is
applicable to Davidson. Education of the public is key as well.

4/12/2022 5:28 PM

123 See previous response. 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

124 I like the idea of a dedicated therapist for the police force. I think free clinics should include
mental health personnel

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

125 Agree 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

126 Must be a leveraged partnership. Must only be a pilot program to determine the actual viability
and effectiveness of the concept out in the real world.

4/12/2022 4:52 PM

127 na 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

128 Clearly defined and measurable goals 4/12/2022 3:47 PM

129 The projects do not seem necessary and I see no need for additional projects in this area.
What exactly is the core objective with the conceptual projects outlines above? If funds are
directed to the Police department, new police vehicles and technologies to keep residents safe
would be appropriate investments.

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

130 Support creating affordable or free early identification and early treatment 4/12/2022 3:32 PM

131 Suicide support teams 4/12/2022 3:27 PM

132 None 4/12/2022 3:23 PM

133 While Mental Health is an important topic, I do not see it as a Town responsibility. It makes
more sense at the County level. For instance, the three-year pilot could be operated at the
Meck Sheriff for deployment in north Meck towns.

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

134 Not necessary 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

135 Insure 4/12/2022 2:54 PM

136 I would love to see a mental health response team that is trauma informed, and informed on
deescaltion techniques that can keep the individual and public safe.

4/12/2022 2:41 PM

137 Ada Jenkins has, or at least used to have, a health clinic. Could that facility be an option? 4/12/2022 2:37 PM
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138 not critical. don't fund. 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

139 Important...people seem overly stressed coming out of the pandemic. Road rage etc. even on
our 25 mph streets. I saw a man scream at a poor grandma trying to load her grandchild into
car on Concord from the church daycare...sure, the lady did not know the system...but this
was another grandparent screaming obscenities across the road in front of all of those children.
Patience and calming are needed. How we support our entire community on that, I leave to the
creativity of professionals.

4/12/2022 2:26 PM

140 Yes 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

141 Mental health issues are real and getting worse. No one wants to be proactive, only reactive 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

142 I feel this is a priority and love the pilot program idea. 4/12/2022 2:16 PM

143 This could be a good idea. 4/12/2022 2:01 PM

144 Give PD MH resources 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

145 Stay focused on town issues. 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q11 What input do you have about Sustainability as a priority area?
Answered: 175 Skipped: 30

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Can we focus all our funding on action to mitigate climate change instead of funding yet
another plan. Surely we can work with the college to ACT now!

5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 if you are serious about sustainability, then take it seriously. 5/6/2022 5:08 PM

3 Need to follow township regulations concerning the cutting down of trees and destruction of
natural habitat, instead of allowing contractors to clear-cut Invest in upgrading our
infrastructure for better and safer transportation, especially bicycling, jogging, and pedestrian
applications. Need to make separate dedicated bike lanes on streets like Jetton, Davidson
Gateway, Griffith, and Main Streets and others. Need to eliminate parking spots on one side of
street to provide dedicated, separated bike lanes. Need to take steps to reduce speeding by
cars and trucks on main arteries. Additional enforcement, narrower painted lanes on streets,
more stop signs and other traffic calming measures need to be enacted. Passive applications,
such as narrower traffic lanes, speed bumps, bicycle lane separation pylons, and the like
should be implemented, as opposed to active enforcement, which doesn’t seem to have much
lasting effect. Let’s use this additional money for the wellbeing of all of Davidson’s citizens,
not just a few. ts.

5/6/2022 3:56 PM

4 Energy use is key 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

5 Looking into alternative energy sources would be advantageous 5/5/2022 5:42 AM

6 The Town can / should lead the way with electric vehicles and sustainable improvements to
buildings.

5/4/2022 2:44 PM

7 This is just virtue signaling. You want to appear like Davidson is doing its part to be
sustainable. But 4 million dollars won't even begin to touch incorporating alternative energy into
facilities and infrastructure.

5/3/2022 4:58 PM

8 Move towards better pedestrian/bike safety so people can drive less. 5/3/2022 2:03 PM

9 Very high priority, if not now when? 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

10 We have no choice but to build sustainability into every program the Town sponsors. 5/3/2022 11:05 AM

11 It is vital. 5/2/2022 1:02 PM

12 I agree this is a priority, but we must address other aspects of sustainability, not just
environmental, such as economic prosperity, water and food access, and education -- basic
needs that contribute to people's quality of life.

5/2/2022 8:50 AM

13 Make new city administrative building carbon free, use solar for power 5/1/2022 10:53 AM

14 I’d say I’m in support of incorporating alternative energy sources into municipal facilities and
infrastructure. However, this town has spent a LOT OF MONEY ON PLANS, most of which
don’t see fruition. So I say “no” to funding the creation of a Climate Action and Sustainability
Plan.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

15 Davidson is not large enough to make a difference on climate actions. They are important, but
whatever we might do is symbolic, does not make a measurable difference. Housing makes a
measurable difference.

4/29/2022 5:19 PM

16 Very needed 4/29/2022 3:18 PM

17 This is a given! 4/29/2022 8:48 AM

18 I've lived here for 20 years and the quality of life & the quality of facilities & services has
declined. Davidson has not kept-up with the demands of growth - especially with moving cars
through the community. Quality of trash collection has declined, sidewalks are unsafe but
finally being improved & many roadsigns are shabby & almost unreadable.

4/29/2022 7:50 AM
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19 sustainability is imperative in all decisions. It might be the most important priority. 4/28/2022 9:26 PM

20 Alternative energy sources need to be used in municipal buildings & infrastructure. 4/28/2022 3:20 PM

21 In theory, this is a good priority. But it all depends on how the money gets spent. Spending a
lot of money to create a plan seems...

4/28/2022 3:19 PM

22 Mobility- greenway infrastructure to reduce emissions. 4/28/2022 2:25 PM

23 Build sustainable affordable housing. 4/28/2022 12:51 PM

24 Another great area to focus as climate change continues to impact our daily lives, from
weather to food to energy needs.

4/28/2022 10:55 AM

25 There is great expertise in our town that should be utilized 4/28/2022 10:41 AM

26 Very important 4/28/2022 10:00 AM

27 Agree this should be a priority. 4/28/2022 9:58 AM

28 The town could set an example by incorporating energy resources into its operation. 4/28/2022 9:57 AM

29 Bike and ped paths are a big part of this 4/28/2022 8:42 AM

30 Recycle, reduce, re-use! Create a community-based network for sharing items no longer
needed. Create a community-based network for bartering. Encourage/incentivize rehabs and
preservation over new builds.

4/27/2022 2:53 PM

31 I think we do a pretty good job of this already. We have enough plans, we need action. 4/27/2022 2:18 PM

32 Solar powered for all municipal buildings (town hall, fire houses) 4/27/2022 1:53 PM

33 This is a long-term investment that deems action, but would want to see specifics on what
would be acquired beyond a presentation prepared by a consulting firm.

4/26/2022 4:35 PM

34 None 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

35 Waste of time and money. Please don’t squander the tax money meant for Covid relief. This is
the sort of reason we have high inflation and out of control spending. Stupid government
spending

4/26/2022 2:26 PM

36 I am only in favor of projects that have a return on investment of 3 years or less. No need to
use funding like this for those projects as they should stand on their own.

4/26/2022 10:24 AM

37 Steady and thoughtful investment is critical. I don't pretend to know where the most energy is
used by the town but it is a worthwhile effort to match the greatest energy use / waste
production with the most effective and long lasting investments.

4/26/2022 9:48 AM

38 High priority! offer recycling pick up weekly, allow pick up beyond what is in the bin. Offer
curbside composting. Support alternative energy sources. we want solar but the installation
cost is prohibitive.

4/26/2022 8:26 AM

39 Goes hand in hand with making an investment in a more pedestrian friendly city. 4/25/2022 10:38 PM

40 I think it’s a great idea 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

41 Not sure in the long run ? 4/25/2022 7:08 PM

42 Strongly support this priority. 4/25/2022 5:45 PM

43 Need more parking in general and a plan for charging stations for electric vehicles 4/25/2022 5:44 PM

44 It would be wonderful if Davidson really did care about the trees in town instead of just talking
about trees. Developers are allowed to clear cut beautiful forests.

4/25/2022 4:50 PM

45 Medium priority 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

46 I believe this is an issue beyond the ARPA funding. We should be encouraging all citizens to
use alternate evergy sources and perhaps give town tax incentives, put up more charging
stations for electric cars, and promote public transportation options.

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

47 Feel that this are both absolute needs for Davidson. Reforesting and rehabilitating local
ecosystems will have big environmental impacts, improve biodiversity in the local ecosystem

4/25/2022 2:55 PM
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and have social benefits in terms contribution to the "look" of Davidson. A Sustainability plan
for town will ultimately save money for Davidson and contribute positively to the operating
budget of Davidson. Will need to ACT and not just create a nice document/policy/presentation
deck. Alternative energy investments will provide for future energy and budgetary security. A
big potential cost savings benefit for the town from this one time investment.

48 This would be low to medium priority for me 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

49 An important goal but should be part of the town's regular budget and planning process. 4/25/2022 2:43 PM

50 Protect the tree canopy 4/25/2022 2:09 PM

51 We need weekly recyclables. Our recyclables are ALWaYs more than our regular trash. 4/25/2022 1:03 PM

52 Sustainability is critical. It's our future. 4/25/2022 12:27 PM

53 Incentivize solar panel installation in homes 4/25/2022 12:07 PM

54 I would agree that sustainability needs to start at the local level. I would combine this priority
with projects in the critical infrastructure area.

4/25/2022 12:04 PM

55 I feel this should be a priority area 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

56 Should be higher in importance than Mental Health, but lower in importance than infrastructure
and affordable housing.

4/25/2022 11:11 AM

57 This should not be a priority for this money. Again, we want one time expenditures that do not
increase future budgets.

4/25/2022 10:57 AM

58 Do not spend excessively on a plan. Push the agenda instead to the municipal facilities
improvements.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

59 How do any of these projects relate to COVID recovery? This funding is intended for COVID
recovery.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

60 With the exception of considering fully "financially justified" alternative energy sources for
municipal facilities, waste of taxpayers money!!!

4/25/2022 10:25 AM

61 "Sustainability" is another trap word for me. It must be defined with attainable metrics and a
path for success. There is always a cost and many times that cost is way too high to fix a
problem that (in most small towns) should not be a priority. Incorporating alternative energy is a
good plan as long as we don't cut out nose off to spite our face. The alternative energy sector
is still far behind the reliability and availability of its competition. Texas learned this the hard
way during their ice storm recently.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

62 I agree with the examples above. Also believe all apartment complexes be required to provide
recycling pick up. Same for every business.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

63 Incorporate green energy in public facilities where feasible but again, the Town should "stay in
its lane" and focus on fundamentals, not "nice to haves" that aren't critical.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

64 Not an appropriate use of these funds. These funds should lead to immediate positive impact
for the community

4/25/2022 10:12 AM

65 I support this but it sounds like a less productive use of funds. Blending some of these
concepts into infrastructure would make a lot of sense to me

4/25/2022 9:54 AM

66 I agree sustainability is a priority 4/25/2022 9:53 AM

67 Great idea. Highly support it. 4/25/2022 9:47 AM

68 Alternative energy for the municipal buildings make sense. A "climate action plan" for davidson
sounds like a colossal waste of time and money.

4/25/2022 9:45 AM

69 More alt/sustainable/solar energy, and water investments should be a priority 4/25/2022 9:38 AM

70 Alternative energy is great but we need infrastructure plans first 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

71 No comment 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

72 It should be. 4/24/2022 5:59 PM
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73 important 4/24/2022 5:44 PM

74 Let’s push for more solar. Maybe give people financial incentives for switching to solar 4/24/2022 4:02 PM

75 I urge the town to create a Climate Action and Sustainability Plan that incorporates alternative
energy sources into the town's facilities and infrastructure.

4/24/2022 3:20 PM

76 Important 4/23/2022 9:33 AM

77 Sustainability is an important piece to the town of Davidson. 4/22/2022 10:40 PM

78 Fantastic!! One big problem is the Davidson population's dependence on cars, particularly to
commute to Charlotte. Could Davidson work with Charlotte to strengthen public transport to
and from the city?

4/22/2022 10:01 PM

79 Sustainability should be our highest priority, because humans are degrading and using up
earth, so that our children will not have a good quality of life and there are already mass wildlife
extinctions.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM

80 Along with community equity issues such as affordable housing, sustainability is a twin priority
given the extent of the environmental crisis we face

4/22/2022 3:19 PM

81 None - seems lower priority at this time unless we could incorporate money to continue to keep
tree canopy

4/22/2022 2:49 PM

82 Prioritize the tree canopy. Fund EV charging stations. 4/22/2022 2:28 PM

83 Again I think of this as a long-term project, perhaps one which demands lead time on
complicated issues. But there should be some visible changes--low hanging fruit--which would
sensitize us to the problem and things we can start to do to address as individual citizens.

4/22/2022 10:15 AM

84 recycling helps sustainability. It is a priority- unfortunately closest hazard waste facility is as
far away as N. Mecklenburg recycling facility on HWY 21 in Huntersville

4/22/2022 10:08 AM

85 Forget the planning. We have a comprehensive plan that embeds sustainability principles. Put
the money into implementing the plan, create a dash board to show progress, and buy land and
development rights. The best thing we can do is conserve our precious land and natural
resources and plant and maintain trees and make Davidson the most walkable and bikeable
community possible.

4/22/2022 10:04 AM

86 I believe this is one of the top priorities. 4/22/2022 9:06 AM

87 This is a high priority. 4/22/2022 8:07 AM

88 We need to continue to move forwars in this area. 4/22/2022 8:01 AM

89 Very important, and there are actions the town can take to reduce local fossil fuel pollution. 4/22/2022 7:47 AM

90 Town needs to do these things but not sure that it helps those most impacted 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

91 This is a “feel good” waste of resources. Focus on fundamentals - police, fire, public works. 4/21/2022 8:44 PM

92 I do not think we should use American Rescue Funding for this... alternative energy sources
and plans for sustainability should be part of the Town master plan

4/21/2022 2:01 PM

93 No problem with this as a priority. 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

94 I think that it's very important and that climate change puts all of us at increasing risk for
zoonotic disease and epidemic, but am uncertain whether sustainability expenditures are
reasonable with funds allocated to alleviate the impacts of this particular pandemic.

4/21/2022 1:54 PM

95 Sustainability is essential to all people in our community, especially with the more and more
apparent effects if climate change. We must act proactively to ensure our future. Investing is
critical.

4/21/2022 1:06 PM

96 Yes, yes, yes! Let’s be a leader in this area! 4/21/2022 10:36 AM

97 As the town becomes more crowded with new development, it is important to maintain the
livability of Davidson.

4/21/2022 9:07 AM

98 I consider this lower priority compared to the other initiatives above. I know there are many in
the town who do care greatly about this and I defer to them as advocates.

4/21/2022 7:27 AM
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99 Yes, creating more green spaces as well as, implementing energy efficient infrastructure. 4/21/2022 12:57 AM

100 Believe that we can educate and encourage individuals in the community to become more
sustainable. Educate children in school programs to educate parents

4/20/2022 10:07 PM

101 Alternative Energy priority 4/20/2022 9:56 PM

102 It may not be totally relevant, but I still have a problem figuring out what can be put into the
recycle bin. Can we have a picture on the recycle bin with a simple direction of what can or
can not be put in? Maybe survey the most confusing items and remind household on the
recycle bin or post it on the town website. or wash the container before recycle,etc.

4/20/2022 9:13 PM

103 Use parks as wind and solar energy sites. 4/20/2022 9:10 PM

104 I support this as a priority but have no suggestions to offer. 4/20/2022 7:08 PM

105 See mental health. 4/20/2022 3:59 PM

106 There are some EASY steps that could be put in place without cost. Cars that sit idling cause
significant pollution. HOw could the town cut down on that? A friend who worked as an
environmental consultant in a large city told me that having police ticket trucks that sat idling --
enforcing a regulation that forbad that -- bad a significant difference for the city's pollution
levels. Easy and cost-effective! Another: how to reduce the # of cars that sit in carpool lanes
with their engines running creating massive amounts of pollution?

4/20/2022 12:31 PM

107 Important goal. 4/20/2022 12:11 PM

108 None 4/20/2022 11:50 AM

109 This should be part of our ongoing core plan for the town. I don’t think it needs to be a separate
effort and certainly doesn’t need federal pandemic funding.

4/20/2022 10:56 AM

110 Funding another plan is a waste of money. Instead use the money to create or dramatically
change a park, trail, etc

4/20/2022 9:44 AM

111 Yes! 4/20/2022 8:24 AM

112 Find an area to expand community garden 4/20/2022 8:21 AM

113 Composting program. 4/19/2022 10:45 PM

114 Should not be prioritized for this as this has nothing to do with pandemic. 4/19/2022 12:27 PM

115 As much as it matters, because citizens care and already are involved, it is less a priority than
affordable housing for comparatively very low income citizens whose needs are dire and
immediate, ones our core values must move to the front of any opportune line.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

116 This is definitely higher in the priority list especially since more people moving here means
more people using the resources that of course are being depleted with more people using
them

4/18/2022 9:54 PM

117 Maybe 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

118 Same as one of the above answers...put your money where your mouth is. There is a huge
open area next to Westbranch that could house solar panels, for example. No one from the
town has inquired about something like that.

4/18/2022 8:26 PM

119 Improved recycling 4/18/2022 4:54 PM

120 As alternative resources develop to provide viable and cost effective alternatives, we should
be an adopter. However early adoption, without mass and without proven technology, early
adoption does nothing for the sustainability objective, and may in fact do more harm than
good.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

121 Not a priority for purposes of the use of these funds. 4/18/2022 4:26 PM

122 The more sustainable infrastructure development we can have the better. The cost savings
down the road will offset the costs upfront.

4/18/2022 2:41 PM

123 should be a priority but not with arpa 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

124 Is this a joke? 4/16/2022 11:01 AM
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125 I do not know much about this topic. 4/16/2022 10:52 AM

126 How about air quality studies at Main Street and Griffith, Main Street and Concord and Main
Street and Chairman Blake

4/15/2022 2:31 PM

127 Critical. This should be incorporated into every decision and investment that the Town makes. 4/15/2022 8:59 AM

128 This should be #5 overall priority. 4/15/2022 6:07 AM

129 agree 4/15/2022 12:43 AM

130 It seems this would best be addressed through collaboration with other towns/regionally. 4/14/2022 3:53 PM

131 Again not sure this is covered by the plan 4/14/2022 3:11 PM

132 For the future of the town, our state and county I feel such initiatives are strongly needed. 4/14/2022 1:33 PM

133 not something I would concentrate on ahead of the other areas. 4/14/2022 1:31 PM

134 Very important 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

135 another bad idea. Man was given domain over the earth and animals. We are so far lost we
now worship the creation more than the creator.

4/14/2022 11:54 AM

136 I guess I need to learn more about this. I'm not sure what "incorporate alternative energy
sources" really means. Add solar panels to town hall? Build a big solar farm someplace?

4/14/2022 8:51 AM

137 This is a nice to have for a town this size. We already have lots of plans, do we need to pay
for another when the plans we have still need to be implemented?

4/13/2022 8:32 PM

138 This should be the town’s #1 priority I believe as the planet won’t exist if everyone doesn’t step
up BUT the town has to walk the walk not just talk the talk. It takes money and guts. Do you
have it? I think not.

4/13/2022 5:32 PM

139 I'm all for it, if the term "sustainability" means "fighting global warming" which is an emergency.
For all of us.

4/13/2022 3:26 PM

140 I support the town moving toward using alternative energy sources in equipment and facilities. 4/13/2022 1:00 PM

141 Would be second to infrastructure 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

142 Alternative energies are important to our future. Davidson needs to establish and fund a
comprehensive plan to ensure climate change mitigation ASAP.

4/13/2022 9:33 AM

143 Not sure this should be pursued at this tine 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

144 While this may be an excellent opportunity for alternative energy grifters Davidson should
focus on it's crumbling infrastructure

4/12/2022 11:21 PM

145 This is not as big as of a priority to me; it is not that I support sustainability, it is that the
market place will solve this problem through incentives. Our federal government needs to
incentive the right behavior. I don't think local government is funded well enough to drive
behavior here.

4/12/2022 9:44 PM

146 none. I'm not able to give a properly informed answer to this one! 4/12/2022 8:47 PM

147 No priority, again, overreach to support ideological goals not in the Town's purview 4/12/2022 6:37 PM

148 Agree with both suggestions 4/12/2022 6:20 PM

149 Not a high priority 4/12/2022 6:18 PM

150 Does the Town really need another separate plan? I don't think so. 4/12/2022 5:48 PM

151 Yes, yes ,yes to both! It is now or never. For me personally - Fighting Climate Change is a
huge priority.

4/12/2022 5:28 PM

152 Clearly, outside the scope of use for these funds. Low/ no priority. 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

153 Public awareness and education for issues where we can actually make a difference as
individuals is worthy of a public campaign: perhaps we could actually recycle well and
correctly, perhaps we could we could cut back on unnecessary trips like waiting in line at the
schools.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM
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154 It is a critical area of high priority. I don't know if another action plan is needed. We know that
we need to improve accessibility to employment and shopping without using our cars at all
time. Sidewalks, greenways, real bike lanes, safe intersections ... Programs such as
community gardening, or community composting... Alternative energy sources, charging
stations for electric vehicles... I would prefer to see the funds used for those improvements
rather than another plan.

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

155 Disagree 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

156 These are medium, not high priority areas. 4/12/2022 4:52 PM

157 I strongly support sustainability as a priority. 4/12/2022 4:33 PM

158 I like this idea as funds allow 4/12/2022 3:47 PM

159 The Town does not need to invest anything in this area. The State and Federal governments
are taking the lead in these areas and diverting Town funds to Sustainability would be wasteful,
inadequate and ineffective.

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

160 Add sustainable farming and nut rush with food and agricultural waste recycling. Innovate and
create new sustainable business. Create a small and micro enterprise incubation capacity and
partnership with Davidson College or the Lake Norman Chamber of commerce from r
businesses that reside in Davidson. Support shopping and food/restaurant affordability options

4/12/2022 3:32 PM

161 Incorporate alternative energy sources. Also electric charging stations for cars 4/12/2022 3:27 PM

162 Add EV stations at exit 30. This will drive interstate traffic to goods and service business off
the exit.

4/12/2022 3:23 PM

163 The Town will have no impact on Climate and any spending will be wasted. Human-driven
climate change is overwhelmingly a function of what China and India do with coal-fueled
electrical production and other factors outside local control. Investments in Sustainability
projects only make sense if they reduce Town operating cost, such as solar or other alternative
power (depending on economics).

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

164 Encourage decreased use of plastic bags at all stores and restaurants in town. Discourage
most plastics, such as straws, take home boxes, plastic cups and bottles. Continue to
promote proper recycling

4/12/2022 3:02 PM

165 Low priority, use funds to fix infrastructure issues first 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

166 I’d like to see solar energy fueled utilities 4/12/2022 2:54 PM

167 Sustainability is an excellent priority item for the town 4/12/2022 2:41 PM

168 not a priority. don't fund any. 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

169 should not be a separate category but a priority woven into every single other project (see
above).

4/12/2022 2:26 PM

170 Maybe 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

171 The city should take the lead with solar power and electric vehicles. 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

172 This is nothing but a feel good concept being pushed by an industry that is laughing all the way
to the bank.

4/12/2022 2:16 PM

173 Climate Action just sounds like group therapy for a select few. Spend the money on things all
citizens can enjoy. The pond on Griffith street is dirty...can we clean the run off coming from
the creek that enters the pond (and ultimately Lake Davidson)? Stock the pond with more fish
to make a better ecosystem. How about buy some land on Lake Davidson (northern side,
close to Iredell County line) and make it a park/nature preserve and stop it from becoming a
neighborhood one day.

4/12/2022 2:01 PM

174 sort of important 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

175 Will these initiatives cost the residents more money? 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q12 What input do you have about the Sustainability potential projects
listed above, as well as any other possible projects in this area?

Answered: 150 Skipped: 55

# RESPONSES DATE

1 See above 5/6/2022 10:51 PM

2 Again, consider projects that have worked elsewhere. 5/6/2022 5:08 PM

3 Need to follow township regulations concerning the cutting down of trees and destruction of
natural habitat, instead of allowing contractors to clear-cut

5/6/2022 3:56 PM

4 Electric vehicles. Possible charging stations. More bike routes 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

5 I’m not well informed in this area but would like to learn more 5/5/2022 5:42 AM

6 If we were to do anything to help the environment, it would be to stop cutting down trees for
new homes, affordable or not. Slow the growth in town to minimize our environmental impact.

5/3/2022 4:58 PM

7 same as above 5/3/2022 2:03 PM

8 We definitely need a plan and the a way to take action. Partner w/DC on this as well. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

9 see 11 5/1/2022 10:53 AM

10 Would love to see some free ideas about potential projects…I DO NOT want to see money
spent on paying for another plan

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

11 Commented above. 4/29/2022 5:19 PM

12 Stop letting builders tear down our trees and rip up our pastures. This will do more than adding
a couple solar panels.

4/29/2022 3:18 PM

13 See above 4/29/2022 8:48 AM

14 I think decarbonization of all buildings is a bold project and I think a climate action plan is
necessary as we work to mitigate climate change. I do not believe either of these projects are
transformative and should be funded with other sources of funding in the future.

4/28/2022 9:26 PM

15 In any renovations to existing town buildings or new park buildings using primarily solar power
& sustainable appliances would be great.

4/28/2022 3:20 PM

16 Here's a project that helps with sustainability and economic development: set up a few free
trolley routes (like during Christmas in Davidson) for town residents from 8am - 8pm every
weekend, one every 20 minutes or so. It would free up more parking for out-of-owners to come
and spend money, while allowing residents to enjoy their own town more easily without the
hassle of parking. Also it would mean fewer cars on the road, so it is environmentally friendly.
Win-win! Maybe one route would go up and down Concord to points East, and one would loop
from N. Main to Beaty to Griffith to Jetton/Catawba to S. Main.

4/28/2022 3:19 PM

17 Increase greenway infrastructure. Increase access to electric vehicle charging. Move public
owned vehicles to electric ise vehicles. Collaboration with Davidson College.

4/28/2022 2:25 PM

18 I would like to see more electronic car charging stations, better education on recycling
program, incentives for solar panels on homes and businesses.

4/28/2022 10:55 AM

19 Engaging volunteers to share this information would be helpful 4/28/2022 10:41 AM

20 If there is no plan, we need one. So start there. Consider EV charging stations and dealing with
the asbestos at the old mill site in the middle of town.

4/28/2022 10:00 AM

21 Invest in town composting. 4/28/2022 9:58 AM

22 Recycle, reduce, re-use! Create a community-based network for sharing items no longer 4/27/2022 2:53 PM
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needed. Create a community-based network for bartering. Encourage/incentivize rehabs and
preservation over new builds.

23 Contracting with a clean incinerator for our plastic waste, even if we had our own collection
site, would be a bonus.

4/27/2022 2:18 PM

24 Can't think of any right now 4/27/2022 1:53 PM

25 None 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

26 Please don’t waste tax money this way. 4/26/2022 2:26 PM

27 Should be left to the private sector. 4/26/2022 10:24 AM

28 Maintain the trees and public natural areas as much as possible. Electric cars for the police /
town vehicles? LEED buildings?

4/26/2022 9:48 AM

29 see above comments 4/26/2022 8:26 AM

30 I support any investments in alternative energy and infrastructure for the town and it’s
residents to provide a more sustainable community and planet.

4/25/2022 10:38 PM

31 None 4/25/2022 8:42 PM

32 Positive outlook , A village to grow ,explore and expand a Wow effect ! But many can't afford
interior/ exterior repairs n restoration n settle for less 😔 than above average

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

33 More greenways, bike lanes, parks, etc. Eliminate auto tax for electric / hybrid vehicles. 4/25/2022 5:45 PM

34 Need more parking in general and a plan for electric vehicle charging stations 4/25/2022 5:44 PM

35 Part of any Climate Action Plan should focus on protesting our trees and wildlife corridors and
controlling developments and developers.

4/25/2022 4:50 PM

36 Should do these things as they economically make sense over time 4/25/2022 3:17 PM

37 I like the idea of making our municipal and public facilites and infrastructure incorporate
alternative energy sources.

4/25/2022 3:07 PM

38 Land, water and air quality improvements in addition to enhancing esthetics of town.
Alternative energy investments will contribute to economic security of Davidson.

4/25/2022 2:55 PM

39 Renewable energy is important 4/25/2022 2:52 PM

40 Tree canopy 4/25/2022 2:09 PM

41 Buy every interested household a countertop composter. Our backyard composter of 16 years
has never had to be emptied and eliminates all food trash.

4/25/2022 1:03 PM

42 I don't know if this falls into this bucket, but I believe many citizens do not know how to use
their Recycle cans versus their Garbage cans. We need an ongoing educational campaign --
could simply be a card dropped at each residence with instructions/reminders -- on how to
recycle, and what goes in the garbage can. This should be an ongoing piece that continuously
goes to residents. More new people are arriving to Davidson every year, and this
communication is essential.

4/25/2022 12:27 PM

43 I would support using funds to start converting town vehicles or facilities to more sustainable
alternatives.

4/25/2022 12:04 PM

44 same 4/25/2022 11:41 AM

45 none 4/25/2022 10:57 AM

46 The most critical would be to push corporations and municipal improvements for this. 4/25/2022 10:54 AM

47 How do any of these projects relate to COVID recovery? This funding is intended for COVID
recovery.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

48 Forget the plan idea. Focus on alternative energy sources ONLY if financially justified. 4/25/2022 10:25 AM

49 Historically they are a huge waste of money and generally only serve a purposes on the
website to advertise as a "green town". Invest in R&D to improve the alternative energy sector

4/25/2022 10:14 AM
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before implementing into the real world. Find real objective stats from similar towns, find what
works best and start small.

50 Should be funded out of general tax revenue 4/25/2022 10:12 AM

51 Making town facilities more energy efficient is a good idea. Encouraging mixed use
development would save lots of energy also. How the new development on Davidson-Concord
rd has no commercial element baffles me. Drug stores, barber shops, restaurants, dry
cleaners, markets, are all great opportunities to encourage small business and keep cars off of
streets.

4/25/2022 10:11 AM

52 I think creating "Plans" from consultants in on this topic is a bit of a waste of money 4/25/2022 9:54 AM

53 I would love to see water bottle stations like they have in europe where individuals can be
walking and fill up their water bottle with clean water.

4/25/2022 9:53 AM

54 Nothing to add 4/25/2022 9:47 AM

55 Do not waste resources on a climate action plan that won't have an impact on anything. 4/25/2022 9:45 AM

56 Not the top priority 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

57 No comment 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

58 None 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

59 Keep it up 4/24/2022 4:02 PM

60 Start with a plan. 4/24/2022 3:20 PM

61 Alternative energy for public buildings and vehicles is a good place to start 4/23/2022 9:33 AM

62 I think a CAP would be a great asset to town. 4/22/2022 10:40 PM

63 I don't like that every time we see an issue, Davidson calls in the consultants and pays them a
lot of money for a plan that is often not acted on. We know what we need to do to mitigate
climate change -- lower energy use by 10% next year, lower consumption, prioritize
conservation, stop spraying pesticides and herbicides, go electric, stop overcooling town hall,
turn off the lights, stop cutting trees, stop mowing everything and instead create meadows on
larger grass areas, etc. It is not a mystery, but it does take resolve and effort. Let the Livability
Board do a town survey of attitudes toward sustainable practices and actions (listed above),
and you may be surprised to find folks are on board! :) Then take action in this climate crisis; it
is for public health, for the children and wildlife and for our future. A specific idea is: Create
Wildlife Arks on all town grassy areas by following this website's guidelines.
https://wearetheark.org/public-spaces/ We can act responsibly for our future.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM

64 I am fully on board with a climate action plan. I think we should fund a community based
monitoring system to track key indicators of environment well being in Davidson. Then we will
have a way to monitor and evaluate any actions we take as a community to address the
climate crisis. This system should be a collaboration between, town, county, college,
community based organizations and individual citizens. Johnson, Noor, et al. “The Use of
Digital Platforms for Community-Based Monitoring.” Bioscience, vol. 71, no. 5, Oxford
University Press, 2021, pp. 452–66, https://doi.org/10.1093/biosci/biaa162.

4/22/2022 3:19 PM

65 None 4/22/2022 2:49 PM

66 Prioritize the tree canopy. Fund EV charging stations. 4/22/2022 2:28 PM

67 Move public facilities and equipment to alternative sources of energy, based on a realistic
multi-year plan for changing and replacing Town of Davidson properties as soon as practicable.

4/22/2022 10:15 AM

68 see 11. 4/22/2022 10:08 AM

69 see above 4/22/2022 10:04 AM

70 I believe both the projects are important. I believe we need to fund a full-time sustainability
position to achieve meaningful results in this area.

4/22/2022 9:06 AM

71 The Town needs to stop spraying pesticides on our playing fields, such as McEver and the
Town Green, where children play. There are organic alternatives. We also need to invest in
battery operated lawn equipment.

4/22/2022 8:07 AM
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72 Let's not spend a lot of money on another plan. There are several actions we can take now. No
more gas powered leaf blowers, encourage elimination of lawns, more town owned electric
vehicles, discourage idling, more tree planting, etc.

4/22/2022 7:47 AM

73 Alternative energy should be highest priority 4/22/2022 7:36 AM

74 Not needed and competes for resources with more critical needs. 4/21/2022 8:44 PM

75 nothing to add 4/21/2022 2:01 PM

76 None 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

77 Adding solar panels to town buildings seems very sensible. I would also happily make use of
public car-charging stations (but please do that with different money)

4/21/2022 1:54 PM

78 These ideas seem solid. 4/21/2022 1:06 PM

79 I love those ideas. Davidson should be a leader in sustainable practices and push the
envelope to be the best in the state.

4/21/2022 10:36 AM

80 I love the idea of incorporating sustainability for municipal facilities. I would look to other
federal or state funding initiatives for this. I expect that each time there is a democrat as
president there will be funding initiatives for climate change and sustainability so research
there to find what is available. Also, if there are incentives that residents can use for
sustainability, like solar panels or electric vehicles, make those known to residents. Often
times it’s just a matter of educating people in order for them to make more sustainable
choices.

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

81 The same as my previous answer 4/21/2022 12:57 AM

82 Increase awareness in the community 4/20/2022 10:07 PM

83 Maybe work with Duke Power to increase the solar power panel usage in the household? 4/20/2022 9:13 PM

84 Same answer as point 11 above. 4/20/2022 7:08 PM

85 Above 4/20/2022 12:31 PM

86 None 4/20/2022 11:50 AM

87 No special effort required 4/20/2022 10:56 AM

88 Better to spend money on real items versus plans that any consultant would gladly help take
the funds

4/20/2022 9:44 AM

89 This is important. 4/20/2022 8:24 AM

90 None 4/19/2022 10:45 PM

91 Should not be prioritized for this as this has nothing to do with pandemic. 4/19/2022 12:27 PM

92 Believe they will be met by those already preserving environmental assets who uphold healthy
living and wellbeing of all in the community and support those projects as they are offered in
the future.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

93 Very important to find this area as resources will be in greater demand with more and more
people moving to the area.

4/18/2022 9:54 PM

94 More solar. Expansion of the farmers market 4/18/2022 9:21 PM

95 Develop real ideas that make real impact then I will become more engaged. 4/18/2022 8:26 PM

96 Make recycling mandatory 4/18/2022 4:54 PM

97 Be a follower after careful analysis of pros and cons - stay off the cutting edge. Example of
failure for Davidson: Investment in a Communications provider.

4/18/2022 4:48 PM

98 We are in the middle of building a new town hall so presume alternative energy sources are
already part of that plan - if not what does that tell you? Similarly we have full time paid staff
who should already have developed at least a rudimentary climate action/sustainability plan.

4/18/2022 4:26 PM

99 Plant more shade trees, help cut down on the necessity for air conditioner use during hot
weather.

4/18/2022 2:41 PM
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100 not with arpa 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

101 Wasteful fad 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

102 none 4/16/2022 10:52 AM

103 Consideration needs to be much bigger than simply alternative energy sources for Town
Facilities and infra, but also include water quality, air quality, tree canopy, walkable
neighborhoods, waste reduction, transportation demand management, etc., etc., etc.

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

104 Very important to incorporate alternative energy sources. Could do this even before creating a
plan - which takes many months.

4/15/2022 6:07 AM

105 agree 4/15/2022 12:43 AM

106 Maybe if it is geared towards shoring up inequalities 4/14/2022 3:11 PM

107 Transportation continues to be the #1 producer of greenhouse gasses in this country. I would
start their.

4/14/2022 1:33 PM

108 Find productive ways to be more ECO friendly, like building sidewalks for safer mobility on foot
and bike.

4/14/2022 1:31 PM

109 Implement as many sustainability laws as possible, including forbidding lawn herbicides and
pesticides.

4/14/2022 12:28 PM

110 certainly on the local level federal funds have no business being spent for this 4/14/2022 11:54 AM

111 Not concrete enough for me to comment. 4/14/2022 8:51 AM

112 LEEDS certified level for all public facilities. PD should have electric fleet: town is not big
enough to warrant anything else.

4/13/2022 5:32 PM

113 incorporate alternative energy sources: yes; a sustainability plan: it seems more bla-bla and
little action; what about helping communities fight their by-laws forbidding solar panels? what
about being able to go everywhere in Davidson by bike without fearing to be run over? what
about helping citizens use public transportation, inside Davidson and also beyond? what about
taking a good look at waste management, what's working, what can be improved, what can
other actions to take to be a zero-waste community?

4/13/2022 3:26 PM

114 The ideas above are good. Always good to plant more trees so we could direct some of the
funds to Trees Davidson.

4/13/2022 1:00 PM

115 Install solar arrays on town building rooftops. 4/13/2022 11:12 AM

116 More commity gardens 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

117 The need to maintain our tree canopy is important inside The Town and in the ETJ. 4/13/2022 9:33 AM

118 Don’t believe these should be pursued at this time 4/13/2022 8:26 AM

119 At best projects like these will waste money on renewable energy projects that are ultimately
powered by fossil fuels.

4/12/2022 11:21 PM

120 I think the city can do more in this effort through installation of electric car recharging stations
in downtown Davidson.

4/12/2022 9:44 PM

121 answered above 4/12/2022 8:47 PM

122 There isn't enough money available to have more than a token impact in this direction. Once
again, pedestrian safety and greenway / improved livability is a higher priority.

4/12/2022 8:26 PM

123 No priority, again, overreach to support ideological goals not in the Town's purview 4/12/2022 6:37 PM

124 Start with the incorporation of alternative energy resources as a standard and sustainable
practice when designing new or rethinking current facilities.

4/12/2022 5:57 PM

125 Yes, the Town needs to incorporate alternative energy sources into its facilities and
infrastructure.

4/12/2022 5:48 PM

126 I thought that the town already had a Sustainability and Livability committee. A plan would be
great. Agree with alternative sources of power in facilities and infrastructure. Switch to

4/12/2022 5:28 PM
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alternative energy wherever we can in town vehicles, landscaping machinery. STOP use of
pesticides.

127 None 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

128 As existing energy uses and sources expire, we can plan on replacements. But large projects
for sudden change are costly and wasteful

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

129 High priority: Improvement to our infrastructure to support pedestrians and bicyclists -
Improvements to our facilities and infrastructure (alternative energy sources, conservation) -
Education for home owners interested in making similar changes to their homes - a community
composting program (or support for home owners to build their own composting at home)

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

130 Disagree 4/12/2022 4:53 PM

131 Only fund these if funds remain after funding high priority items (i.e., life safety, continuity of
town critical functions and services during emergencies) are funded.

4/12/2022 4:52 PM

132 The town seems to have a good many plans. Surely sustainability is already included. I think
that more direct action such as the use of alternative energy sources is more appropriate.

4/12/2022 4:33 PM

133 I like the idea of incorporating alternative energy sources into town facilities. I would like an
inexpensive town composting program.

4/12/2022 3:47 PM

134 The projects do not seem necessary and I see no need for additional projects in this area.
What exactly is the core objective with the conceptual projects outlines above?

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

135 We have an aging African American community that should be restored, protected from
gentrification. We need to attract younger families of all socio and economic levels and make
davidson a place to live and work.

4/12/2022 3:32 PM

136 Electric charging stations in well lit areas. 4/12/2022 3:27 PM

137 Add weekly recycling pick up. 4/12/2022 3:23 PM

138 The highest impact the Town can have is to maximize green space. Alternative energy makes
sense only if it reduces Town operating cost.

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

139 Avoid 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

140 Solar energy 4/12/2022 2:54 PM

141 I definitely think we should be using more sustainable energy sources where possible. I also
think we should look into curbside compost for the town in order to reduce the amount of trash
we are sending to landfills. We should also be encouraging more sustainable lawn practices,
such as using native plants, wildflowers, rocks, etc. instead of grass that needs to be mowed
Ann’s watered.

4/12/2022 2:41 PM

142 Not a fan of a climate action plan - could we use community members instead of spending $$$
on this? How can we leverage companies in the community, like Trane Technologies, that have
strong sustainability programs and commitments.

4/12/2022 2:37 PM

143 don't fund any 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

144 see above. Trees, plantings, space for them to grow. 4/12/2022 2:26 PM

145 Maybe 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

146 Same as #11 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

147 Don't waste tax payer money to assist with the destruction of our energy system. 4/12/2022 2:16 PM

148 Buy land to become permanent nature preserves. We have to many neighborhoods, and I fear
as more land owners sell, these future contractors will just clear-cut the land and our wildlife
will lose habitat. It would be great for families of all backgrounds to be able to spend more time
in nature, and it would give wildlife safe spaces to live without humans destroying their habitat.

4/12/2022 2:01 PM

149 JV energy companies--no need for a community committee or analysis 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

150 Focus on town development and resident services. DON'T focus on the latest virtue signaling
buzzwords.

4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q13 What other ideas for priority areas or potential projects do you have?
Answered: 121 Skipped: 84

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Need to follow township regulations concerning the cutting down of trees and destruction of
natural habitat, instead of allowing contractors to clear-cut Invest in upgrading our
infrastructure for better and safer transportation, especially bicycling, jogging, and pedestrian
applications. Need to make separate dedicated bike lanes on streets like Jetton, Davidson
Gateway, Griffith, and Main Streets and others. Need to eliminate parking spots on one side of
street to provide dedicated, separated bike lanes. Need to take steps to reduce speeding by
cars and trucks on main arteries. Additional enforcement, narrower painted lanes on streets,
more stop signs and other traffic calming measures need to be enacted. Passive applications,
such as narrower traffic lanes, speed bumps, bicycle lane separation pylons, and the like
should be implemented, as opposed to active enforcement, which doesn’t seem to have much
lasting effect. Let’s use this additional money for the wellbeing of all of Davidson’s citizens,
not just a few.

5/6/2022 3:56 PM

2 None 5/6/2022 9:26 AM

3 I would like to see some money set aside for DK-8 to allow them to prioritize equitable access
to education and serving Davidson's growing population.

5/5/2022 11:29 AM

4 I think that as our town continues to grow, it’s more important that neighbors get to know each
other. The social events sponsored by Davidson are always important and bring people
together

5/5/2022 5:42 AM

5 Please consider putting more resources into Davidson K-8. This is a wonderful school and is
experiencing amazing growth. There is a huge need for a larger cafeteria area, a middle school
library, renovations for the restrooms (!!!), and athletic fields. These are critical for DK-8 to be a
thriving and competitive middle school. I realize this is a CMS property, but feel confident that
the town of Davidson has pride and compassion regarding the welfare of the environment of
students and staff.

5/4/2022 12:40 PM

6 Small business grants to encourage economic growth in town. Lower commercial taxes to
lower rents to make it easier for new businesses to come to town and stay in town. The more
retail, office space and restaurants we have in town, the more desirable it is to live here.

5/3/2022 4:58 PM

7 Davidson K8 needs additional funds. It's our only public school and it's bursting at the seams.
We need more space, resources, and care for teachers and admin that care for and teach our
children!

5/3/2022 2:03 PM

8 How about committing resources to helping us heal our civil society. 5/3/2022 1:09 PM

9 Traffic control. 5/2/2022 1:02 PM

10 - Beautify downtown, it is really looking run-down (so many other small towns look so much
better than ours!) - Expand/grow the business district to improve economic sustainability.

5/2/2022 8:50 AM

11 Find a way to help town residents and pines do meaningful recycling. The pines sends much
plastic to the landfill because it is not accepted in recycle. Have a Town recycle center in
cooperation with county where more material can be recycled

5/1/2022 10:53 AM

12 Would love to see more parks/green space protection *spread all over town*, not just protected
acreage at the edges of town. The total number of acres is great, but not easily accessible for
the majority of residents. I support the purchase of land for this purpose.

4/30/2022 12:26 PM

13 none 4/29/2022 5:19 PM

14 Increase pay for police & fire & EMS. We need them 4/29/2022 3:18 PM

15 Control growth and make keeping our rural areas a priority. Way too much development without
ANY improvement in roads. West Branch is a perfect example. STILL no traffic control even
though we’ve added hundreds of homes. Also allowed that development to cut down old growth

4/29/2022 8:48 AM
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trees along the greenway - such a shame! And I thought they were going to have a park there.
What is being done with the undeveloped property there that is really just a swamp. Poop
planning and oversight all the way around!

16 Our country has run-up record debt and it is totally inappropriate to be spending this money
that has been borrowed from future generations

4/29/2022 7:50 AM

17 I think the most transformative project that could potentially address all of the priority areas
would be to put the funds to a massive, innovative, renovation of Ada Jenkins. As the heart of
the Westside and future home of Habitat and long history supporting the African American
community, it would foster renewed strength, empowerment and investment in the Westside
and the community members. The building could incorporate green building and clean energy
infrastructure and the infrastructure of the existing community center could be rebuilt so it
could better serve residents. 251 South Street's complete renovation is almost complete but I
do not believe that all residents feel comfortable in town hall. Meaningfully investing in an
existing community center and institution would help support the existing westside community
at its roots. Greater sustainability, resiliency, affordability and mental health could all be
aspects of a state of the art renovation of Ada Jenkins. It would work towards restorative
justice, help strengthen a struggling community, and better provide services and support to the
community.

4/28/2022 9:26 PM

18 n/a 4/28/2022 3:19 PM

19 Consider funds for DK8. The school is too small for its growing K-8 population. Especially low-
income and immigrant families need after school enrichment activities, that would strengthen
community ties and help the school flourish. Support of our public school should always be
considered when funding allocations are made. The school is a draw for folks who come to this
town and pay taxes -- however, at present, it does not serve its non-white, non-middle-class,
non-English-speaking, families well. Consider allocating town space for use by DK8.

4/28/2022 12:51 PM

20 Childcare! Infant - 5 yr old childcare - funding for more options, facilities, benefits for staff… all
of it!

4/28/2022 10:55 AM

21 I wish there were more pocket parks accessible to all children and teens along the greenways 4/28/2022 10:41 AM

22 Our decorations for Christmas are embarrassingly lame. Can we use some of the money to
beautify downtown with a better tree and lights? Does the farmers market need any funding? I
wish we had meeting space available for free or very low cost for community members. Maybe
that can be part of the new town building on South St? A hate having to bag leaves and wish
there was a better alternative for collecting those.

4/28/2022 10:00 AM

23 See above. In short, we could have a cycling friendly town, but we have work to do. 4/28/2022 8:42 AM

24 Town-sponsored “Meet Your Neighbors Day”. Could help facilitate better relations between town
residents across Davidson neighborhoods.

4/27/2022 2:53 PM

25 Actively petition for Norfolk Southern to allow for Red Line implementation between Charlotte
and Mooresville. This is necessary to reduce carbon emissions for commuting to and from
Charlotte

4/27/2022 1:53 PM

26 under the mental health umbrella, I'd love to see the town continue to build on the relationship
with Davidson LifeLine through upstream education, development of intentional cultivation of
mental wellbeing so that when someone is developing a mental health challenge it's more
acceptable to talk about it

4/27/2022 1:45 PM

27 None 4/26/2022 2:52 PM

28 Use the money for practical things that cause real benefit. Many of these ideas are a waste of
tax dollars.

4/26/2022 2:26 PM

29 In general, I am opposed to spending this money just because it is there - we have an
enormous, unsustainable national debt that is hurting our citizens - see today's inflation for
proof. Would be better to save the money until some emergency need arises.

4/26/2022 10:24 AM

30 Roads & infrastructure 4/26/2022 8:44 AM

31 na 4/26/2022 8:26 AM

32 None 4/25/2022 8:42 PM
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33 The streets ,sidewalks and areas for family to gather outside. The horticulture n attractive
landscape. The lake access, restraint.Only 1 at marina

4/25/2022 7:08 PM

34 Who decided to only provide 5 options in the survey? For example, can any of the $4 million
be used to reduce taxes or pay down debt?

4/25/2022 5:45 PM

35 More practical stores in downtown Davidson and less vacant storefronts - Davidson could be
so much more vibrant if there were practical stores (eg a shoe store, a furniture store, etc).
Instead Davidson has empty storefronts with creepy gnomes. Why?

4/25/2022 5:44 PM

36 none 4/25/2022 2:55 PM

37 Increasing rentable space within the Town of Davidson. Many businesses are having to look
elsewhere due to lack of availability

4/25/2022 2:52 PM

38 I would like to see the vacant properties between Mestizo and Kindred filled with businesses. 4/25/2022 12:27 PM

39 Let's fix the traffic issues downtown to decrease traffic pollution and increase the safety of all,
pedestrians and drivers.

4/25/2022 11:41 AM

40 Can any of this money be put into a rainy day fund to help fund future budgets in the event of
an economic down turn which looks more and more likely.

4/25/2022 10:57 AM

41 Review the new home construction rules to ensure that Town of Davidson is being developed
appropriately and not over built as it's currently being done for the roads, water, and sewer
systems

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

42 Please be responsible with the funds and use them for what they are being distributed for,
recovery from the COVID lockdowns. Don't let Davidson be one of the towns that will surely
make headlines for misappropriation of funds. While they are all important, this money was not
given for sustainability improvements, infrastructure, storytelling or restorative justice. I do
support affordable housing and metal health response as these have been negatively impacted
by the COVID lockdowns.

4/25/2022 10:54 AM

43 As any good steward of public funds should know - Focus on only those things that make
financial sense and/or provide real benefit to the most!!! One other comment - Noticed that the
priority numbering question below requires a ranking for ALL the proposed ideas. What about
us residents that only support SOME. Does not seem fair, and obviously will be used to justify
an agenda. WRONG!

4/25/2022 10:25 AM

44 Collaborate with Davidson College and ask them to take responsibility for some of these low
level, low priority functions. The College pays no Davidson tax but gets all the benefit of the
Town's services- they should be more engaged.

4/25/2022 10:14 AM

45 Roads and traffic reduction are primary issues 4/25/2022 10:12 AM

46 none - also please note you did not say in the below fields how to rank .... 1 being the highest
or lowest. I went with 1 being the highest priority

4/25/2022 9:54 AM

47 Some of the stores in downtown need a facelift and we need a few different businesses to
drive more traffic from within Davidson to participate in our community. How do we continue to
focus there since that is part of the main attraction to our small town feel.

4/25/2022 9:53 AM

48 Better maintenance of the sidewalks should also be a priority. There are trip hazards
everywhere in my neighborhood because the town planted trees that are far too large for where
they are located.

4/25/2022 9:45 AM

49 Infrastructure and roads priority 1, lowering taxes number 2 4/25/2022 9:37 AM

50 No comment 4/24/2022 9:10 PM

51 None 4/24/2022 5:59 PM

52 Keeping the west side community from being pushed out by gentrification. They were made to
live on the wrong side of the tracks on undesirable land that was prism to flooding and
surrounded with manufacturing.

4/24/2022 4:02 PM

53 Improving access to lake Norman, lake davidson and lake Cornelius for all residents. It is
unfortunate that so much of the shoreline was sold as private property. Other towns have
beach like areas

4/23/2022 9:33 AM
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54 Create Wildlife Arks on all town grassy areas by following this website's guidelines.
https://wearetheark.org/public-spaces/ We can act responsibly for our future.

4/22/2022 5:49 PM

55 None 4/22/2022 2:49 PM

56 Please don't waste this money on a liberal-wet-dream list. Its understood that the entire Town
government is run by liberals, but the entire Town is not all in favor of things like affordable
housing or "story telling." Use OUR money to fund improvements to infrastructure, strengthen
our tree canopy, and improve our mental health response capabilities.

4/22/2022 2:28 PM

57 Back to the beginning: Work on affordable housing as Job One in the use of this money. It will
yield rich benefits for all of us.

4/22/2022 10:15 AM

58 Time for action - implement the comp plan, build a dash board for progress, focus on land for
affordable housing, critical repairs for west davidson, land for greenways and parks, and stay
focused on preserving and stewarding our lands and natural resources.

4/22/2022 10:04 AM

59 None 4/21/2022 8:44 PM

60 none 4/21/2022 2:01 PM

61 None 4/21/2022 2:00 PM

62 N/A 4/21/2022 10:36 AM

63 Davidson is a wonderful town, as evidenced by it’s popularity, and great press. It is important
to maintain the openness, small town feel and appearance. A great place to live and work.

4/21/2022 9:07 AM

64 I appreciate the work you all have done to make Davidson a wonderful place to live for my
whole family. We are so lucky to live here. I think you’ve chosen great areas to focus on for
this money we’re receiving. I’m glad to see you’ll be using it wisely. Thank you!

4/21/2022 7:27 AM

65 Development of income based programs for affordable summer camps, after school programs.
Improving and/or adding to park & recs equipment

4/21/2022 12:57 AM

66 Programs that would target helping the elderly population in our community. Increasing
awareness of their needs. Not sure of specific ideas but something that would increase
engagement

4/20/2022 10:07 PM

67 Signage at the corner of Davidson Concord Road and 73. Night lighting at the circle at DC
Road and Rocky River. Art at that same circle.

4/20/2022 9:10 PM

68 none 4/20/2022 7:08 PM

69 Preparation for future pandemics and emergencies. Is our town prepared? Worth investing in
an emergency response plan update with the new threats of the day including climate
extremes, pandemics, energy blackouts, supply chain disruptions, etc…

4/20/2022 10:56 AM

70 Science and art community hub 4/20/2022 9:44 AM

71 The ones mentioned are at the top of my list. 4/20/2022 8:24 AM

72 Need to fund study and work with NCDOT to improve congestion and safety from Concord/
main Street intersection to Depot street

4/20/2022 8:21 AM

73 More art throughout the town. Find a way to fill the 4 empty store fronts on Main Street. Main
Street should be full of shops and restaurants, not banks or real estate offices. We need more
business centers.

4/19/2022 10:45 PM

74 None. Question 14 is not a valid question by forcing an answer for all 5. 3 of the 5 items are
inappropriate uses of the finds, but this question requires an answer.

4/19/2022 12:27 PM

75 Including or creating planning maps that (somehow) add a 4th category of investment/rental
property to owner-occupied residential, commercial, and charitable (churches, College, non
profits, etc) because a town's character and interests are affected with changes in permanent
residency.

4/19/2022 8:54 AM

76 A community park/playground area. Paving the roads that need repair 4/18/2022 9:54 PM

77 Nothing else. Do not “ski ahead of the tips.” The consequences are dire. 4/18/2022 4:48 PM

78 - repairs to the bungalows - grants to LMI homeowners for minor repairs 4/18/2022 4:26 PM
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79 Give monetary support to affordable housing already in place. For example, the Bungalows
buildings are desperate for new roofs and paint! Some hvac units need replacement as well.

4/18/2022 2:41 PM

80 none, town staff does a great job 4/18/2022 11:49 AM

81 Stop the nest-feathering virtue signaling 4/16/2022 11:01 AM

82 Handicap parking on Main Street 4/15/2022 2:31 PM

83 I would be in favor of spending a bit of money on each of these items. Some will require a
greater share of money b/c of the nature of the investment (e.g., housing and infrastructure
could receive more money, while some effective funds could still be used for the other
elements). "Sustainability" should be intentionally and explicitly baked into all of these
investments.

4/15/2022 8:59 AM

84 Work with Davidson College and Davidson Housing Coalition to create new affordable housing
on the land the College purchased from African American families along Griffith Street. Not all
parcels would make good housing, but if the College were to donate some of these parcels for
affordable housing, and current/former African American Davidson families were given priority
in buying or renting those new homes, this would be an example of restorative justice. It would
be one step toward healing.

4/15/2022 6:07 AM

85 Finding a way to enable businesses to occupy downtown Davidson! The empty storefronts are
an embarrassment to our community.

4/15/2022 12:43 AM

86 Thought the plan is directed at public health and economic wellbeing for families and workers
impacted by the pandemic

4/14/2022 3:11 PM

87 Keep the focus on affordability of the middle and lower income folks or our population will look
like that of Cape Cod shortly. That will be soooo boring!

4/14/2022 1:33 PM

88 None 4/14/2022 12:28 PM

89 Return the money to the federal treasury! The Town of Davidson has no business with this
Mad Money - where can we spend it!

4/14/2022 11:54 AM

90 Some ideas: A free trolley bus (like the gold rush that used to be in Charlotte) that would do
loops around town allowing riders to hop on and off.

4/13/2022 8:32 PM

91 You should determine who in community has been devastated by pandemic—some people
have—and provide direct payments to them. That is the intent of the funding: to actually help
those of use who have been very negatively impacted (and most of Davidson does not appear
to have been)

4/13/2022 5:32 PM

92 None. That's already a lot. 4/13/2022 3:26 PM

93 Cameras for crime prevention, more law enforcement 4/13/2022 11:01 AM

94 None 4/13/2022 9:33 AM

95 Focus on projects that actually make a difference as opposed to the silly that invite graft 4/12/2022 11:21 PM

96 Bury the powerlines that clutter up the skyline in downtown (Main street and Davidson-Concord
Road). Why any development is allowed to proceed without requiring developers to bury these
lines is beyond me in 2022 and given the wealth that exists in this community.

4/12/2022 8:26 PM

97 Use of the street sweeper and leaf pickup in the fall 4/12/2022 6:37 PM

98 The Town needs to focus on business development within the community. 4/12/2022 5:48 PM

99 Protection of our beautiful lake. The shoreline is being eroded. Trash is often thrown into it. It
is a jewel in the town. I wish more people respected it. Limit development along the shore or
but up the land and make more parks.

4/12/2022 5:28 PM

100 None 4/12/2022 5:15 PM

101 Money should go into early education with quality teachers and quality programs that are
tracked and make a difference

4/12/2022 4:57 PM

102 None 4/12/2022 4:53 PM
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103 See my response to question 6, especially items under my Item 1, Continuity Continuity of
Town Critical Services during Emergencies. The town's new town center and its renovated
town hall, when they are complete, must have new or updated primary and alternate
emergency operations centers with all requisite and independent communications and IT
capabilities. The town leadership does not appear to be focused on this at all. Best practices
also require all continuity of operations plans be re-written or updated when major infrastructure
or equipment changes occur. The new town center and the renovated town hall are just that.
The town must be able to execute critical functions and provide critical services during
emergencies. This is the town leadership's number one responsibility. They must focus on this
item to ensure those capabilities exist and are tested in our new town center and the renovated
town hall. Thus, all listed things in my item 1 in my response to question 6 must be funded.

4/12/2022 4:52 PM

104 Perhaps the town arborist could have a small tree planting fund for replacement trees when
damaged trees have to be removed from properties .

4/12/2022 3:47 PM

105 Improve roadways and citizen access throughout the town to keep vehicular flow safe and
efficient. This survey has inherent biases and is not adequately designed to gauge true citizen
input or priorities. For instance, Question 14 forces the respondent to rank priority areas that
they may not agree with in order to submit the survey. That is not right and not fair. At the very
least, it should allow a response of "N/A" or a free form entry of other priorities the respondent
wants to add. I have ranked them just to submit, but I would give all a zero "0" with exception
of Infrastructure with a weighting of 3. ARPA funds should not be used for any of the project
defined - with the possible exception of certain infrastructure investments. The Town would be
best served using its ARPA funds to pay down debt related to MI-Connection and other failed
programs, providing raises to Police, Firefighters, and public works employees and reducing
the taxes of its citizens.

4/12/2022 3:35 PM

106 Fund those things that are related to capacity building. House, job training, education-
especially pre-school. Intersect with those areas restorative justice.

4/12/2022 3:32 PM

107 Mental health investment would be my highest priority for these funds. 4/12/2022 3:27 PM

108 Revitalize down town buildings on the north and south end of main. 4/12/2022 3:23 PM

109 This federal funding is unfortunate since it is helping to fuel inflation while burdening future
generations with federal debt obligations. As a Town, we should spend the funds in ways that
have maximum long-term benefit for Town residents. We must not spend any of it on “current
period operations.”

4/12/2022 3:21 PM

110 Tax rebate 4/12/2022 3:02 PM

111 I’d like to have more shopping available in town so we don’t have to go to huntersville or
Mooresville to shop. We keep adding upper end housing development but don’t have enough
businesses to support

4/12/2022 2:54 PM

112 I would like to see Davidson become more pet friendly than it already is. More dog waste
stations throughout the town would help keep pet waste controlled. A town wide front door
sticker system for businesses that are dog friendly would make it easier for residents to know
where they can and can’t take their pet. Alternatively, or additionally, pet friendly businesses
should be listed on the town’s official Dog Fun page with information about if the dog is allowed
inside or just on the patio (in the case of restaurants). I would also like to see free or reduced
price dog training classes offered by the town to residents (maybe by the police department or
parks and rec department). This would help ensure the safety of all residents by making sure
everyone has access to affordable training for their dogs.

4/12/2022 2:41 PM

113 What can the town do to improve some of the Main St store fronts? The ones north of Mestizo
are a mess and embarrassing for a nice town like Davidson.

4/12/2022 2:37 PM

114 none 4/12/2022 2:35 PM

115 road around town needed...a connector...too much traffic on Concord coming into town. 4/12/2022 2:26 PM

116 Bring back leaf service for residents 4/12/2022 2:24 PM

117 Don’t lose the small town feel 4/12/2022 2:20 PM

118 I noticed there are a few cameras installed around Town, but not in many critical areas. I feel
the money would be better served helping to protect our community, as with more cameras to
capture or deter crime.

4/12/2022 2:16 PM
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119 Preserve timber / forest land around Davidson. We don't need more houses and the wildlife
need a place to live.

4/12/2022 2:01 PM

120 fix Concord Road 4/12/2022 1:56 PM

121 More town events to serve and welcome residents. 4/12/2022 1:39 PM
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Q14 What priority area(s) do you see as the most important to focus on?
Answered: 205 Skipped: 0
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